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Executive summary 

Under the implementation of the Regional Strategy for East and Southern Africa (ESA-

IO), Region Programme for Africa (IRFS), (GCP/RAF/466EAC) and within the framework 

of FAO/Smart Fish Project Result 5, Output 5M3.1, the consultant undertook a needs 

assessment to support and promote sustainable aquaculture development in Uganda. 

The overall objective being to promote sustainable aquaculture development, by 

achieving increased fish production through the provision of quality aquaculture inputs, 

tools and technical information, including training and improving the marketing of fish 

through the provision of marketing infrastructure and knowledge. This needs assessment 

followed on from a SmartFish training workshop, ‘Conducting Aquaculture as a Business’ 

that was held in Mukono District, Uganda, in 2012.  

The assessment process consisted of the selection of beneficiary associations; semi-

structured interviews with leaders and individual members, input and service providers; 

and a final validation of findings with farmers and association leadership. Training and 

input needs were assessed in two established fish farming associations: Walimi Fish 

Farmers Cooperative Society (WAFICOS) in the central region and the West Acholi 

Integrated Fish Farmers Cooperative Society (WAIFFICOS) in the northern region. The 

findings were used to develop a follow-on input and training plan and budget.  

The needs for farmers were found to be extensive and highly diverse in terms of both 

inputs and training but were largely similar for both groups. Priority inputs include: fish 

transportation, harvesting gear, improved handling equipment and water quality 

monitoring and testing kits. Farmers emphasized the need for hands-on and practical, 

farm-based training in general aquaculture and business management. At the association 

level, training in group dynamics, leadership, management of shared resources, and 

better handling and marketing are priorities. 

In terms of the input provision plan, depending on resource availability, equipment and 

services would either be managed centrally by the association and hired out to members 

or given directly to the most promising and needy farmers. Particular emphasis should be 

on supporting the most vulnerable but active members of the associations such as 

widows, orphans, women and youth. These members were found to be faced with the 

highest rate of unemployment and tend to be wholly dependent on farming. There is 

scope to train women to make harvesting nets and for youth groups in pond 

construction. Lesser priorities include support for Information and Communication Tools 

(ICT) to improve networking amongst association members, information exchange and 

better marketing, as well facilitating an E-learning process. Although the market for 

farmed fish exists, the distribution and transportation chains are thought to be weak. A 

market analysis survey must be carried out as a pre-cursor to clarifying market system 

support.  
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Résumé exécutif  

Dans le cadre du Programme pour la mise en œuvre d’une stratégie de pêche régionale 

pour la région de l’Afrique orientale et australe – océan Indien (AfOA-OI) – IRFS, 

(GCP/RAF/466EAC), et dans le cadre du Résultat 5 (FAO), extrant 5M3.1, le conseiller a 

procédé à une évaluation des besoins afin de soutenir et de promouvoir le 

développement durable de l’aquaculture en Ouganda. L’objectif global étant de 

promouvoir le développement durable de l’aquaculture par la réalisation d’une production 

accrue de poissons en ayant recours à des intrants aquacoles de qualité, des outils et des 

informations techniques, de même qu’à la formation ; et à améliorer la commercialisation 

du poisson au moyen de l’installation d’infrastructures de commercialisation et des 

connaissances. Cette évaluation des besoins a fait suite à un atelier de formation 

SmartFish ‘Diriger l’aquaculture comme une entreprise’ tenu en 2012, dans le district de 

Mukono, en Ouganda. 

Le processus d’évaluation était constitué d’une sélection d’associations bénéficiaires, 

d’entretiens semi-structurés avec les dirigeants et les membres individuels, les 

fournisseurs d’intrants et de services, et une validation finale des conclusions avec les 

fermiers et la direction de l’association. Les besoins en formation et en intrants ont été 

évalués auprès de deux associations de pisciculture déjà établies, la Walimi Fish Farmers 

Cooperative Society (WAFICOS) dans la région du centre et la West Acholi Integrated 

Fish Farmers Cooperative Society (WAIFFICOS) dans la région nord. Les résultats ont été 

utilisés pour élaborer un intrant en plan de suivi et pour faire provision pour un plan de 

formation, y compris le budget nécessaire. 

L’on a trouvé que les besoins des fermiers étaient vastes et très variés aussi bien pour 

les intrants que pour la formation et qu’ils étaient en grande partie semblables pour les 

deux groupes. Les intrants prioritaires comprennent : des moyens de transport du 

poisson, les engins de capture, de l’équipement amélioré pour la manutention et des 

trousses pour la surveillance de la qualité de l’eau et le dépistage. Les fermiers ont mis 

l’accent sur la nécessité d’une formation sur site et pratique, à la ferme et couvrant 

l’aquaculture en général ainsi que la gestion d’entreprise. Au niveau de l’association, les 

priorités sont la formation en dynamique de groupe, les qualités de dirigeant, la gestion 

des ressources partagées et une manutention et commercialisation meilleure. 

En termes de plan de disposition pour la fourniture d’intrants, dépendant de la 

disponibilité des ressources, les équipements et les services seraient soit gérés de 

manière centralisée par l’association et loués aux membres, soit fournis directement aux 

éleveurs les plus prometteurs et les nécessiteux. Une attention particulière doit être 

accordée au soutien des membres les plus vulnérables, mais les membres actifs des 

associations, comme les veuves, les orphelins, les femmes et les jeunes. Ces membres 

sont confrontés au taux de chômage le plus haut et ont tendance à être totalement 

dépendants de l’agriculture. Il est possible de former les femmes à fabriquer des filets 

pour la capture et des groupes de jeunes à construire des étangs. 
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Considéré de priorité moindre, le soutien aux TIC en vue d’améliorer le réseautage entre 

les membres de l’association, l’échange d’informations, une meilleure commercialisation 

ainsi que faciliter le processus de l’apprentissage en ligne. Bien que le marché de 

poissons d’élevage existe, la chaîne de distribution et de transport est jugée faible, et il 

est nécessaire de mener une enquête d’analyse de marché en préalable à un travail 

d’éclaircissement du système de marché. 
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1.   Introduction  

The SmartFish and Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) under 

the implementation of a Regional Strategy for the ESA-IO Region Programme (IRFS) 

(GCP/RAF/466EAC) and within the framework of FAO/SmartFish Result 5, Output 5M3.1- 

Sustainable Aquaculture Development Promotion undertook a needs assessment mission 

at two specific farmer’s organizations in Central and Northern Uganda. The organizations 

studied were the Walimi Fish Farmers Cooperative Society (WAFICOS) and the West Acholi 

Integrated Fish Farmers Cooperative Society (WAIFFICOS), respectively. 

This report was prepared by the Consultant according to the detailed Terms of Reference 

given in Annex 1. The report describes the findings of the needs assessment mission 

which involved stakeholder consultations, briefing meetings, interviewing respondents, 

and inspection of aquaculture production and marketing facilities and infrastructure in two 

farmer’s organizations in Uganda. The field mission was conducted on 9 - 10 August 2013. 

The assessment led to the identification of training opportunities, essential equipment 

requirements and registration interventions.  

 

1.1  Fisheries sector in Uganda 

The fisheries sector in Uganda comprises both capture and culture fisheries which are 

managed and planned for under the Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries 

(MAAIF). Fisheries are one of three sub-sectors - crop resources, livestock and fisheries - 

that fall under this ministry. The fisheries sector is very significant in Uganda with an 

estimated production capacity of 800,000 tonnes, worth US $2.0 billion annually. Current 

production is approximately 475,000 MT, of which aquaculture contributes about 20 

percent. The fisheries sector contributes 12.6 percent of the agriculture GDP and provides 

for 2.8 million livelihoods. The sector provides up to 1,100,000 jobs in formal and informal 

employment. Fish exports to both regional and international markets bring in foreign 

exchange of an estimated US $200 million annually whilst the value of fish consumed 

locally per annum is estimated at US $500 million. Fish remains the leading animal protein 

provider for rural communities in Uganda with over 50 percent of households depending 

on fish as the major source of animal protein for dietary purposes and the national 

average for fish consumption is 8.3 kg/capita/year. This is above that of the sub-Saharan 

average of 6.6 kg per capita, but just under half of the world average, which stands at 17 

kg per capita. 
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1.2 Current status of aquaculture in terms of production volumes, 

species, locations, current projects/initiatives  

Aquaculture in Uganda has reportedly been growing at an annual rate of 300 percent over 

the last 10 years and aquaculture production has risen from just 285 tonnes in 1999 to 

over 90,000 tonnes in 2010.  

Current aquaculture production is estimated at 100,000 tonnes/year, driven largely by the 

entry of commercial aquaculture producers and the adoption of high-density fish culture 

and production systems and technologies (DFR Report, 2011). Most of the recent 

expansion in aquaculture production though is accounted for by managed stocked 

communal water bodies across the country where 55 dams have been stocked with Catfish 

and Tilapia since 2002. Adoption of cage culture - regulated artificial enclosures in natural 

water bodies such as Lake Victoria – Mukono, Ssese Islands, Lake Nabisojjo – 

Luwero/Nakaseke, and Bunyaruguru lakes have also made a significant contribution to 

aquaculture production. Nearly 2,000 farmers are considered to be emerging commercial 

aquaculture entrepreneurs whilst another 3,000 are considered as progressive small-scale 

fish farmers. Another 21,000 remain in the category of subsistence producers (DFR 2010). 

There are currently over 9 medium sized commercial hatcheries and another 81 small 

business operated hatcheries, all of which are privately owned. 

 

1.3 Previous needs assessments, training, input provision and 

lessons learned 

No previous aquaculture needs assessment has been properly documented in Uganda 

except that which was documented by the Aquaculture Unit/Department of Fisheries 

Resources between 2000 and 2001 as the major constraints to Aquaculture development 

in the country. These constraints were: 

 Lack of quality fish seeds; 

 Lack of quality fish feed; 

 Lack of qualified technical personnel; 

 Lack of, or insufficient technical information. 

As a result of the above-identified constraints, FAO, in partnership with the Government of 

Uganda, formulated and implemented a technical cooperation programme (TCP) in the 

Eastern region of the country between 2002 and 2004 (Mwanja et al. 2005) to mainly 

address the constraints of lack of quality fish seed. By design, the project area was divided 

into three zones cutting across political boundaries and at the hub of each zone, a 

privately owned, small-scale commercial hatchery was established to serve farmers within 

the zone and beyond. 
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In addition to the hatchery, farmers within each zone were organized into producer 

organizations built around the hatcheries to facilitate easy information flow, access to 

quality inputs (feed and seeds) and to achieve organized marketing of farmed fish 

products.  

Today, this model has been replicated in all four regions of the country and almost every 

district due to its popularity and success. For many in the fisheries sector in Uganda, this 

is by far one of the most successful aquaculture projects the country has ever 

implemented. The secret to this success was in the careful needs identification, correct 

project design and accurate project implementation led by a strong national team assisted 

by Asian experts from Vietnam and Thailand under the technical supervision of FAO 

Officers. 

 

2. Methodology of the study  

The needs assessment approach is summarised in Figure 1 and can be divided into three 

main components:  

1. Development of a general overview of the aquaculture situation including baseline 

data;  

2. Needs assessment covering training and inputs;  

3. Establishment of baseline indicators to measure project impact.  

The study involved a desk review of available information followed by a rapid/participatory 

appraisal using semi-structured interviews with groups and individuals from different 

interest groups. The interviews were guided by checklists of key questions (Annex 4). 

Where possible, interviews and discussions were complemented by other field research 

tools such as stakeholder analyses, seasonal calendars, timelines and matrix rankings.  

The following points outline the main steps of the approach used:  

Desk review: The consultant conducted a three-day desk review to help guide and focus 

efforts during the study. The major sources of information reviewed included the FAO-AGG 

report produced by Lailla Kassam on the formation of farmer’s groups and management in 

Uganda; the MAAIF’s Development Strategy and Implementation Plan (DSIP) for the 

fisheries sub-sector; the Fisheries Sector Strategic Plan from the Department of Fisheries 

(DoF); the Annual Fisheries Report; the Fish Act (2000); and the Fish (Aquaculture) Rules, 

2003. A review of the above information, guided by key questions, was carried out over 

two days to provide a better understanding of the task ahead, as well as to focus the 

mission on the most important issues/areas. A third day was used for consultations with 

the FAO Country Representative and the Commissioner for Fisheries in the Ministry of 

Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries. 

Site selection: The sites were chosen according to the detailed description in Table 1. 
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Development of assessment tools/approach and FAO approval: The approach used 

for the needs assessment was developed by the Consultant and improved with technical 

support from FAO/SmartFish. The tool was also shared with the FAO representation in 

Uganda and the Department of Fisheries (MAAIF). 

Execution of field assessments in the selected sites: The Consultant, with help from 

a field assistant, worked together with a representative from the DoF to conduct field 

surveys. Interviews were held with representative samples of members of the two fish 

farming associations. After introductory meetings, interviews took place with 

regional/district technical managers, political leaders, leaders of associations, service 

providers and input suppliers. 

  

Meetings and interviews were also held with groups of selected farmers and input & 

service providers to help develop a general overview (Checklist A as shown in Annex 4) 

and the needs assessment (Checklist B as shown in Annex 4). Results of the group 

meetings and interviews were reviewed with association leadership members who helped 

with the identification of individuals for follow-up interviews/discussions, planning for the 

field routes as well as contacting and informing individuals about upcoming visits to their 

farms/facilities. 

Case studies and interviews: A series of individual case studies and interviews with a 

cross section of different types of farmer - large, small, male, female, rich, poor, highly 

dependent, less dependent - based on the stakeholder analyses was then carried out. The 

aim was to cross check/validate key needs assessment issues (see Checklist B) and carry 

out a baseline indicator survey (Checklist C as shown in Annex 4). Collating information 

for presentation/discussion for a validation meeting with key stakeholders including 

beneficiaries was done over one day at each site. Both soft and hard copies of the data 

collected were made available to participants. 

Validation of results: Results were validated during a final meeting with beneficiaries. 

These meetings helped clarify input and training needs and identify in-kind contributions 

that could further support beneficiaries. Each participant was provided with a hard copy of 

his/her interview. Feedback was given and questions asked by participants were answered 

by the Consultant. This exercise took place over one day at each site. 

Further consultations and debriefings were conducted with the FAO representative and 

the Commissioner for Fisheries to discuss tentative findings and options for the way 

forward.  

Market research for inputs, tools and equipment, service providers as well as obtaining 

relevant costs took two days. List of possible suppliers and service providers is given in 

Annex 8. 

Data entry and analyses: Given the many variables demanded in the Terms of 

Reference, the assessment tools designed resulted in a very high volume of data. 
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DESK STUDY

GROUP MEETINGS 
WITH GOVT & 

SERVICE/INPUT 
PROVIDERS 

(CHECKLISTS A,B 
AND VALIDATION 

OF C)

GROUP MEETING 
WITH FARMERS & 

KEY 
STAKEHOLDERS IN 

LOCATION 
(CHECKLISTS A & 

B)

REVIEW RESULTS 
& IDENTIFY 

BENEFICIARIES

INDIVIDUAL CASE 
STUDY 

INTERVIEWS WITH 
BENEFICIARIES 

(CHECKLISTS B & 
C)

COLLATE DATA & 
VALIDATION 

MEETING WITH 
KEY 

STAKEHOLDERS

FISH FARMER TRAINING & INPUT NEEDS

 

The Consultant, with the assistance of data entry staff, spent 8 days on this component. 

The data was collated and captured using Excel spread sheets, and was submitted in 

addition to the mission report. 

Production of a report: The Consultant prepared a mission report to highlight the 

findings of the needs assessment which involved stakeholder consultations, briefing 

meetings, interviews with key respondents, and inspection of aquaculture production and 

marketing facilities and infrastructure of two farmer organizations in Uganda. The field 

mission was carried out on 9 - 10 August 2013.  

This report includes the following three major components: 

1. Training needs and training delivery plan; 

2. Legal registration and networking recommendations; 

3. Input distribution plan and costing. 

 

2.1  Summary of aquaculture needs assessment approach and 

process 

Figure 1: Summary of aquaculture needs assessment approach and process 
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2.2  Selection of sites/locations 

The criteria used emphasized the state of aquaculture development and the need to build 

on previous support from SmartFish with FAO Technical Assistance for boosting farmer 

aquaculture associations, as well as the objectives for this intervention (FAO/SmartFish 

2012 - 2013). Six associations benefited from previous support and two were selected to 

benefit from additional support using the criteria outlined below in Table 1.  

Table 1: Site selection criteria  

Association 
Reason for choice 

(selection criteria 

and other 

reasons) 

Number of members, date of 

formation, main products, 

volumes, marketing process 

and main markets 

Consultation 

process and 

stakeholders 

involved in 

choice 

WAFICOS  The first and most 

organized fish 

farmers’ 

cooperative in the 

country, with nine 

years of 

experience. 

 Formed in May 2004 with 

about 34 members;  

 Has over 580 members; 

 Nile Tilapia and African Catfish 

are the main farmed species; 

 Most fish sold live and/or 

fresh; 

 Fish sold in bulk to middlemen 

and regional traders and 

through the association 

marketing centre; 

 Main markets include urban 

fish markets, Rwanda and the 

Democratic Republic of Congo. 

FAO 

representation 

in Uganda and 

Fisheries 

Department 

officials were 

consulted and 

agreement was 

reached. 

WAIFFICOS The second main 

fish farmers’ 

cooperative in the 

country. It is based 

in Northern Uganda 

where most 

families were 

displaced from 

their homes and 

lost livelihoods due 

to civil war. People 

are now starting to 

return home.  

 Formed in May 2012 with 30 

members; 

 Currently the association has 

102 active members; 

 Nile Tilapia and African Catfish 

are the most farmed species; 

 Most fish sold fresh and from 

the pond to neighbouring 

households; 

 Fish sold mainly fresh but for 

the African Catfish, a 

significant portion was smoked 

and found to be a preferred 

product in the local market. 

FAO 

representation 

in Uganda and 

Fisheries 

Department 

officials were 

consulted and 

agreement was 

reached. 

 

Further information on WAFICOS and WAIFFICOS, can be found in Annex 14. 
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3. Results of the needs assessment  

3.1  Stakeholder analysis 

The assessment focused on three levels of stakeholders. These included 9 leaders of 

WAFICOS; 8 public technical managers, extension workers and political leaders; and 24 

farmers. Among the farmers, 20 fish farms were individually owned and two were group 

owned. Five fish farms out of the 24 were owned and managed by women and the 

remaining 17 were owned and managed by men. One fish farm (FERDSULT Fish Farm) was 

considered as an emerging commercial large-scale fish farm; 19 of the 24 fish farms 

surveyed were considered as small- to medium-scale emerging commercial fish farms; two 

were considered smallholder subsistence fish farms.  

 

3.2  Seasonal calendars in terms of production and marketing of 

farmed fish 

Farmers do not follow a particular seasonal calendar; rather farms are sited to have ample 

water supply all year round. Production is also largely based on when the farmers are able 

to access aquaculture inputs; and harvesting is ongoing throughout the year for some 

while the majority raise fish for six to eight months and harvest fish twice a year. 

 

3.3  Farmed fish production and marketing timelines 

There are no set timelines for the associations or farmers. There is no synchronization or 

planned association production or marketing activities. Each farm operates independently 

and uses the association only to access some services including marketing and as a 

reference for the supply of quality inputs. 

 

3.4  General overview per location 

3.4.1  WAFICOS, Central Region 

WAFICOS is a fish farmers’ cooperative that was established in 2004 and legally registered 

under the Uganda Co-operative Alliance (UCA) under the Cooperative Societies Act of 

1991. WAFICOS was set up independently by a group of fingerling producers, fish farmers 

and farmed fish processors who came together in an attempt to access services and inputs 

for fish farming, overcome marketing constraints and lobby government for assistance. 

WAFICOS originally had 34 registered members from the central region and remained this 

size up until 2008. During this time WAFICOS supported itself by member contributions 

only and no other outside financial assistance. Members were however able to access 

training through the USAID Fish project in subjects such as pond construction, feeding, 

harvesting, sampling, handling and pond management. 
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The membership of WAFICOS has grown from 35 in 2008 to more than 500 members and 

covers more than just the central region. Accordingly, WAFICOS is the first fish farmer’s 

cooperative society to exist and the fact that it is located in central region where the 

capital city is, means that most of its member farmers are medium- to large-scale 

commercial farmers. 

According to information available from WAFICOS, they are already undertaking joint and 

bulk marketing of farmed fish where farmers with market sized fish agree to sell their 

products to an identified market in order to negotiate better prices and to meet quantities 

requested by buyers. 

 

3.4.2 WAIFFICOS, Northern Region 

West Acholi Integrated Fish Farmers’ Cooperative Society (WAIFFCOS) is a fish farmer’s 

organization, which was registered in May 2012 as a cooperative society. Currently, 

membership of WAIFFICOS is 102 fish farmers that come from the districts of Gulu, 

Amuru, Nwoya, Kitgum, Pader, Lamwo and Oyam in Northern Uganda. The Head Office of 

the society is located at Pukure Orphan Care Integrated Fish Farm, Lacor Parish, Lamogi 

Sub County in Amuru District. 

 

3.5  General description of fish farming practices 

Characteristics of different types of fish farming businesses/groups and 

production systems including species, markets, yields, seasonal changes 

(stakeholder analyses, seasonal calendar)  

The most commonly farmed fish species by member farmers of the two groups are Tilapia 

and Catfish in monoculture or poly-culture systems. However, a few farmers also reported 

farming Mirror Carp and Nile Perch.  

In terms of farming type, farmers from the two groups reported that there 33.3 percent 

were subsistence producers, 25 percent were small-scale profit oriented producers, 16 

percent were medium commercial producers, 16.7 percent were large-scale commercial 

producers, and 8.3 percent were large-scale commercial hatchery operators. Species 

cultured were as follows: 

 Group one (WAFICOS)  

It was found that 20 percent of farmers were only culturing Tilapia, 5 percent only Catfish, 

40 percent both Tilapia and Catfish and 10 percent were producing only seed. 25 percent 

of farmers were culturing a mixture of many species. 

 Group two (WAIFFICOS)  
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It was found that 9.1 percent of farmers were only culturing Tilapia, none were breeding 

only Catfish, 88.6 percent were culturing both Tilapia and Catfish, and 2.3 percent were 

breeding other species. 

Most of the respondents interviewed from the two groups (technical managers, association 

leaders and farmers) reported that farm gate marketing of fish products is the most 

common practice though a few reported marketing in nearby markets, urban or rural 

growth centres and some to fresh bulk buyers.  

Period that the group has been together 

In the case of WAFICOS, the founder members have been together for the last nine years, 

but the majority of the members have only been together between six months and two 

years. For WAIFFICOS, the core founder members have been working together for the last 

three years under the USAID LEAD project even before the association was registered as a 

cooperative society however, the majority are new entrants who have been in the 

organization for one year or less having joined the group after its establishment. 

Initial reason for coming together/forming a group  

The main reasons for coming together and working in a group as reported by the two 

organizations were mainly to: improve networking; information exchange; improve access 

to inputs, improve marketing and fulfil a sense of belonging. 

Number of members (gender disaggregation) 

WAFICOS has 580 fully registered members: 80 percent males and 20 percent female. 

WAIFFICOS has 102 fully registered members: 70 percent male and 30 percent female.  

Gender issues and roles related to fish farming (stakeholder analyses) 

The roles of women in aquaculture within the WAIFFICOS group were found to be as 

follows: 

 It was reported that 23.1 percent were farm owners, 23.1 percent farm workers, 

38.5 percent are involved in fish marketing, 15.4 percent provides labour and 

marketing and none provided capital for aquaculture business to operators. 

The roles of youth in aquaculture within the WAIFFICOS group were found to be as 

follows: 

 It was also reported that 14.3 percent of youth were farm owners, 50 percent farm 

workers, 21.4 percent are involved in fish marketing, 7.1 percent provides capital, 

and 7.1 percent were owners, labourers and market their fish. 

Membership structure, fees, by-laws and member characteristics  

For WAFICOS, to be considered a member the farmer must have paid membership fees of 

50,000/=, annual subscription fees of 30,000/=, and bought at least one share worth 

100,000/=. For WAIFFICOS, to be considered a registered member, the farmer must have 

paid membership fees of 20,000/=, annual subscription fees of 10,000/=, and bought at 

least one share worth 70,000/=. 
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Is the group/individual registered/licensed or not and details? 

Both groups are registered with the central and local government and are eligible to 

operate as cooperative societies in the country. 

Current benefits of group membership 

Most respondents interviewed from both groups reported the following as benefits they 

derive from their respective cooperatives: skills and knowledge in pond construction and 

farm management; networking and information flow amongst members; access to quality 

inputs and equipment; and improved marketing systems. 

Current production/yield levels for different systems (kg per annum) 

(stakeholder analyses) 

The annual production reported by respondents from the two associations showed that 

most members of WAFICOS produce an average of ten tonnes or more per annum whilst 

the majority of WAIFFICOS members in Northern Uganda produce three to five tonnes 

annually. Details are given below: 

 Group one (WAFICOS) 

Farmers producing less than 1 tonne per annum: 5 percent; 

Farmers producing between 1 and 2 tonnes per annum: 0; 

Farmers producing between 3 and 5 tonnes per annum: 10 percent; 

Farmers producing between 6 and 10 tonnes: 20 percent; 

Farmers producing more than 11 tonnes: 30 percent; 

Farmers producing only seed: 10 percent; 

Farmers unsure of their production due to no record keeping: 25 percent. 

 Group two (WAIFFICOS) 

Farmers producing less than 1 tonne per annum: 15.9 percent; 

Farmers producing between 1 and 2 tonnes per annum: 15.9 percent,  

Farmers producing between 3 and 5 tonnes per annum: 25 percent; 

Farmers producing between 6 and 10 tonnes: 20.6 percent; 

Farmers producing more than 11 tonnes: 13.6 percent,  

Farmers producing only seed: 4.5 percent; 

Farmers unsure of their production due to no record keeping: 4.5 percent. 
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Current access to equipment, services and infrastructure and how could this be 

improved. What equipment is used? What services are available?  

Farmers reported difficulties in accessing aquaculture equipment, key services and 

infrastructure and suggested the following as means to solving this problem: 

 Capitalization of the aquaculture business in terms of direct support with inputs 

and/or the provision of financial support to procure necessary inputs;  

 Provide tax waivers on machinery, price subsidies on imported feed and specific 

grants to attract investment in feed production; 

 Need for financial support or direct input support for acquisition of farm inputs 

including stocking materials, feed and equipment; 

 Technical assistance and support for farm infrastructure development; 

 Government or association should put in place quality assurance and or standard 

verification systems for inputs and equipment; 

 Establish an import facility to allow farmers to acquire necessary inputs and 

equipment on favourable terms; 

 Build capacity for fabrication of key equipment; 

 Association should acquire and centrally manage heavy equipment for hire by 

members. 

Source of water and water quality, including monitoring and disposal of 

wastewater. 

Source and seasonality of water supply for WAFICOS members  

41 percent of the respondents indicated that their farms were supplied by spring wells, 

which were all year around. 32 percent of the respondents indicated that their farms were 

supplied by natural streams, which were permanent, and had good volumes of water all 

year round. 9 percent of respondents indicated their fish farms were supplied by 

underground springs within the ponds; while 5 percent indicated that their farms were 

supplied by permanent wetlands. Other sources of water reported by 5 percent were lake 

water for cage based fish culture and another 5 percent were dependent on seasonal 

rainwater. 

Source and seasonality of water supply for WAIFFICOS members  

80 percent of farmers depend on spring wells with a permanent all year round water 

supply; 9 percent depend on underground springs (within the ponds); 5 percent reported 

that their fish farms depend on protected wells that were permanent and supplied water all 

year round; one farmer indicated that his farm is dependent on a permanent wetland with 

flowing water all year round, while another indicated that the source of water for his farm 

was a seasonal wetland that dried up at some times of the year.  
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Source of seed/fry, quantities and cost 

With regard to the availability of seed most farmers from WAFICOS group reported that 

they could easily get seed whenever they need it whilst WAIFFICOS members reported 

they had a lot of difficulties in accessing seeds in their area. The main sources of seeds are 

commercial hatcheries (72.7 percent) followed by friendly farmers (27.3 percent). Only a 

negligible percentage continues to get seed from the wild.  

Source and use of feeds: quantities, cost, details of production of local and on-

farm feed 

Member farmers of the two groups reported the following as their main sources of fish 

feed: 

 Group one (WAFICOS) 

On-farm made: 5 percent; 

Small-scale commercial feed manufacturers: 5 percent;  

Large-scale commercial feed manufacturers: 60 percent;  

Other sources of feed: 5 percent; 

No response: 25 percent. 

 Group two (WAIFFICOS) 

On-farm made 86.4 percent; 

Small-scale commercial feed manufacturers: 4.5 percent; 

Large-scale commercial feed manufacturers: 9.1 percent.  

Characteristics of labour employed: family, seasonal, part-time, full-time, costs 

(stakeholder analyses) 

Members of the two groups characterized the source of their farm labour as follows: 

 Group one (WAFICOS) 

Full time paid labour: 80 percent; 

Family labour 13.3 percent; 

Family and part time paid labour: 6.7 percent; 

Part-time paid labour: 0;  

Group labour: 0;  

Mixture of all types of labour: 0. 
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 Group two (WAIFFICOS) 

Full time paid labour: 2.3 percent; 

Full time paid labour and family labour: 2.3 percent; 

Family labour: 43.2 percent; 

Family labour and part time labour: 2.3 percent; 

Part-time paid labour: 9.1 percent;  

Group/camp labour: 25 percent;  

Group/camp labour: 11.4 percent; 

Mixture of all the above: 4.5 percent.  

Support from extension services, what is the current status, is it adequate/useful 

and how could it be done differently/better? 

When members of WAFICOS were asked about the accessibility of extension services, 43.5 

percent said they had no access to extension services while 56.5 percent reported that 

they did have access to extension services. 

On the other hand, members of WAIFFICOS reported that 69.7 percent had no access at 

all to extension services, 23.3 percent have access to extension services, 4.6 percent and 

2.3 percent have poor and very limited access respectively. 

Access to credit, current status, is it adequate, does it need to be improved, if so 

how? 

Farmers of both associations reported that access to credit is currently very limited and 

where it is available terms and conditions do not favour fish farming business as the 

interest rates are too high (24 percent) and the grace period is not sufficient. 

Access to markets and marketing, handling, transport. Including key markets 

prices, products, seasonality, how is fish sold and distributed?  

 Group one (WAFICOS)  

For WAFICOS, 25 percent of farmers sold their fish at the farm gate, 75 percent sold in 

nearby markets, none sold from urban/rural growth centres, or sold fresh to bulk buyers. 

None processed fish and transported it to urban centres and regional markets. 

 Group Two (WAIFFICOS) 

For WAIFFICOS, 50 percent of farmers sold at the farm gate, 21.4 percent sold in nearby 

markets, and 28.6 percent sold from urban/rural growth centres, None sold fresh to bulk 

buyers or processed fish and transported it to urban centre and regional markets. 
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Changes you have seen in the last 5 years? E.g. number of farmers, volume of 

fish production, yield, and species farmed inputs, extension services, group 

membership, demand, markets, prices (time line). 

 Group one (WAFICOS)  

77 percent of the respondents reported that fish prices had increased by as much as 3,000 

Uganda Shillings over the last five years. Almost the same number (73 percent) reported 

that there was significant increase in demand and expanded markets for farmed fish over 

the same period. Whilst 60 percent of the respondents reported an increase in their 

production volume over the last five years, 23 percent said there had been a decrease in 

their production volume largely due to the unavailability and high cost of feed. 77 percent 

of the respondents also reported that there had been poor extension service coverage over 

the last 5 years with only 23 percent reporting significant improvements in access and 

quality of extension services for fish farming. Whilst 72 percent did not see any changes in 

the number of species farmed, 18 percent of the respondents reported doubling (or more) 

the number of species domesticated and farmed over the last five years including Victoria 

Carp and Nile Perch. 

 Group Two (WAIFFICOS) 

Nearly all farmers (93 percent) noted a significant increase in the volume of farmed fish 

produced and increased demand and market for farmed fish. Equally the same number 

noted price increases for fish over the last five years. Whilst 84 percent of the farmers 

surveyed noted no change in access or quality of extension services, 16 percent noted 

significant changes in access and quality of extension services. Only 5 percent of the 

farmers said they had increased the number of species farmed by 2 to 3 species including 

Nile Tilapia, African Catfish and Carps. The remaining 95 percent largely remained farming 

Nile Tilapia and African Catfish. 

Additional livelihood activities of fish farmers 

When asked about any other additional source of livelihood, WAFICOS members 

mentioned the following: Religious Minister, consultancy work, engineering works, dairy 

farming, poultry farming, crop farming (coffee, bananas), construction work, 

entertainment and other recreation activities, real estate developer, businesswoman, civil 

servant, other diversified agriculture practices. 

Key challenges to farm performance for WAFICOS Members, Central Region: 

Ninety-one percent of respondents reported the high cost, insufficient supply and 

questionable quality of commercially produced formulated feed as a challenge in fish 

farming. Forty-one percent reported inaccessibility, inadequacy and high capital costs as a 

challenge. Thirty-two percent indicated that having limited qualified, experienced and 

honest technical personnel and skilled workers was a challenge. 
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Twenty-seven percent reported that the uncertain quality, poor access and high cost of 

fish seed were a challenge. Twenty-seven percent also indicated that poor access and high 

costs of inputs, including farm equipment, tools and harvesting nets were a challenge. 

Eighteen percent indicated that lack of transportation and inadequate logistics on the farm 

presented a challenge. Fourteen percent of the respondents indicated that decreasing and 

seasonal water supplies were a challenge to fish farming. Two other challenges, lack of 

infrastructure for marketing and poor farm security were also reported by 14 percent of 

the respondents respectively. Challenges of changing fish prices; demanding regimes for 

fish farm management; lack of infrastructure, skills and experience in handling daily and 

seasonal fluctuations in temperature; failure to access markets; and lack of appropriate 

and adequate sources of information on aquaculture production management were 

reported by 5 percent of the respondents for each of the challenges respectively. 

What do you think can be done to overcome the challenges? – WAFICOS  

Forty-one percent of the respondents thought that provision of quality and affordable fish 

feeds and/or the acquisition of capacity to produce on-farm fish feed will help overcome 

the challenge of feeds. To overcome the lack of skilled and experienced manpower, 23 

percent of the respondents cited the use of technical assistance and training of farm 

managers as well as devising means for motivation and retention of staff as a solution; 

Nine percent suggested the use of technical assistance from Asia. To overcome the 

challenge of poor farm security 9 percent of the respondents thought that acquisition of 

predator nets and the use of happas would be useful to control predation. Nine percent of 

respondents called for improvement in sources of information on the management and 

prospects of fish farming to overcome the challenge of limited knowledge. The following 

solutions were each raised by nine percent of respondents: project interventions to 

support improvement in these areas; government recognition of roles and extended 

support to WAFICOS to strengthen capacity of the association to provide services to 

members; acquisition of technical assistance for the construction of own hatchery to 

overcome the challenge of poor quality and inadequate supply of seed; increase in 

production to attract and consistently supply better paying markets; and fencing the farm 

off to improve farm security. The following solutions to various challenges were given by 5 

percent of the respondents: on-site, hands-on external training in production; government 

and/or association to set up and enforce standards for ensuring the quality of inputs; 

adoption of more appropriate intensive production technologies; establishment of a seed 

fund managed by the association for financing aquaculture production; encourage more 

input (seed and feed) entrepreneurs to allow for competition and end monopolistic 

tendencies that limit the supply and quality of inputs; the acquisition of aerated tanks to 

sell live fish; acquisition of solar powered water heaters for temperature regulation; and 

the redesign and construction of hatcheries for increased production. 
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Key challenges to the performance of the fish farm for WAIFFICOS, Northern 

region 

WAIFFICOS members (86 percent of respondents) indicated that having no feed storage 

on farms, the high cost and unavailability of quality fish feed were the main challenges. 

This was followed by the lack of fish farming tools and equipment including fish sampling 

implements and harvesting nets expressed by 73 percent of the respondents. Sixty-six 

percent indicated that the high cost and unavailability of quality seeds was a challenge 

whilst 46 percent expressed the poor security of the farm, in terms of keeping out 

predators and vandals, as a challenge. Other challenges expressed included a lack of 

adequate financing to support aquaculture production and limited technical knowledge and 

lack of skilled and committed workers by 16 percent of the respondents in each case. The 

lack of transport for input supply and marketing of fish seed and farmed fish was 

highlighted by 14 percent of WAIFFICOS respondents. Limited extension services and 

inappropriate technology and poor mechanization for pond construction were raised by 12 

percent of the respondents for each challenge. Limited capacity for production, in terms of 

land suitability for aquaculture, was given by 5 percent of the respondents. Poor marketing 

infrastructure, unreliable rainfall, fish diseases, fluctuating fish prices and non stable 

demand for fish, farm maintenance (grass cutting), lack of government support, poor 

feeding and feed management, poor regulation and control of water supply, and pond 

drainage were put forward as challenges by 2 percent of respondents for each case. 

Note: Currently, the biggest proportion of feed ingredients such as maize bran, rice bran, 

soya beans, sunflower cakes, amongst others used to produced fish and animal feeds in 

central and western regions comes from northern Uganda with sunflower coming 

exclusively from the northern region. 

What do you think can be done to overcome the challenges? WAIFFICOS 

Eighty-two percent of WAIFFICOS members surveyed indicated that acquiring technical 

assistance and machinery for on-farm feed production and or seeking assistance for 

quality feeds would address one of the fish farming challenges. Seventy-five percent of 

respondents expressed that strengthening the capacity of the association to supply seed, 

including providing quality seed in the immediate vicinity to lure entrepreneurs into 

establishing more commercial hatcheries in the northern region, would be another means 

to address some of the challenges. Thirty-four percent of respondents indicated that 

recruitment and linking extension workers to farmers by the government and hiring full-

time workers together with regular training of workers in aquaculture production 

management, fish sampling, production of harvesting nets, feeding and feed management, 

and fish processing and quality control would also address some of the other challenges to 

fish farming. 
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Acquisition of pond sampling and harvesting nets and luring investors to establish a 

commercial factory to formulated feed in the northern region, operated by interested 

investors and or by the association would address the challenges indicated by 27 percent 

of the respondents in either case. Twenty-five percent of respondents expressed that the 

acquisition of inputs such as farm implements, including a motorized grass cutter, would 

address certain challenges. Fencing off the fish farm, using predator control nets and or 

hiring a security guard were expressed by 18 percent of the respondents. Sixteen percent 

of the respondents suggested procuring means for fish transportation for supplies and fish. 

Acquisition of farm implements, including a motorized grass cutter was expressed by 12 

percent of the respondents. Construction of more ponds and water supply regulating 

facilities with the association helping source heavy equipment for pond construction that 

could be hired by interested farms was expressed by 9 percent of respondents. Seven 

percent of respondents suggested the establishment of a cold chain/refrigeration system 

based on fish supply; exposure and hands-on experience through farmer exchange visits; 

the setting up of a fish farmers savings and credit mechanism under the cooperative; and 

the creation of a contributory seed fund to support increased farmed fish production. The 

following were also expressed as means to mitigate fish farming challenges by at least one 

farmer in each case: acquisition of fish handling containers and packaging materials; 

construction of an on-site store for feed; effective regulation and control of water supply 

by installing pipes and associated joining pieces; construction of a reservoir and proper 

drainage canals to direct storm water; and a call for government intervention to boost 

aquaculture production and commercialization.  

What do you think will help you make more of the opportunities? 

Opportunities for expansion of fish farming business – WAFICOS, Central region: Ninety-

one percent of the WAFICOS members indicated that the ready and available market for 

fish, due to increased consumption and demand for fish both within and outside the 

country and their proximity to urban centres, was an opportunity. Thirty-six percent of the 

farmers indicated that the ready supply of water and availability of freshwater bodies 

present an opportunity for fish farming. Thirty-two percent of the respondents indicated 

that availability of skilled labour and access to technical support for aquaculture production 

and management was another opportunity. Twenty-seven percent found that willingness 

of government and donors to fund aquaculture development including training, symposia 

and networking within the association and with farmers elsewhere were opportunities for 

aquaculture expansion. Eighteen percent of WAFICOS respondents indicated that farmed 

fish, as a ready source of animal protein and consideration by many of fish as a healthy 

and nutritious food for households, were opportunities for fish farming. The following three 

aspects were considered as opportunities for fish farming by 14 percent of the WAFICOS 

respondents respectively: increasing prices of farmed fish and anticipation of better fish 

prices in near future; growing tourism and recreational industry create markets for farmed 

fish; and potential for income generation. 
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Nine percent of respondents also viewed the following aspects as opportunities: access to 

quality supplies of aquaculture inputs such as fish feed, fish brood stock; good returns on 

fish farming; potential for value addition; and access to technical services, knowledge, 

tools and equipment. The following were also considered as opportunities by at least one 

farmer in each case:  

 Low production and supply of farmed fish;  

 Good natural environment and weather conditions for tropical aquaculture; 

 Room for expansion; 

 Aquaculture as a source of employment and income; 

 Improving trade terms and conditions in EAC & COMESA; 

 Existing farm establishment; 

 Cooperative marketing through the association;  

 Fish farming is considered to be less labour intensive compared to traditional farming 

enterprises. 

What needs to be done to exploit the existing opportunities? – WAFICOS, Central 

region 

Forty-one percent of the WAFICOS farmers surveyed indicated that there is a need to 

improve fish farm management by recruiting skilled, full-time workers, training, exposure 

and technical assistance to take advantage of the opportunities that exist. Thirty-six 

percent indicated that expanding production by increasing production capacity and 

adopting more intensive production systems will exploit the opportunity of increasing 

demand for farmed fish. Seeking public support for expansion of the farmed area and 

increasing investment to grow production to commercial levels as well as improving 

production and the use of quality inputs were considered ways of exploiting existing 

opportunities by 14 percent of the respondents in each case. Engaging in large-scale water 

body based fish farming through the use of cages and establishing a marketing facility with 

a cold chain to widely source fish and access markets over a greater area were considered 

means of exploiting existing opportunities by 9 percent of the respondents for each case. 

The following means of exploiting existing opportunities were expressed by one 

respondent for each case: 

 Expand the market for farmed fish through advertising; 

 Advertise farmed aquaculture products along with recreation activities; 

 Increase production capacity including further integration of aquaculture with other 

agriculture enterprises; and 

 Develop the capacity to monitor and control water quality and adopt intensive fish 

culture methods. 
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Opportunities for expansion of fish farming business for WAIFFICOS 

Seventy-seven percent of farmers from WAIFFICOS suggested two commonly expressed 

opportunities for the expansion of fish farming businesses: increased demand and ready 

markets for farmed fish; and available land for expansion of aquaculture production. Sixty-

eight percent of respondents mentioned having sufficient and reliable sources of water all 

year round. These were followed by two other opportunities: the development of avenues 

for agriculture funding including support from international organizations such as EU and 

FAO (14 percent); and having ready and affordable labour (14 percent). Having a good 

attitude and/or a passion for fish farming was expressed as opportunity by 9 percent of 

the respondents, whilst being a member of the association was considered an opportunity 

by 7 percent. Existing production facilities; locally available feed ingredients; availability of 

fish seed and hatchery infrastructure; and a supportive community and good neighbours 

were also considered as opportunities by 5 percent of the respondents in each case. The 

following aspects were considered as opportunities by one farmer for each case: 

 Potential for collective marketing;  

 Aquaculture allows for cautious and patient investment; 

 Reduced supply of fish from capture fisheries - natural stocks; 

 Lack of competition from other would be farmers; 

 Existing production infrastructure; 

 Increased importance and regard for nutritional value of fish; 

 Good weather conditions; 

 Quest for money; 

 Viability and profitability of fish farming enterprises; 

 Availability of modern technologies such green houses, aqua phonics and tank-based 

fish culture. 

What needs to be done to exploit the existing opportunities?   

All WAIFFICOS members surveyed indicated that increasing production capacity, including 

the construction of more ponds and adopting the use of cages and concrete tanks to 

increase farmed fish production is what needs to be done to exploit existing opportunities 

for fish farming. Fifty percent of those surveyed also indicated that higher stocking rates 

and managing for improved fish performance through better control and regulation of 

water quality, including regular flushing of ponds and using effluents for irrigation and 

fertilization would exploit the above challenges. 
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Twenty-seven percent of respondents indicated that diversifying farmed fish production 

systems to include cages and tank-based fish culture is what should be done to exploit 

opportunities. Twenty-three percent indicated that there is a need to re-organize fish 

farmers and allow for synchronized and planned marketing through firm linkages with 

buyers, advertisement, the establishment of a cold chain, and improved transportation as 

well as a centralized fish marketing hub. Fourteen percent indicated that exploiting 

existing opportunities requires mitigation against lack of feeds by producing own feeds on-

site whilst 7 percent called for better training and motivation of farm workers. Up to 7 

percent said that there is need for mobilizing and sensitizing immediate farm neighbours 

and the community at large to join fish farming to increase production and take advantage 

of the growing fish market. The following suggestions were made as a means of exploiting 

existing opportunities by 5 percent of the respondents in each case: re-organize farmers in 

stronger producer groups and empower them, provide training and quality inputs; adopt 

integrated fish farming with vegetable production and other farming activities; increase 

production and the supply of quality fish seed; adopt planned and synchronized 

production, harvesting and marketing of fish throughout the year; and guarantee the 

production and supply of good sized and better quality fish for improved household 

nutrition. Two percent of the respondents indicated that cooperative and/or bulk marketing 

and mechanizing of production by acquiring necessary equipment would help exploit 

existing opportunities in fish farming. 

Previous and/or current development support e.g. projects, government, private 

sector and how effective were these? 

WAFICOS members reported that 56.5 percent received previous support for their 

aquaculture businesses, 42.5 percent said they had never benefited from any 

governmental or donor support. Those who acknowledged receiving support mentioned 

some of the areas of assistance as follows: training courses from local and central 

government in fish farming production and management; several training workshops and 

direct support from the government in terms of equipment and inputs; several training 

workshops through different projects; workshop training and on-farm support from the 

USAID FISH Project; training workshops on aquaculture management and fish breeding; 

Doing fish farming as business by MAAIF and FAO; Symposia on fish farming.  

WAIFFICOS members reported that 41.9 percent had previously received support, another 

41.9 percent had never received any previous support and 16.3 percent declined to reveal 

whether they had received support before or not. Support received was in the form of the 

following areas and sources: training from the Uganda Investment Authority, Association 

and District Department of Fisheries, training in aquaculture by the National Agriculture 

Advisory Services (NAADS), training under the USAID funded project – LEAD, training in 

aquaculture management by the China Uganda Friendship Project at Kajjansi. 
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Note: Information obtained from a meeting with association leadership, and from the 

FAO/AGG report by Laila Kassam (detailing the strengths, weaknesses and the need for 

support for the association/cooperatives). When the cooperative first received support it 

had less than 50 members but membership has grown to over 500 creating more 

competition for available services and equipment hire. With the number of staff expanding 

from just one to more than five now, money generated from equipment hire and services 

delivered is barely sufficient to pay workers’ salaries and enable tools and equipment to be 

replaced when they are worn out. This may be the only realistic reason to justify additional 

support for the group. 

How do you transport your fish to the market? 

With regard to fish transportation to the market, members of the two groups (association 

and technical leaders) reported as follows: 

 Group one (WAFICOS) 

In specialized boxes: 40 percent; 

Directly by vehicle: 40 percent; 

In sacks and baskets: 20 percent; 

Other means: 0. 

 Group two (WAIFFICOS) 

In specialized boxes: 0; 

Directly by vehicle: 11 percent; 

In sacks and baskets: 77.8 percent; 

Other means: 11.1 percent. 

Note: As demonstrated by WAFICOS, its strength came from being able to assist member 

farmers in marketing their fish products and providing a quick response in terms of service 

delivery, which were made possible and easier by the provision of transportation. Vehicle 

hire was a good, reliable source of income but selling members’ fish was the biggest 

source of income as the cooperative was earning  500 to 700 Shs per kilogram of fish sold. 

However, collective fish marketing came to a standstill when the cooperative’s pickup truck 

was written off in an accident. 
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3.6  Training needs results for WAFICOS : Kampala and 

neighbouring districts 

What are the priorities in terms of aquaculture development/business? How 

would you like the situation to be in 12 months time?  

Most farmers, association leadership and technical managers singled out development of 

capacity for increased supply of quality inputs and farm equipment as a priority over the 

next 12 months. In terms of priorities farmers demanded that government and/or the 

association should put in place necessary means to access inputs at affordable rates and 

highlighted that there was a need to establish a mechanism to ascertain the quality of 

stocking material, feed, farm implements and service providers. Farmers raised the issue 

of the need for training and acquisition of skills for the formulation of on-farm feed and 

production to supplement commercially available feeds. Technical managers and leaders 

emphasized the need to train farmers in feeding and feed handling to reduce operational 

costs. Nearly all farmers called on the association and the government to devise and put in 

place mechanisms to finance aquaculture production that can be easily accessed by 

farmers and with favourable terms for fish farming. Farmers also singled out the need for 

instituting and enforcing ‘improved seed and feed production practices and standards’ as 

well as the need to develop robust aquaculture equipment supply mechanisms. The other 

general need put forward was the need to put in place a reference system for reference 

and certification of service providers and extension workers by either the association or 

within the Department of Fisheries in the Ministry responsible. The other key need that 

was highlighted by all stakeholders was the set up of an arrangement for local farmer-to-

farmer exchange visits through the association, and study tours at regional and 

international levels especially to countries such as Nigeria, Ghana, Egypt, China, Thailand, 

Philippines, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Ecuador and Brazil. 

Matrix ranking for priority training needs 

Priorities  No. of farmers Ranking 

On-farm feed formulation and production 10 1 

Fish farm management for increased production 7 2 

Fish marketing and marketing development 6 2 

Fish handling, processing and value addition 5 3 

Control and regulation of water supply and farm drainage 4 3 

Financing of aquaculture production 4 3 

Fish seed production and seed quality standards 3 4 

Development of skills and increased capacity of fish farm 

workforce 

3 4 

Fish farming for export 3 4 

Intensive fish culture systems and intensified fish production 3 4 

Fish farm mechanization  2 4 

Recreational aquaculture 2 4 
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Association dynamics and management 2 4 

Sex reversed Tilapia production 1 5 

Integrated aquaculture agriculture production systems 1 5 

Increasing the customer base 1 5 

Commercial hatchery operations and management 1 5 

Enhancing fish growth and production performance 1 5 

Proposal writing and grant seeking for public support 1 5 

 

What is needed, if anything, to help you reach your objectives (empowerment, 

training, inputs, enabling environment, other)? 

WAFICOS members called for an exchange visit to Asia or within Africa to have a look at 

successful fish farming enterprises in conditions similar to their own and to interact with 

counterparts on how to best address some of the challenges faced on their respective 

farms. A number of farmers expressed the need for tailored problem solving hands-on 

farm-based practical training courses dealing with farm specific challenges.  

What are the activities that fish farmers (operators) need to change or do 

differently to improve their operations/business? (What are the problems? What 

is causing these problems? What level of farmer performance is required? What 

is the actual performance level now?) 

WAFICOS members were found to be largely commercial fish farmers who expressed the 

need to supply markets with consistent, large volumes of fish using expanded production 

capacity and supply of quality inputs and implements coupled with critical technical 

assistance. Therefore the majority of WAFICOS members listed fish farming as a business 

activity they would want to emphasize, especially if the association and government work 

on improving the availability of the much needed inputs and equipment for commercial 

aquaculture production. Those farmers involved in grow-out production indicated the need 

to change the way they access and use quality stocking material and formulated feed, so 

as to take up intensive fish culture production systems such as cages, concrete tanks and 

raceways. Those farmers involved in fish seed production sought to improve brood stock 

management, adopt the use of more precise grading implements, better water quality and 

temperature regulatory systems, and increase the use of technologies such as sex 

reversed Tilapia production. Only a few farmers however were found to be doing fish 

farming as a full-time job. In general, these farmers reported better performance levels 

than part-time or absent fish farmers.  

Who should do what differently, why and how?  

WAFICOS members demanded better access and improved quality of extension services 

from the government as nearly all members indicated that extension services were 

inaccessible and of little use in terms of availability and technical quality. WAFICOS 

members suggested that the association could provide an alternative by strengthening the 

association’s technical secretariat through the hire of more technical staff and facilitating 

and supporting technical staff to provide the much needed extension work. 
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To address the issue of poor marketing, low prices and seasonal fluctuations in value, 

members highlighted the need to build the capacity of the association to plan, synchronize 

and possibly bulk buy and sell fresh fish, to synchronize production with available markets 

with the support of a cold chain, construction of a central marketing facility and provision 

of marketing infrastructure. The majority of members suggested that the association 

should lobby and seek expert technical assistance and support for members either on their 

individual fish farms or based on location with an expert for each geographical location 

such as sub-county or county level so as to guide the improvement of productivity and 

production. WAFICOS members asked to lure and train more investors in feed production 

so as create competition and increase the availability of commercially formulated feed. On-

farm feed formulation and production was seen as a means of ensuring continued 

availability and supplementing commercially procured feed.  

What behaviour, knowledge, skills and attitudes do fish farmers need to carry out 

their work better/to the desired level? 

Members surveyed pointed out the need to move away from workshops and lecture type 

training to practical hands-on training on their respective farms coupled with specific 

interventions to boost production capacities as well as the need to access to inputs and the 

provision of farm equipment. One request that was brought up by nearly all farmers was 

the need to work with experts for extended periods of time on their farms to receive 

guidance on appropriate production practices and the use of inputs. Farmers were 

unanimous on the need receive technical assistance to enable them to carry out 

aquaculture as a business, prioritise and give fish farm management more personal time, 

together with the need to hire a more skilled and experienced workforce.  

What is already in place that will help fish farmers learn and apply new 

knowledge and skills? 

All members surveyed indicated that they had existing production systems in place and 

were willing themselves or had a workforce that would be ready to receive training. The 

majority of farmers indicated that they had limited knowledge and skills in fish farming, 

and had attended and participated in some fish farming training. They all cited that being 

in an association has advantages for learning and applying new knowledge and skills. The 

association fosters and allows for farmer-to-farmer networking and learning. The list below 

shows some of the other existing production measures and facilities that fish farmers 

indicated would help them with learning and applying new knowledge and skills: 

 Technical support in terms of extension services, inputs assistance, financial aid or 

credit; 

 Basic knowledge in fish farming attained through training by local and central 

government fisheries departments; 

 Qualified and experienced unskilled workers; 

 Land for expansion; 
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 Water reservoirs; 

 Natural water supplies – rivers; 

 Training facilities near the farm area; 

 Aquaculture books and fact sheets; 

 The Internet; 

 Local, regional and international aquaculture networks. 

What will make it difficult for fish farmers to learn and apply new knowledge and 

skills and why?  

Members of WAFICOS, including the association leadership and public technical managers, 

voiced three key limitations to learning and applying new knowledge and skills. These 

limitations included: the lack of appropriate farm implements and equipment; the 

unavailability and high cost of inputs; and a lack of competent skilled technical staff with 

hands-on experience to guide commercial aquaculture production. Members said these 

limitations were caused by poor financing of the sector and the fact that most of the 

critical implements and inputs have to be imported. Support from the government was 

said to be minimal and sometimes too general to address specific fish farm requirements 

and needs.  

What are the solutions to the issues that make fish farming difficult (e.g. 

provision of equipment, materials, enabling environment, market support, etc.)? 

Members gave various solutions but most of these concerned the provision of quality 

inputs and farm implements. Farmers also mentioned the need for deliberate efforts from 

the government and/or the association to establish financing for commercial aquaculture 

production. An aquaculture seed fund was suggested to grow with farmers’ contributions 

and support the procurement of necessary inputs and implements on a credit basis using 

the fish or its insurance as collateral. Another key solution put forward by members was 

technical assistance to train workers and owners on their farms to address the difficulties 

faced. 

Other than direct training, what other cost effective ways are there to achieve 

the desired improvements in knowledge, skills, attitudes, behaviour?  

All members were unanimous in suggesting learning through experience sharing with more 

successful farmers elsewhere through exchange visits. Exchanges could be carried out at 

local, regional and international levels. Another approach put forward was technical 

assistance and farm-based hands-on practical training tailored to solve specific problems 

and challenges on individual fish farms. 
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Below are some of the other measures put forward by the farmers surveyed: 

 Ensuring commitment of staff through motivation, training and exposure; 

 Proper planning and management of farm; 

 Data taking and record keeping; 

 Government support to distribute and transport fish to regional markets; 

 Acquisition and ownership of quality implements and equipment; 

 Access to production and management step by step manuals; 

 Participation in farmers symposium; 

 Support networking and sharing of information and new ideas; 

 Capitalization through direct support for acquisition of inputs or provision of credit to 

facilitate procuring of farm inputs. 

What previous training have farmers had, and by whom? 

Most farmers have had some basic training in aquaculture provided by various 

development projects (USAID, FAO, EU) and the government (Department of Fisheries, 

National Agricultural Advisory Services, National Agricultural Research Organization). A 

few farmers reported having received limited training through and by the association. 

However, approximately 30 percent of the farmers had not attended any fish farming 

training courses. Over 50 percent had participated in several training courses that were 

mainly lectures and workshop type training. 

What was good about the training/What did you enjoy? 

All farmers who received training reported that it was beneficial in terms of skills and 

knowledge acquired. Indeed, the majority of farmers started fish farming following the 

training they had undertaken. Skills acquired ranged from pond construction and 

maintenance, to fish marketing including record keeping, aquaculture production 

management, problem identification and solutions in fish farming, doing aquaculture as a 

business, networking and information sharing, pond management, financial monitoring 

and management, and fish disease control. 

What did you find useful about any previous training? 

Members reported that skills and information provided in the training was indeed helpful in 

starting up and managing fish farms. Farmers suggested that trainings should be 

continued over time and designed to solve specific needs. 

What would you like to be done differently in any future training? 

Most farmers requested tailor-made hands-on practical courses. A good number of them 

indicated that trainings should be responsive and tailored to specific problems on the 

trainees’ farms. A large component also suggested local, regional and international farmer 

exchange visits. 
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Others farmers suggested the provision of manuals and access to technical information by 

creating an information centre for farmers in the association’s office. A large number of 

farmers requested the establishment of a placement programme where farmers or their 

farm managers are placed on more successful farms to learn through hands-on experience 

on successful farms both locally and internationally. 

Who specifically needs training and how much training is required?  

For the most part, WAFICOS members singled out farm managers and other farm workers 

for training. The list below gives an indication of which farmers would like to be trained on 

which farms. Each farm/er is represented by number and letter codes in line with how the 

data was captured and represented in the Excel matrix report: 

 No.1 FFFW*WAF: Farm workers and management;   

 No. 2 RSFFT*WAF: Both technical and support staff;  

 No. 3 KFFB*WAF: Family members and farm workers;  

 No. 4 FPK*WAF: All workers, as well as management and the owner; 

 No. 5 MFFS *WAF: All staff;   

 No. 6 NFFM *WAF: All farm staff; 

 No. 7 KFFKK * WAF: Technical staff; 

 No. 8 KFKW*WAF: Farm managers;  

 No. 9 SFFS*WAF: Farm manager and supervisors 

 No. 10 IFFM*WAF: Owner, technical manager, hatchery attendant;  

 No. 11 BMFB*WAF: Family members and farm manager;  

 No. 12 TMFF*WAF: Farm manager and farm attendants;  

 No. 13 KYFF*WAF: Farm manager and other interested workers;  

 No. 14 MFFWS*WAF: Fish pond attendants, hatchery operators, and farm managers; 

 No. 15 CRFF*WAF: Farm managers and pond attendants; 

 No. 16 AFFB*WAF: Farm workers;  

 No. 17 GLFN*WAF: All fish farm attendants, workers and management;  

 No. 18 FFFG*WAF: Farm manager;  

 No. 19 WIFFEK*WAF: Farm manager and pond attendants;  

 No. 20 NFFK*WAF: Field manager and farm attendants;  

 No. 21 BAFF*WAF: Technical and support staff, farm manager and farm attendants;  

 No. 22 KMFSE*WAF: The farm proprietor, farm manager and the fish farm attendant.  
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3.7  Training needs results for WAIFFICOS (Northern Region): Gulu, 

Nwoya, Amuru, Pader, Kitgum, Lamwo districts 

What are the priorities in terms of aquaculture development/business? How 

would you like the situation to be in 12 months time?  

West Acholi Integrated Fish Farmers Cooperative is comprised of members who only 

recently returned to their villages after 20 years of civil strife. Members of the association 

are therefore looking to rebuild their livelihoods and aquaculture is seen as one of the 

more appropriate enterprises which has been embraced. Farmers’ priorities include 

ensuring improved livelihoods through the expansion of their fish farms and undertaking 

aquaculture as a business. Training and technical assistance were unanimously prioritized 

especially building local capacity to produce adequate supplies of key inputs – quality seed 

and feed. This was followed by: the need for tools and equipment to help them increase 

production capacity; skills and knowledge for the integration of fish farming activities in 

traditional agricultural production activities; and the construction of model farms and 

demonstration centres in Northern Uganda. More detailed training needs are given in Table 

2. 

Matrix ranking of priority training needs 

Priority need Number of 

farmers in need 

Rank 

Improving livelihoods through fish farming 21 1 

Increasing aquaculture production 20 1 

Planned and manageable expansion of production capacity 18 1 

Income generation and savings from fish farming 13 2 

Fish feed formulation and production 11 2 

Fish seed production and hatchery management 10 2 

Building effective farm management and workforce 9 3 

Fish marketing and market development 7 3 

Setting up and building model fish farms 7 3 

Fish farming for export 4 4 

Capacity building among networking farmers 4 4 

Diversified aquaculture production systems 4 4 

Fish farm management and business development 3 4 

Capable and available extension services 3 4 

Aquaculture financing  2 5 

Improving record keeping and usage 2 5 

Fish harvesting, handling, processing and value addition 2 5 

Farmed fish safety and quality control 2 5 

Association dynamics and management 2 5 

Fish feeding and feed management 1 5 

Diversified fish species culture 1 5 

Integrated fish farming and crop production 1 5 
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Fish farm mechanization 1 5 

Intensive fish culture  1 5 

 

What is needed, if anything, to help you reach these objectives (empowerment, 

training, inputs, enabling environment, other)? 

WAIFFICOS members expressed the need for inputs and the strengthening of local 

capacity to produce and distribute quality inputs by improving on existing input suppliers 

and luring more investors with incentives to establish commercial production of the much 

sought-after inputs – especially formulated feeds. A significant number of farmers 

suggested building and developing the capacity of the association to engage in the 

commercial production of fish seed and feed as a way of sustaining the organization and 

ensuring the quality of the inputs. Members sought empowerment through the provision of 

key farm machinery and implements directly to farmers whilst stating that large 

equipment such as heavy construction machines and feed mills should fall under a 

centralized ownership and management by the association for access and hire by the 

members. With regard to knowledge and skills, the majority of farmers expressed the 

need for training in: aquaculture as a business; on-farm feed formulation and production 

to mitigate costs and unavailability of commercially formulated feeds; the integration of 

fish farming in existing or traditional farming activities; skills and practices for increased 

fish production; the use of aquaculture to improve livelihoods; and general fish farm 

management and aquaculture business development. All members called for government 

and other public support (donors) to provide start-up capital either in the form of grants, 

affordable credit or the direct provision of inputs and farm implements and equipment, 

which would provide the necessary boost to help production grow to commercial levels. 

What are the activities that fish farmers (operators) need to change or do 

differently to improve their operations/business? (What are the problems? What 

is causing these problems? What level of farmer performance is required? What 

is the actual performance level now?) 

The majority of farmers mentioned general fish farm management including improved 

record keeping, pond maintenance, water quality monitoring, better feeding and feed 

management as areas they needed to change and do differently to improve their business 

operations. Fish farming was neither a full-time occupation nor the primary activity for 

nearly all farmers: this is an issue that grossly affected the farmers’ performance and 

management of their fish farms. However, many farmers indicated that if they were to 

have access to the required training, inputs and empowerment they would be able to give 

more focus to fish farming as they have found it to be a viable activity and much more 

profitable than other farming enterprises. The problems identified included lack of quality 

stocking materials and fish feeds, lack of farm implements and equipment, limited 

knowledge and skills for profitable aquaculture, poor marketing infrastructure, and poor 

extension services. 
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These problems, according to the farmers, were caused by: lack of credit and financing for 

aquaculture production, as they are far from Kampala where most input suppliers and 

technical service providers operate; civil strife which affected the northern region for over 

20 years displacing most of the farmers out of their homes and farms; and lack of specific 

support for fish farming from the government. Other problems mentioned included low fish 

growth rates that were attributed to the poor quality of seed and feed on the market. 

Who should do what differently, why and how?  

Farmers argued that if given the capacity there is enough market to drive fish farming in 

the region. Farmers put a lot of trust in the association and recommended building the 

capacity of the association to take on a more supportive role in promoting and developing 

fish farming in the region. They believe that the association will be more under their 

control and more responsive to their needs than public agencies. The farmers also said 

that they were convinced that increased fish prices, increased demand for fish, the 

regional market (especially South Sudan), the demand for animal protein at the household 

level after years of civil strife, the availability and abundance of locally available fish feed 

ingredients, as well as the urge to generate income and create employment will drive and 

develop aquaculture much more profitably and commercially than previous efforts. The 

following list highlights the key areas that farmers said would have to be done differently 

to attain the desired level and take advantage of the increasing fish market: 

 Feed fish better on quality feed; 

 Transport and market fish to places of high demand; 

 Provide secure enclosures and better security for the farm; 

 Employ full-time qualified employees; 

 Change attitudes toward the business to make it a full-time business; 

 Ensure record keeping of all farm activities; 

 Improve farm management and regular presence at the farm (predator control); 

 Practice value addition to increase value of farmed fish. 

What behaviour, knowledge skills and attitudes do fish farmers need to carry out 

their work better/to the desired level? 

Key needs in knowledge for aquaculture skills that farmers cited included: learning to plan 

and undertake fish farming as a business; acquisition of farm implements and equipment; 

and build capacity to produce key inputs including fish seed and fish feed either on-site or 

through the association based in the region. Key interventions mentioned in terms of 

learning to do fish farming as a business were better record keeping; better access to 

credit services; improved financial management; better fish harvesting, handling, 

processing, value addition and marketing; and better planning and synchronization of 

production and marketing through the associations. 
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Key knowledge skills demanded were the ability to formulate and produce feed on-farm, 

the adoption of better feeding regimes and feed management, and use of local ingredients 

for feed production so as to cut down on the cost of feed and be able to appropriately feed 

farmed fish as required.  

What is already in place that will help fish farmers learn and apply new 

knowledge and skills?  

Most farmers cited the existence of ponds and their active engagement in farmed fish 

production as well as willing human resources, as things they already had in place to help 

them learn and apply knew knowledge. They also mentioned that the existence of the 

association that brings them together greatly facilitates the acquisition of new knowledge 

and skills. A few mentioned the availability of local ingredients for on-site feed production 

and within the region, having technical people within the association, and the ability to 

read and write as key aspects that were already in place and that could help them acquire 

knowledge and skills in fish farming. 

What would make it difficult for fish farmers to learn and apply new knowledge 

and skills and why? 

Most famers cited the following issues as their limiting factors to aquaculture 

development;   

 Lack of space/land for expansion especially for the construction of a reservoir to 

supply water during seasonal droughts; 

 Lack of capital for aquaculture production expansion; 

 Poor farm security; 

 Limited knowledge and skills in aquaculture practices; 

 Lack of inputs, equipment and infrastructure to aid production; 

 Lack of adequate production facilities; 

 Use of extensive production systems; 

 Lack of appropriate knowledge in aquaculture management. 

What are the possible solutions to issues that make fish farming difficult (e.g. 

provision of equipment, materials, enabling environment, market support, etc.)? 

All members stated capacity building of the association and individual farms to produce or 

source quality inputs at affordable costs as a solution. Members also unanimously 

requested capital in the form of specific interventions with provision of quality inputs and 

farm implements. 
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A number of members sought support to register with responsible government agencies so 

that they could perhaps be considered for public support. Other solutions put forward by 

the majority of farmers included training in fish farm management; acquisition of 

production and marketing infrastructure; the use of skilled labour; improved farm security; 

strengthened networking amongst farmers; and ensuring adequate financing for the 

expansion of aquaculture production. 

Other than direct training, what other cost effective ways are there to achieve 

the desired improvements in knowledge, skills, attitudes, behaviour?  

WAFICOS members unanimously agreed on farmer exchanges visits, study tours and 

hands-on practical training as other cost effective ways to achieve the desired 

improvements in knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behaviour for improved fish farming. A 

few other options were cited as indicated below: 

 Adopt the use of videos and web-based demonstrations; 

 Increase farmer interactions; 

 Source information through the Internet; 

 Sensitize the immediate community on fish farming; 

 Organize and participate in trade shows; 

 Provide extension materials, and video and web-based information; 

 Facilitate focus group discussions between farmers; 

 Sensitize neighbouring communities; 

 Demonstrate that aquaculture can be done as a business; 

 Field tours and field days. 

What kind of training would best help farmers achieve their fish farming business 

objectives/improvements? 

Most famers reported visits to successful farms, tailored on-farm hands-on spot training 

geared toward solving typical problems of fish farming and on job training as the most 

appropriate training for them as they would be able to learn more and be able to practice 

what they have learnt more easily. 

What previous training have farmers had, and by whom? 

Over 50 percent of the farmers had received some sort of training in different aspects of 

aquaculture production and management. The most common elements were: pond 

construction and maintenance; fish farm management; and aquaculture business 

development and management. Fish farming training was mostly done through lectures. 
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The following were given as the sources of the trainings mentioned: 

 Department of Fisheries at the District level; 

 Association; 

 National Agricultural Advisory Services (NAADS); 

 Projects by USAID; 

 Uganda Investment Authority. 

What was good about the training? What did you enjoy? 

The majority of WAIFFICOS members cited the acquisition of skills and knowledge in fish 

farm management as best aspect of previous trainings. A few members put forward other 

points they enjoyed about previous trainings as indicated below: 

 Exposure to aquaculture production; 

 Business management, and necessary financial skills to succeed in business; 

 Production of fish feed using locally available ingredients; 

 Management of a fish farming business; 

 Acquired extension materials; 

 Focus groups discussions on aquaculture management; 

 Skills for identifying fish diseases; 

 Pond construction skills; 

 Local feed production; 

 More efficient pond construction that does not require a lot of labour; 

 Aquaculture as a business is cost efficient and more profitable; 

 All aspects were very interesting and practical; 

 Advertising skills in business; 

 How to choose a viable and profitable enterprise, as well as how to succeed in 

business; 

 Financial management; 

 Customer care; 

 Business environments. 
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What did you find useful about any previous training? 

The majority of members indicated that they began fish farming after receiving training in 

fish farming, and that previous training was useful in guiding them in the day-to-day 

management of their fish farms. All farmers mentioned that skills gained in the previous 

training were used in the construction of production systems, feeding and harvesting of 

farmed fish. Another common aspect cited by members was that previous trainings were 

useful in managing their fish farms as a business. 

What would you want to be done differently in any future training? 

The majority of the farmers cited the need for hands-on practical training and on-farm 

trials as key components that they would like to see in future trainings. These two aspects 

were cited along with the need for a field day as a middle ground so that farmers can learn 

by doing and seeing aside from lectures that dominated previous trainings. Members also 

stated that training should be held over a longer period of time and be combined with 

continuous monitoring.  

Who specifically needs training and how much training is required?  

Members surveyed developed the following list of those people they felt should receive 

specific training, without mention of how much training was needed for the different 

people:  

 All farm workers at Watek Kilwaka Fish Farm; 

 All members of Pacoo Iyeteko Fish Farm; 

 All members of Poopi Rwot Fish Farm; 

 The technical staff of Atede Wani Fish Farm; 

 Farm manager and workers; 

 Educated youth who are actively involved in the fish farming activity for Rubanga deg 

goba Fish Farming Group; 

 All members of RCPFGA; 

 The owner of PLFPA; 

 The owner of OJJFA; 

 All workers at PIFFA farm; 

 Group leaders (Chair, Treasurer, Secretary) of LNACGA; 

 Pond attendants and the farm manager for BOFFA; 

 Pond attendants for AGFFG; 

 All family members of KPRFF; 

 All family members of AMBG; 
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 All members of OYFFN; 

 All members of LOFFA; 

 All members of RTKFFA; 

 All members of OBFFG; 

 All family members 17 years and above; 

 All members of CMKFFA; 

 The owner and the two workers at PFFA; 

 All members of OAFFG; 

 The management of the group and workers of IIYFFN; 

 All family members of JBVFFO; 

 All the family & members of COMFFA; 

 All members of LKFFO; 

 All family members of ASFFG; 

 All family members of OSFFA; 

 All group members of CPYFFG; 

 The farm manager of MFFK. 

Are there any other inputs or anything else that will help you (fish farmer) 

improve your business and achieve your objectives? (Farms are represented by 

number and letter codes similar to the codes used to capture the farmers’ 

responses in the Excel matrix report) 

 No. 12 OJJFA: services of a bulldozer for pond construction; need a motorized grass 

cutter for bush clearing; 

 No. 28 OYFFN: motorcycle; oxen and oxen plough for turning the land; 

 No. 29 LOFFA: motorcycle; 

 No. 30 RTKFFA: walking tractor for land clearing; 

 No. 34 PFFA: heavy machines for pond construction; 

 No. 37 JBVFFO: walking tractor, miller, huller; 

 No. 38 COMFFA: oxen; oxen plough; 

 No. 41 OSFFA: oxen; oxen plough; 

 No. 42 BMMFP: tractors and other heavy machinery for hire. 
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1 General fish farm management All categories 16 3 42 8 1 39

2
Farmed fish production 

management skills
Grow out producers 0 1 1 6 1 31

3
Setting up model and 

demonstration fish farms(ers)
Grow out producers 0 0 0 0 1 5

4 Fish pond management Grow out farmers 1 0 2 0 0 0

5 Fish grading
Grow out and hatchery 

operators
1 0 2 0 0 0

6 Doing fish farming as a business All categories 15 2 6 3 1 18

7 Aquaculture farm book keeping All categories of farmers 1 0 2 0 0 0

8
Aquaculture farm information 

management
Commercial entrepreneurs 0 0 0 1 0 5

9
Fish farm record keeping and 

utilization
Commercial producers 17 1 42 1 0 5

10 Financial management All categories of farmers 11 1 28 1 0 5

11 Human resource management
Commercial producers and 

hatchery operators
2 0 5 0 0 0

12

Stocking of ponds: choice of 

species, stocking densities, 

species combinations

2 0 5 1 0 5

13
Fish feeding and feed 

management
All categories 21 2 54 9 0 39

14
Fish feed formulation and on-

farm feed production
All categories 19 3 51 7 1 35

15
Live feed production using 

locally available materials
Hatchery operators 0 0 0 1 0 5

16
Water quality control and 

management
All categories 42 0 98 4 0 18

17 Management of pond effluents All categories 41 0 95 2 0 9

18

Intensive fish culture and 

management (cage and tank 

culture)

Grow out commercial 

producers
1 0 2 3 0 13

19
Modern aquaculture production 

technologies

Commercial grow out 

producers
0 0 0 1 0 5

20
Aquaponics for urban 

aquaculture
Grow out urban farmers 0 0 0 0 1 5

21 Grow out technologies Grow out producers 0 0 0 2 0 9

22
Water supply and pond drainage 

control and management
All categories 2 0 5 1 0 5

23
Fish marketing and market 

development
Grow out producers 8 1 21 3 1 18

24
Aquaculture quality control and 

fish safety management
Grow out producers 6 1 16 5 0 22

25
Fish harvesting, handling  and 

transportation
Grow out producers 3 2 12 8 2 45

26
Fish processing and value 

addition
Grow out producers 6 1 16 5 2 30

27
Construction and operation of 

fish smoking kiln

Grow out commercial 

producers
1 0 2 1 0 5

28

Fish seed production and 

hatchery management (Tilapia & 

Catfish)

Existing & prospecting 

hatchery operators
20 2 51 5 1 26

29
Determining the quality of fish 

seed
All categories of farmers 0 0 0 0 1 5

30 Brood stock management Hatchery operators 0 0 0 1 0 5

31
Improving performance and 

growth of farmed fish
Grow out producers 0 0 0 1 0 5

32 Knowledge and skills of aerating
Grow out commercial 

producers
0 0 0 1 0 5

No. Training needs Category of farmers
FFA 

n=43

LTM 

n=8 

% 

n=51

WAIFFICOS

Northern region

WAFICOS

Central region

FFA 

n=20

LTM 

n=3

% 

n=23

Table 2: Details of training needs identified by fish farmers, leaders and technical 

managers of the two associations: WAFICOS and WAIFFICOS. 
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33 Fish sexing
Grow out commercial 

producers
1 0 2 0 0 0

34 Sex reversed Tilapia techniques Hatchery operators 0 0 0 2 0 9

35 Reservoir aquaculture 
Grow out commercial 

producers
0 0 0 1 0 5

36
Construction and maintenance 

of different production systems
Grow out producers 0 0 0 1 0 5

37
Pond construction and 

maintenance
All categories of farmers 14 2 70 2 0 9

38 Fish pond  management Grow out producers 2 0 5 0 0 0

39
Predator control and 

management
All categories of farmers 9 0 21 1 0 5

40
Fish disease control and fish 

health management
All categories 2 0 5 0 0 0

41 Fish grading All categories 1 0 2 0 0 0

42
Farming of exotic and valuable 

species
All categories 1 0 2 0 0 0

43 Proposal writing and fundraising Selected model farmers 1 0 2 0 0 0

44
Making and production of 

harvesting and sampling nets

All interested farmers with 

special focus on women
4 0 9 0 0 0

45
Farmer exchange visits local 

between the two associations
All categories 22 0 51 2 0 9

46
Farmer exchange visits – 

international/regional
Selected model farmers 14 0 33 3 0 13

47

Integrating aquaculture with 

existing agriculture production 

enterprises

Grow out small holder 

producers
28 3 72 1 1 9

48
Group dynamics and 

management
All association members 4 1 12 0 0 0

49
Environment and natural 

resource management
All categories 1 0 2 0 0 0

FFA 

n=20

LTM 

n=3

% 

n=23

No. Training needs Category of farmers

WAIFFICOS WAFICOS

Northern region Central region

FFA 

n=43

LTM 

n=8 

% 

n=51

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes:  

WAIFFICO = West Acholi Integrated Fish Farmers Cooperative 

WAFICOS = Walimi Fish Farmers Cooperative Society 

FFA = Fish Farmers of the Associations 

LTM = Leaders and Technical Managers working with WAIFFICO 

FFA = Fish Farmers Association 

LTM = Association Leaders and Technical Managers 

n = number of respondents  

 

3.8  Input needs results per location 

All stakeholders called for deliberate efforts to create competition within the inputs 

production and supply industry, especially for the production of formulated feeds. The 

farmers in particular however called for the creation of a medium-scale commercial 

formulated feed production factory owned and managed by the association to supplement 

the supply of feeds whilst providing for a profit making cooperative. 
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3.8.1  Input needs results for WAFICOS: Kampala and neighbouring districts 

What are the priorities in terms of aquaculture development/business? How 

would you like the situation to be in 12 months time?  

The immediate priority needs for the association in the central region, in line with project 

support, are shown in the priority-ranking table below. The top priorities were: 

improvement and development of technical and production infrastructure including the 

adoption of intensive fish culture systems; the putting in place of infrastructure for a ready 

supply of quality formulated fish feed; and inputs, in terms of infrastructure and technical 

systems, for improved fish seed production and fish seed quality assurance. Also 

considered priorities by a number of farmers were: the effective regulation and control of 

water supply and drainage; financial empowerment; and the acquisition and development 

of marketing infrastructure for improved marketing of fish. However for the association 

priorities were: pond sampling and harvesting gears; fish handling and transportation 

boxes and tanks; an ice making machine; heavy duty refrigerators; water quality sampling 

kits; and ICT for the association office to support the planning and synchronization of 

production and marketing. These inputs at the association level could only meaningful 

serve members if centrally located and accessed through short period hiring out to 

members by the association when needed.  

Matrix Priority Ranking 

Priority in relation to inputs  No. of 

farmers 

Priority 

ranking 

Develop the technical and production infrastructure of the farm 18 1 

Ready supply of commercially produced formulated feeds  16 1 

Improve seed production and standards  16 1 

Effective regulation and control of water supply and drainage  5 2 

Financial empowerment  4 2 

Developed marketing infrastructure  4 2 

Mechanized production and management of fish farm (Acquisition of 

farm implements and machines)  

3 3 

Improved capacity for fish handling, processing and value addition in 

terms of knowledge, skills and implements/machinery 

3 3 

Functioning and fully fledged sex reversed Tilapia hatchery  2 3 

Improved farm logistics and transportation including bicycles and 

motorcycles (for individual farmers) and a truck for the association 

2 3 

Capable and versatile workforce on the farm  1 1 

Open more land for integrated aquaculture agriculture production 

systems  

1 1 

Become a reference centre for fish farms  1 1 

Appropriate fish harvesting and handling infrastructures (pond 

harvesting nets and strong containers)  

1 1 

Implementing cage fish farming  1 1 
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What is needed, if anything, to help you reach these objectives (empowerment, 

training, inputs, enabling environment, other)? 

Members surveyed expressed the need for capital through the provision of equipment 

and/or financing at affordable terms to procure necessary equipment to achieve their 

objectives. Seventy-eight percent of farmers from the central region expressed the 

immediate need to reduce production costs by increasing the use of quality formulated 

commercially produced feed and the acquisition of capacity for on-farm production of feed 

to supplement what can be acquired commercially. 50 percent of the farmers also 

indicated that they should adopt and/or increase the use of quality fish seed, as well as 

work on the expansion of capacity in the region to operate and manage commercial 

hatcheries for the production and supply of quality fish seed. Thirty-seven percent of 

respondents also stated that it would be beneficial to adopt more intensive fish culture 

systems for production including the use of concrete tanks and cages while 25 percent put 

forward the rehabilitation and expansion of existing production infrastructure as a means 

of attaining their objectives. To address the question of the ready supply of fish seed, 18 

percent of those surveyed expressed the need for the construction of an outdoor tank, a 

pond based hatchery and a fingerling nursing system. Twenty-three percent of farmers 

expressed the need to increase production and adopt systems for handling and processing 

fish for the export market. Eighteen percent of respondents however indicated the need to 

rehabilitate and/or construct new reservoirs and water canals to regulate the supply and 

drainage of farms to expand their current production capacity. In addition, 18 percent of 

the farmers expressed the need for a cold chain and a mini processing plant with 

appropriate fish transportation and distribution infrastructure to increase marketing of 

farmed fish; whilst 18 percent expressed the need to acquire appropriate farmed fish 

marketing infrastructure. Another 18 percent expressed the need to acquire live fish and 

secure fish seed transportation and distribution infrastructure. A good number of farmers 

also pointed out the need for government and donor intervention for a one-time boost in 

terms of inputs to overcome challenges faced at the farmer and association levels. The 

following needs, related to inputs, were put forward by at least one farmer as key to 

attaining fish farming objectives: 

 Aquaculture equipment supply: 5 percent; 

 Adoption and use of intensive fish culture systems such as cages: 5 percent; 

 Technical expatriates from Asia: 5 percent; 

 Establishment of a cold chain including refrigerated truck and cold storage facilities: 

5 percent; 

 Establishment of a mini-processing plant: 5 percent; 

 Adopt production and use of sex reversed tilapia: 5 percent; 

 Acquire new brood stock, hatchery equipment and hatchery feed: 5 percent; 
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 Acquisition of water pumps and improvement in water supply infrastructure: 5 

percent; 

 Acquisition of harvesting nets and containers for handling the freshly harvested fish: 

5 percent; 

 Build infrastructure for a central farmed fish market: 5 percent; 

 Acquisition of farm implements and equipment: 5 percent. 

What are the activities that fish farmers (operators) need to change or do 

differently to improve their operations? (What are the problems? What is causing 

the problem? What level of farmer performance is required? What is the actual 

performance level now?)  

The cost and unavailability of quality fish feed, due to irregular production and lack of 

competition, was cited as a problem by 77 percent of WAFICOS members. Thirty-seven 

percent of the members also reported that limited production capacity and the high cost of 

construction and maintenance of ponds were a problem to attaining fish farming 

objectives. Twenty-seven percent cited poor farm security leading to significant 

detrimental impact from predation, theft and vandalism affected meeting desired 

objectives. Eighteen percent reported that unavailability of stocking material was a 

problem while the lack of competent and experienced technical staff, a lack and high cost 

of appropriate transportation and distribution of fish to markets, financial limitations -

including high capital costs - were cited by 14 percent of the respondents for each case. 

Nine percent reported that poor marketing infrastructure for farmed fish was a problem 

whilst the following aspects were cited as problems to achieving desired goals by less than 

two members surveyed: 

 Lack of appropriate farm implements and equipment: 5 percent  

 Limited and inconsistent production of fish to sustain good markets: 5 percent;  

 Unprotected sources of major water supplies to the farm: 5 percent; 

 Lack of efficient and appropriate hatchery equipment: 5 percent;  

 Seasonal and poor water supplies: 5 percent.  

Activities 

Fifty percent of WAFICOS members surveyed indicated that will change the level of 

production by acquiring the capacity to produce own quality fish feeds so as to ensure 

sufficient supply of fish feed. 27 percent of the respondents indicated that they would 

increase production volume to levels, which can sustain the acquired market linkages by 

adopting better production systems including adoption of intensive fish culture systems. 23 

percent of the surveyed members indicated that they will change by adopting use of 

technical expertise and skilled experienced labour to improve management of the farm, 

and work for improved quality of fish seeds and establishing other fish hatcheries. 
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Nine percent suggested seeking capital to fund aquaculture expansion; development of 

improved and cold chain based marketing infrastructure including establishing 

infrastructure to sell live fish, fish processing and value addition and fencing off the farm. 

Other activities cited by less than two farmers included: 

 Acquire necessary farm implements and equipment: 5 percent;  

 Improve the control of water supply and drainage of the farm: 5 percent;  

 Increase production and marketing of ornamental fish: 5 percent; 

 Acquire the capacity to produce sex reversed Tilapia seeds: 5 percent; 

 Acquire critical implements including oxygen cylinders to assist live fish 

transportation and a weighing scale for marketing of the fish: 5 percent;  

Who should do what differently, why and how?  

Undertake aquaculture as a business based on appropriate planning, production capacity, 

use of skilled and experienced labour, learning from successful stories elsewhere were 

cited as things farmers needed to do differently to achieve objectives. Respondents also 

expressed need for the government to lure other investors and entrepreneurs into the 

aquaculture inputs production and supply industry to create and use competition to ensure 

quality and ready access to inputs. Members surveyed also suggested developing the 

capacity of the association to enter and commercially compete in the production and 

supply of inputs as a means to guarantee organizational sustainability and as a way to 

ensure quality and set standards in the inputs supply industry. 

What behaviour, knowledge skills and attitudes do fish farmers need to carry out 

their work better/to the desired level? 

In relation to inputs WAFICOS members sought knowledge, skills and a change of 

attitudes towards on-farm feed formulation and the production of quality feed. A few 

members, especially hatchery operators, sought knowledge and skills in sex reversed 

Tilapia seed production and management.  

What is already in place that will help fish farmers learn and apply new 

knowledge and skills?  

The majority of farmers indicated that they already had existing production facilities; had 

already adopted the use of quality feeds and sourced stocking material from certified 

hatchery operators; as well as making deliberate efforts to hire and retain skilled 

workforce on their fish farms. 
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What would make it difficult for fish farmers to learn and apply new knowledge 

and skills and why?  

Farmers cited three main problems: the irregular supply and high cost of inputs including 

feed and seeds; the lack and cost of farm equipment and marketing infrastructure; and 

the unavailability and high cost of capital for financing aquaculture production and 

management. 

What are the solutions to the issues that make fish farming difficult (e.g. 

provision of equipment, materials, enabling environment, market support, etc.)? 

To the above question farmers were unanimous on the need for support from the 

government to boost the capacity for farmed fish production through either the direct 

provision of inputs and farm implements or by establishing credit lines to finance 

aquaculture production and management over a specific period. 

Other than direct training, what other cost effective ways are there to achieve 

the desired improvements in knowledge, skills, attitudes and behaviour?  

Many farmers emphasized the need for local and international farmer exchange visits as 

something that could turn around their mind set and bring out the hidden business 

acumen in each one of them after seeing successful establishments and operations. 

What equipment or materials would help you (fish farmer/group) achieve your 

business objectives and why? 

WAFICOS members expressed more or less the same inputs, the differences being mainly 

in the details. All farmers indicated the need for machinery for on-farm feed production to 

supplement and mitigate the cost and inconsistent supply of the commercially produced 

formulated feed. Members also expressed the need for marketing and transport 

infrastructure, pond sampling and harvesting gear and transportation tanks with aeration 

systems for the transportation of live fish and seeds. 

Are there any other inputs or anything else that would help you (fish farmer) 

improve your business and achieve your objectives? 

 No. 2 RSFFT*WAF: smaller implements;  

 No. 3 KFFB*WAF: pipes, plastic plumbing joints and a water pump to control water 

supply and farm drainage; financing to support production and management 

activities; 

 No. 4 FPK*WAF: exposure to functioning and successful aquaculture businesses; 

 No. 8 KFKW: assurance of tenure for the fish farm; 

 No. 9 SFFS*WAF: insurance for aquaculture production, Website for Ssisa Farm;  

 No. 10 IFFM*WAF: predator control nets;  

 No. 11 BMFB*WAF: fencing for the farm; 
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 No. 12 TMFF*WAF: transportation tanks for live fish (fingerlings);  

 No. 13 KYFF*WAF: none;  

 No. 14 MFFWS*WAF: quality feeds, technical assistance, hatchery infrastructure;  

 No. 15 CRFF*WAF: proper marketing centres for farmed fish;  

 No. 16 AFFB*WAF: air blowers; air diffusers; happas; and other small inputs;  

 No. 17 GLFN*WAF: ample supply of good quality fish feeds;  

 No. 19 WIFFEK*WAF: pond construction and maintenance machinery; pond sampling 

and harvesting nets; fish handling and harvest tanks;  

 No. 20 NFFK*WAF: compactor for assisting with pond construction.  

In terms of registration and licensing, what opportunities for support are there 

and what benefits would these give? 

Ten members indicated the need for registration with the government, more specifically 

with the Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries. Other members were 

already registered by the Ministry as well as with the National Environmental Management 

Authority to engage in and practice commercial aquaculture production. 

 

3.8.2  Input needs results for WAIFFICOS: Gulu, Nwoya, Amuru, Pader, Oyam, 

Kitgum & Lamwo 

What are the priorities in terms of aquaculture development? How would you like 

the situation to be in 12 months time?  

WAIFFICOS farmers emphasised developing local capacity in the northern region to 

produce and supply their own farms with necessary inputs, especially quality seeds, feeds, 

farm implements and marketing infrastructures. However, the main priorities were to 

increase production capacity by constructing more ponds and building an effective farm 

workforce to attain the desired threshold of farmed fish production for viable aquaculture 

enterprises. Other key inputs that came up as top priorities included: technical assistance 

and extension services; credit and financing; fencing of the fish farms to control predation 

and theft; construction of better houses; acquisition of land where there is ample supply of 

water; and acquisition of water pumping systems to better direct and control water supply 

and drainage on the farms.  
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Matrix Priority Ranking 

Priority input No. of 

farmers 

Priority 

ranking 

Expand production capacity (construction of more ponds and 

tanks, and acquisition of cages) 

13 1 

Effective farm workforce (trained, skilled and exposed personnel) 11 1 

Ready and affordable access to quality seed 8 2 

Improve capacity to produce on-farm quality formulated feeds  6 2 

Fish farm mechanization (fish farm implements and machines) 5 2 

Marketing infrastructure: stalls, transportation & handling 

facilities 

4 2 

Ready access to technical and extension services 3 3 

Access to credit and financing at favourable and affordable terms 2 3 

Fencing off the farm 2 3 

Construction of permanent housing 1 3 

Land for production 1 3 

Water pump for better manipulation of water supply & drainage 1 3 

 

What is needed, if anything, to help you reach this objective (empowerment, 

training, inputs, enabling environment, other)? 

Sixty-six percent of WAIFFICOS members cited construction of more ponds as the main 

aspect that needs to be carried out to help them reach desired objectives. Forty-one 

percent and 36 percent of the respondents cited supply of quality fish seed and feeds 

respectively as key drivers in attaining their objectives. Twenty-five percent of the 

respondents cited access to farm implements and mechanization of production activities, 

and another 25 percent also mentioned establishing and operating on-farm feed 

production machinery as key drivers for achieving objectives. Other input related aspects 

that were cited included: establishing and acquiring fish marketing infrastructure including 

central farmed fish marketing facilities with cold chain access; establishing and operating a 

commercial hatchery; and a skilled workforce. Others aspects that were raised by one or 

two farmers included: 

 Capitalization and financing to support planned activities: 5 percent; 

 Fence off the farm: 5 percent; 

 Construction of a fish smoking kiln: 5 percent; 

 Access to a motorized grass cutter: 5 percent; 

 Seek funding and technical assistance for the construction of a feed store: 5 percent; 

 Acquisition of an ice-making machine: 2 percent;  

 Acquire key Tilapia hatchery implements: 2 percent; 

 Acquire means to transport fish seed to farmers: 2 percent; 
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 Acquire tools and implements for fish farm management: 2 percent;  

 Acquire transport means: 2 percent; 

 Acquire a small-scale fish processing unit: 2 percent; 

 Installation of a cold chain from farm to the collecting and marketing centre: 2 

percent;  

 Aerated live fish transport tank: 2 percent;  

 Water pump and other key equipment: 2 percent.   

What are the activities that fish farmers (operators) need to change or do 

differently to improve their operations? (What are the problems? What is causing 

the problem? What level of farmer performance is required? What is the actual 

performance level now?) 

Problems: 87 percent of WAIFFICOS farmers cited the high cost and lack of quality 

formulated fish feed as a problem in fish farming in the northern region caused by its 

distance from the central region (Kampala) where currently nearly all inputs for 

aquaculture are produced. Seventy-three percent of the farmers reported an inadequate 

supply of quality fish seed to be a problem in their fish farming business. They attributed 

this to having only one reliable commercial hatchery in the region with limited capacity. 

Thirty-seven percent of the respondents also indicated that poor security of the farm 

impacted production due theft of fish and predation from birds, monitor lizards and otters. 

Also cited as a problem by 21 percent of the respondents, was the limited number of 

ponds caused by the lack of capital to procure labour and/or fish pond construction 

equipment. Sixteen percent of WAIFFICOS farmers also indicated that lack of farming 

tools, as well as a lack of pond sampling and harvesting nets/gear was a problem in 

attaining fish farming objectives. Also cited was the problem of lack of appropriate means 

and infrastructure for the transportation and distribution of fish to the market by 14 

percent of the farmers. Other problems put forward included: 

 Inadequate financial capital: 12 percent; 

 Unstable water supply: 5 percent that were affected by the seasonal drought; 

 Shortage of skilled labour: 5 percent; 

 Lack of hatchery equipment: 2 percent; 

 Lack of proper farm access: 2 percent of farmers due to lack of heavy machinery; 

 Poor management of harvest and postharvest processes: 2 percent of farmers due to 

the lack of appropriate implements, fish handling and processing infrastructures. 
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Activities: Farmers indicated that they were ready to do things differently as a first step 

in addressing the above-mentioned problems. Thirty percent of the those surveyed 

indicated that they would change to use quality formulated feed and adopt appropriate 

feeding regimes; 12 percent stated they would fence the farm as a first step in controlling 

predators and curbing theft; 9 percent indicated that they would mechanize farmed fish 

production activities by acquiring farm implements and simple machinery for on-farm feed 

production; 7 percent indicated a willingness to construct more ponds and use skilled 

labour; and 5 percent indicated that they would use quality fish seeds.  

Other areas in which farmers (less than 3 percent) indicated a willingness to change were: 

 Adopt the use of weighing scales to sell and market fish;  

 Construct more and bigger ponds; 

 Farm a diverse variety of species; 

 Build fish farming savings from the proceeds of the farm; 

 Fish sorting and grading; 

 Switch to the farming and production of high value species; 

 Complete installation of the cold chain; 

 Transport and market fish to places of high demand; 

 Acquisition of marketing infrastructure and transportation; 

 Ensure a good routine for water quality management; 

 Maintain the pond area: cleared of bushes and water logging.  

Who should do what differently, why and how? 

With regard to inputs, farmers indicated that they should be willing to adopt new 

approaches and best management practices for fish farming including the use of less 

labour intensive means in production and the use of quality inputs. However, they called 

on the government and donors to change workshop methods of support to capitalization 

and the financing of small-scale aquaculture development to commercial levels. Farmers 

also called on the government and donors to support capacity building in the northern 

region for the production of quality inputs and the provision of farm implements.  

What behaviour, knowledge, skills and attitudes do fish farmers need to carry out 

their work better/to the desired level? 

With regard to improved access to and affordability of quality inputs, farmers cited the 

need for capacity building through training, followed by capitalization in the areas of: 

commercial hatchery operation and management; fish feed formulation and production; 

water quality management and control; predator control; and efficient and appropriate 

pond construction and maintenance. 
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What is already in place that will help fish farmers learn and apply new 

knowledge and skills?  

The majority of the farmers surveyed mentioned their existing production infrastructure 

and the workforce on their farms as items that are already in place to help them learn 

and apply new knowledge and skills. 

What will make it difficult for fish farmers to learn and apply new knowledge 

and skills and why?  

These are largely the same problems as cited above, the main issues stated were: the 

lack and high cost of quality inputs; the lack and high cost of farm implements and 

equipment; and limitation of knowledge and skills to undertake aquaculture as a 

commercial activity. 

What are the solutions to the issues that make fish farming difficult (e.g. 

provision of equipment, materials, enabling environment, market support, 

etc.)? 

Farmers were unanimous in the solution to the difficulties faced in regards to inputs by 

seeking capitalization either through the direct provision of required inputs or through 

access to specific financing and credit lines to support procurement of inputs and 

equipment. 

Other than direct training, what other cost effective ways are there to achieve 

improvements in knowledge, skills, attitudes and behaviour?  

Nearly all farmers requested that training be coupled with hands-on demonstrations of 

appropriate practices, as well as facilitation and or support to acquire inputs and farm 

implements. 

What equipment or materials would help you (fish farmer/group) achieve your 

business objectives and why? 

WAIFFICOS members expressed a variety of needs in terms of inputs but most common 

amongst all farmers was the need for: statutory registration of fish farms with the 

Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries; quality seeds and feeds; pond 

construction and maintenance equipment; fish pond sampling and harvesting nets; 

wheel barrows; bicycles or motorcycles; water quality monitoring and testing kits; hand 

tools; and fish handling containers. 

Are there any other inputs or anything else that will help you (fish farmer) 

improve your business and achieve your objectives? 

Other requirements put forward by WAIFFICOS members included inputs that should be 

centrally owned and managed by the association including heavy equipment for pond 

construction such as bulldozers; oxen and ploughs; and walking tractors for land 

clearing. All stakeholders called for deliberate efforts to create competition within the 

inputs production and supply industry, especially the production of formulated feeds. 
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Farmers in particular however called for the setting up of a medium-scale commercial 

formulated feed production factory owned and managed by the association to 

supplement the supply of feed while providing a profit making cooperative. 

Note: Equipment should be hired out to both members and non-members. Members 

should pay a reduced fee (less than the open market prices and be given priority over 

non-members) whilst non-members should pay more (open market prices and only 

allowed to hire when members are not in need of using the same equipment). 

In terms of registration and licensing, what opportunities for support are there 

and what benefits would these give? 

Twenty members of WAIFFICOS expressed the need for support in meeting the 

statutory requirement for registration with the Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry 

and Fisheries. The main benefit for farmers in registering is that their aquaculture 

establishments are legally recognised and as such, if there are any government 

interventions within their jurisdiction, they could easily benefit from them. The other 

benefit would be for commercial farmers who may want to import machinery for 

aquaculture production, they could be considered for tax exemption.  
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No. Item Description

No. of 

farmers - 

Northern 

Region

No. of 

farmers - 

Central 

Region

Quantity 
Suggested source for 

item

1
Statutory registration of 

fish farm

Requires a onetime payment of 

50,000/= plus 30,000/- for a 

return journey from Gulu to 

Kampala

28 10 38

Ministry of Agriculture, 

Animal Industry and 

Fisheries

2 Wheel barrow
A metal barrow with heavy duty 

wheel
44 20 64

Hardware and garden 

implements suppliers

3
Fishpond sampling and 

harvesting nets

A 5 to 10 mm mesh size net of 

40m by 1.2 m
44 12 56

Local fish net 

manufacturing outlets

4

Cooling containers for 

holding freshly 

harvested fish

200kg customized plastic box 

with provisions against heat 

exchange

44 22 132 Local inputs suppliers

5
Local fish transportation 

and distribution means

Bicycle/motorcycles with 

specialized carrier
44 1 45 Local inputs suppliers

6
Water quality monitoring 

and testing kit

A combine Oxygen, 

temperature and pH meter
23 10 33 Local inputs suppliers

7 Quality fish seed
Mirror carp, tilapia and catfish 

seed.
20 5 125,000 kg Local hatchery operators

8
Formulated quality fish 

feeds

Commercially produced quality 

fish feeds
20 15 420,000 kg Local inputs suppliers

9
Power generator for 

operation of hatchery
3 KV power generator 1 5 6 Local inputs suppliers

10 Motorized grass cutter
Petrol powered motorized grass 

cutter
18 2 20 Local input supplies

11
Piping for water supply 

control

Water supply and drainage 

pipes and associated joints
9 2 11 Local input supplies

12 Fencing material 22 4 26 Local input supplies

13 Fish handling containers
Fish boxes, buckets and plastic 

tanks (500L)
27 2 29 Local input suppliers

14 Hand tools
2 Hoes, 1 panga, 1 spade, 1 

axe,
30 10 40 Local input suppliers

15
Pond disinfectant 

through liming
1 0 1 Local input suppliers

16 Weighing scale 8 4 12 Local input suppliers

17 Harvesting containers Plastic tanks (500L) 5 3 8 Local input suppliers

18
Aerated tanks for live 

fish transportation
7 6 13 Local input suppliers

19 Predator control nets 1 3 4 Local input suppliers

20 Ice making machine 5 2 7 Local input suppliers

21 Happa net Rolls of happa nets 5 3 8 Local input suppliers

 

Table 3: Data concerning registration needs, inputs and equipment needs of all 

respondents 
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No. Item Description

No. of 

farmers - 

Northern 

Region

No. of 

farmers - 

Central 

Region

Quantity 
Suggested source for 

item

22 On farm feed mill
Simple machinery for fish feed 

production
12 2 14 Local input suppliers

23 Aquaculture field gear Chest waders and gum boots 4 2 6 Local input suppliers

24
Pond levelling and 

setting measuring sets
Tape measures, spirit level, 2 2 Local input suppliers

25
Pond construction 

machinery
Mini excavator and compactor 8 4 12 Local input suppliers

26 Water pump 10 8 18 Local input suppliers

27 Borehole 1 1 Local input suppliers

28
Oxygen cylinder with 

regulator
2 5 7 Local input suppliers

29 Hatchery water heating Water boiler and solar heater 1 1 2 Local input suppliers

30
Feeding  containers or 

boxes
5 1 20 Local input suppliers

31 Smoking kiln 1 1 2 Local input suppliers

32 Refrigerator 3 1 4 Local input suppliers

33 Processing unit
Processing unit and 

refrigeration
1 1 2 Local input suppliers

34
Cages and tanks for 

intensive fish culture
2 2 180 Local input suppliers

35
Hatchery aerating 

system
Aerators & air stones 2 5 7 Local input suppliers

36
Hatchery and its 

equipment
2 8 10 Local input suppliers

37 Special hatchery Sex reversed tilapia production 1 1 Local input suppliers

38
Specialized truck for fish 

seed transportation

Light truck which can carry 3 

ton tank for live fish
0 6 6 Local input suppliers

39 Pickup truck A single cabin pickup truck 1 2 3 Local input suppliers

40 Fish feed storage

An appropriate constructed 

building that can hold 10 to 30 

tons of feed

2 2 Local input suppliers

41 Motorised boats 6mt canoe for carrying supplies 1 2 12 Local input suppliers

42
Solar power to run cold 

room

2 to 3 solar panels with 

associated system for 

generating up to 6 KV of power

1 1 2 Local input suppliers

43 Cold room
Appropriate constructed room 

that can hold 5 to 8 tons of fish
1 7 8 Local input suppliers

44
Fish marketing 

infrastructure

Marketing stalls supplied with 

water and cleanable surface; 

holding containers with coolers;

0 1 1 Local input suppliers

45 Tanks for production

Concrete tanks that can be 

used to produce at 5 to 8 tons 

of fish each

0 2 160 Local input suppliers
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Association input needs for WAIFFICOS are as indicated below: 

 Sampling nets;  

 Harvesting nets; 

 Office equipment;  

 Refrigerated truck; 

 Office computers; 

 Light truck for transporting materials and supplies;  

 Central cold storage facility. 

Association inputs needs for WAFICOS are as indicated below: 

 Association office computers; 

 Harvesting gears; 

 Refrigerated truck; 

 ICT including computers and aquaculture business management software; 

 Excavators and compactors for pond construction; 

 Market survey and business plan. 
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No. Item Description

Number of 

farmers requiring 

item

Quantity 
Suggested source for 

item

Nile aquatic

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

Nile aquatic

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

Muso4Fo

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

Made of HDPE FTI

20 cm height x 72 cm depth x 

44 cm width   
AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

FTI

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

FTI

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

FTI

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

Nile aquatic

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

Nile aquatic

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

Nile aquatic

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

Nile aquatic

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

Nile aquatic

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

Nile aquatic

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

RSFHRC

ECRAM

FTI

RSFHRC

ECRAM

FTI

JODAR SERVICES

UGACHICK

17 Tape measure 50 mts long Trainer/farmers 65pcs

18 Spirit level String pond level Trainer/farmers 65pcs

15
Market analysis and 

business planning
A detailed approved document Cooperative Once

16
Formulated fish 

feeds

35%, 30% and 25% protein 

content
Trainer/cooperative 100kgs

13 A set of fish grader 12 different size selection Cooperative 1 set

14
Computer and a 

printer

DELL a complete set ready for 

use
Cooperative 1 set

11 Light/pickup truck 1.5 to 2 ton used Japanese type Cooperative 1

12 Aerated tank Oxygen fitted Cooperative 3 pcs

9 Water quality kit
Measuring atleast 5 parameters 

and above
Cooperative 4 sets

10
Water pump 

(surface)

4 to 5 HP with delivery and 

suction horse pipes
Cooperative 2 pcs

7 Refrigerator Large size

8
Manual weighing 

scale
1 to 50 kgs Trainer/cooperative  2 pcs

5 Fish transport tank 1,000 litres Cooperative 3 pcs

6
Oxygen cylinder and 

regulator
20 kgs size Cooperative 3 sets

3
Fish handling 

container
Plastic

4 Fish boxes Trainer/cooperative

1 Sampling net 20 meters mounted Cooperative 2 pcs

2 Harvesting net 30 meters mounted Cooperative 4 pcs

 

Table 4: Data for priority needs for funding for WAFICOS 
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No. Item Description
Number	of	farmers	

requiring	item
Quantity	 Suggested	source	for	item

Nile aquatic

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

Nile aquatic

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

Muso4Fo

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

FTI

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

FTI

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

FTI

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

FTI

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

Nile aquatic

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

Nile aquatic

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

FTI

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

Nile aquatic

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

RSFHRC

ECRAM

FTI

Nile aquatic

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

RSFHRC

ECRAM

FTI

JODAR SERVICES

UGACHICK

Nile aquatic

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

Nile aquatic

AA Fisher

Aquaculture inputs

RSFHRC

ECRAM

FTI

17 Spirit	level String	pond	level Trainer/farmers

18
Photocopier	with	

scanner
Cooperative 1	set

15 Formulated	fish	feeds
35%,	30%	and	25%	protein	

content
Trainer/cooperative 100kgs

16 Tape	measure 50	mts	long Trainer/farmers 65pcs

13 Feed	containers

14
Market	analysis	and	

business	planning
A	detailed	approved	document Cooperative Once

11 Aerated	tank Oxygen	fitted Cooperative 3	pcs

12 Computer	and	a	printer
DELL	a	complete	set	ready	for	

use
Cooperative 1	set

9 Water	pump	(surface)
4	to	5	HP	with	delivery	and	

suction	horse	pipes
Cooperative 1

10 Light/pickup	truck
1.5	to	2	ton	used	Japanese	

type
Cooperative 1

7 Refrigerator Large	size

8 Water	quality	kit
Measuring	atleast	5	

parameters	and	above
Cooperative 4	sets

5 Fish	transport	tank 1,000	litres Cooperative 3	pcs

6
Oxygen	cylinder	and	

regulator

20	kgs	size	with	regulator	and	

flow	meter		
Cooperative 3	sets

3 Fish	handling	container Plastic

4 Fish	boxes Plastic	with	lid	 Trainer/cooperative

1 Sampling	net 20	meters	mounted Cooperative 2	pcs

2 Harvesting	net 30	meters	mounted Cooperative 4	pcs

 

Table 5: Data for priority needs for funding for WAIFFICOS 
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Beneficiary name Contact details
Capacity building 

proposed
Justification

In-kind 

contribution
Remarks

WAIFFICOS leadership & 

technical staff

Chairperson 

0782635203

Sustainable cooperative 

organization 

management

Build dynamic and well 

founded organization 

to lead the 

commercialization of 

farmed fish production 

and cooperative 

marketing

Registration of the 

Cooperative

The role of coops in 

commercial aquaculture 

production and 

marketing and 

management of group 

owned resources

WAIFFICOS leadership & 

technical staff

Chairperson 

0782635203

Association leadership 

exchange visits for 

managerial and 

leadership experiences

Learning from 

successes and failures 

of established 

commercial farms else 

where

Access to own farms 

to other members 

during the visits

Visual and hands-on 

trainings in solving farm 

management challenges

WAIFFICOS members - 

farmers

Chairperson 

0782635203

Farmer exchange visits 

by WAIFFICOS 

members to WAFICOS 

model farmers of 

central region including 

demonstrations of 

appropriate 

technologies and 

practices

To do To do

The associations need 

to improve capacity to 

make this aspect more 

regular as many 

farmers preferred 

learning by seeing

WAFICOS leadership & 

technical staff
772449670

Association leadership 

exchange visits for 

managerial and 

leadership experiences

To do To do To do

WAFICOS members - 

farmers

0772449670 or office 

256 321 265896

Farmer exchange visits 

by WAFICOS members 

to WAIFFICOS model 

farmers of central 

region including 

demonstrations of 

appropriate 

technologies and 

practices

To do To do To do

WAIFFICOS leadership 

and members
Northern region

On-farm feed 

formulation and 

production 

To come up with a 

mechanism for 

supporting members 

to mitigate high costs 

and unavailability of 

feeds

Labour for feed 

making and 

production

High cost and 

unavailability remains 

the biggest obstacle to 

the practice of profit 

oriented aquaculture in 

Uganda

WAFICOS leadership and 

members
Central region

On-farm feed 

formulation and 

production 

To come up with a 

mechanism for 

supporting members 

to mitigate high costs 

and unavailability of 

feeds

Labour for feed 

making and 

production

To do

WAIFFICOS leadership 

and members
Northern region Fish farm management

knowledge and skills 

to assist members in 

improving fish farm 

performance and 

increase productivity

Farm infrastructure 

for on-farm training

Due to the high 

turnover of hired labour 

it is important that the 

farm owners are 

targeted in the training

WAFICOS leadership and 

members
Central region Fish farm management

To mitigate high costs 

and unavailability of 

feeds

To do To do

 

4.   Registration needs per location 

Farmers stated that they belonged and were registered with their respective associations. 

However, a good number were not aware that they should be registered with the 

government and called for support in this regard as indicated in Annex 15. Both 

associations were duly registered with the government at all levels (local and central) 

and there was demand for support for registration with the government at the 

association level. 

 

5.   Training delivery plan 

Table 6: Training delivery plan 
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Beneficiary name Contact details
Capacity building 

proposed
Justification

In-kind 

contribution
Remarks

WAIFFICOS leadership 

and members
Northern region

Fish marketing and 

market development

Despite the increasing 

farmed fish 

production, there is no 

organized marketing 

system

Production and 

previous marketing 

information

There is generally under 

valuing and poor 

payment when fish is 

sold by the pond side

WAFICOS leadership and 

members
Central region

Fish marketing and 

market development
To do To do To do

WAIFFICOS leadership 

and members
Northern region

Fish handling and value 

addition

To acquire skills to 

increase the value and 

shelf life for improved 

marketing

Sand and labour

Without processing and 

value addition farmers 

cannot get premium 

prices and there is 

always high postharvest 

loss

WAFICOS leadership and 

members
Central region

Fish handling and value 

addition
To do To do To do

WAIFFICOS leadership 

and members
Northern region

Fish farm record 

keeping

This is the first step in 

adoption of 

commercial or profit 

oriented aquaculture

Previous farm 

records

This will support the 

government’s and other 

organizations’ effort in 

transforming rural 

production from 

subsistence to 

commercial levels

WAFICOS leadership and 

members
Central region

Fish farm record 

keeping
To do To do To do

WAIFFICOS leadership 

and members
Northern region

Fish harvesting gear 

design and making

This will put in place a 

more sustainable and 

quite cheaper means 

of accessing fish 

sampling and 

harvesting nets and 

gears.

Labour

Currently farms are 

faced with a burden of 

having to travel big 

distances to hire nets 

with associated high 

risk f transfer of 

diseases and parasites

WAFICOS leadership and 

members
Central region

Fishing gear design and 

making
To do To do To do

WAIFFICOS leadership 

and members
Northern region

Doing aquaculture as 

business to improve 

livelihood

To acquire skills and 

knowledge for 

planning and doing 

aquaculture in a profit 

oriented manner 

driven by market not 

farmers’ wishes

Personnel

Farmers have failed to 

progress because of 

continued losess 

attributed to poor 

planning, timing of 

production and 

marketing processes; 

wasteful use of feeds; 

and poor postharvest 

planning and 

management

WAIFFICOS Leadership 

and members
Central region

Doing aquaculture as 

business to improve 

livelihood

To do To do To do
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Item 
Number of 

days/quantity
Details

WAIFFICOS 

leadership & 

technical 

staff

WAIFFICOS 

members - 

farmers

WAFICOS 

leadership & 

technical 

staff

WAFICOS 

members - 

farmers

 USD

Meals/day 4 days 5.86/person/day 9 41 9 21 1,875.00

Transport refund 4 days 7.81/person/day 9 43 9 21 2,562.50

Hall hire 97.66/day 4 4 4 4 1,562.50

Note books and pens 1.95/set 9 41 3 21 126.75

Projector 78.13/day 3 3 3 3 937.5

Flip charts 4 pcs 15.63/each 1 1 1 1 62.5

Marker pens 4 boxes 20,000/box 1 1 1 1 31.25

Feed ingredients 600 kgs 0.98/ks 588

Small buckets 8 11.72 93.76

Weighing scales 2 25.39/each 50.78

Study tour 2 days 58,59/person/day 9 41 9 21 9,375.00

Formulated feeds 2 bags 31.25/bag 62.5

Smoking kiln 2 pcs 1,757.81/each 3,515.53

Fish specimen for 

processing
20 kgs 3.91/kg 78.2

Filleting tools 20 sets 20,000/set 156.25

Net braiding needles 50 pcs 7.81 each 390.5

Braiding gauge 50 pcs 3.13 each 156.5

Bobbins of 36ply twines 8 boxs 136.72/box 1,093.75

Mounting ropes 10 rolls 23.44 234.4

Floaters 200 pcs 1.17/each 234

Sinkers 200 pcs 0.98/each 196

Ice 100 kgs 0.78/kg 78.13

Fish boxes 20 pcs 58.59 each 1,171.80

Tape measures 65 pcs 19.53 1,269.45

Spirit levels 65 pcs 9.77 each 635.05

Fish graders 20 pcs 19.53/each 390.63

Feeding record book 65 pcs 5.86 380.9

Activity record book 65 pcs 5.86 380.9

Ledger/financial book 65 pcs 7.81 507.65

SmartFish T-shirts and 

caps
70 pcs 11.72 820.4

Total 29,018.08

 

Table 7: Detail budget for proposed training plan  
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6.   Input distribution and registration plan and costing 

Walimi Fish Farmers Cooperative Society (WAFICOS), central region 

headquarters based in Kampala 

When members of WAFICOS were asked what they expected from their cooperative, 

they listed the following: 

 Capacity to support members in terms of service provision, to ensure increased 

production and improved marketing; 

 Centralized management of equipment that farms may require from time to time; 

 Enhance networking, farmer exchange visits and knowledge sharing amongst 

members; 

 Synchronize production, organize and facilitate bulk marketing of farmers’ 

produce; 

 Development of a robust aquaculture equipment supply mechanisms; 

 Facilitate linkage of members to government programmes such as the NAADS 

extension services; 

 Management Information System for production to facilitate marketing including 

design and operation of a WAFICOS website; 

 WAFICOS should become a fully-fledged and functional cooperative; 

 Professional and technical assistance to produce a WAFICOS workable plan of 

action; 

 Establishment of a fund to support increased access to feeds and implements; 

 Undertake a survey of all member aquaculture establishments and businesses for 

effective market linkage; 

 A more effective system for passing on knowledge and skills in aquaculture needs 

to be established; 

 WAFICOS should strengthen assistance for farmers for the distribution and 

transportation of farmed fish; 

 Cooperatively owning and producing feed will increase farmers’ production and 

productivity. 
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Beneficiary 

name

Contact 

details
Item/input

Justification of 

beneficiary and input
Cost

In-kind 

contribution
Remarks

Chair 

person 

Oxygeb cylinder 

and regulator (3 

sets)

To collect fish from 

individual farms to 

collection centre.

2,109.36
Skilled staff to use 

them

They have been 

supported before but 

are still weak and 

require more support. 

Previous support was 

for about USD 

30,000.00 worth of 

materials 

077244967

0 or 

Transportation 

tanks (3pcs)
585.93

 
Pond sampling 

nets (2)

To enhance service 

delivery
937.5 Storage facility

+256 312 

265896

Harvesting nets 

(4) 

To enhance service 

delivery
2,109.36 Storage facility

Fish handling 

containers/ 

buckets (10 pcs)

To enhance service 

delivery
250 Storage facility

Fish graders, (1 

set)

To enhance service 

delivery
1,000.00 Storage facility

Water quality 

testing kits, (4 

sets)

To enhance service 

delivery
5,468.72 Storage facility

Surface water 

pumps 5Hp (2 

pcs) 

To enhance service 

delivery
1,700.00 Storage facility

Computer with 

printer and 

scanner (1)

1,600.00 Skilled staff

Light truck (1.5 

to 2 tons)
9,000.00 Skilled staff

Market analysis, 

synchronization  

planning and 

strategy

To improve marketing 

and operational 

efficiency

2,500.00

Contacts, 

information and 

technical guide

Total for 

WAFICOS
27,260.87

Organization’s 

needs 

(WAFICOS)

Table 8: Beneficiary and inputs delivery details for WAFICOS 
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West Acholi Integrated Fish Farmers Cooperative (WAIFFICOS), Northern 

region headquarters based in Amuru/Gulu 

When asked on what they expect from their cooperative, members of WAIFFICOS gave 

the following answers: 

 It should have the capacity to provide extension materials and information on 

modern aquaculture;  

 It should acquire heavy equipment for pond construction and feed making that are 

commonly used by the majority of members; 

 Develop the capacity of the association to formulate and commercially produce 

quality feeds;  

 Develop the capacity of the association to train members; 

 Construction of an association hatchery to supply seed to members at an 

affordable cost; 

 Should have the capacity in the form of marketing infrastructures for the bulk 

marketing of farmers' fish; 

 Should have the capacity to facilitate farmers to network and exchange 

information/ideas; 

 Strengthen the capacity of the association to source, produce and supply inputs; 

 Sensitize the community on the importance of fish farming to create a critical 

mass of producers; 

 Improve the capacity for advocacy for farmers’ needs and the provision of 

extension services; 

 Establish a savings and credit cooperative organization (SACCO) managed and run 

by the cooperative; 

 Strengthen the capacity for web-based networking, learning, marketing and 

service provision; 

 Set up a revolving seed fund to support member farmers in their aquaculture 

businesses;  

 Acquire a refrigerated truck to assist members with fish transportation and 

distribution; 

 It should have the capacity to demonstrate success stories within the association 

to members; 

 Should have its own office building rather than using the facilities of Pukure 

Orphan integrated fish farm; 

 It should provide market information and market linkage to members; 
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Beneficiary 

name
Contact details Item/input

Justification of 

beneficiary and 

input

Cost 

(USD)

In-kind 

contribution
Remarks

782635203 Fish sampling nets (2)

To enhance service 

delivery  of the 

cooperative

937.5
Skilled staff

and storage

713069668
Harvesting nets each 30 

meters (4) 

To enhance service 

delivery of the 

cooperative

2,868.00
Skilled staff

and storage

Fish handling buckets  

(6pcs)

To support 

harvesting and 

marketing

150
Skilled staff

and storage

Oxygen cylinders and 

regulators (3 sets)

To enhance service 

delivery of the 

cooperative

2,109.36
Skilled staff

and storage

Fish transportation tanks 

1,000 liter capacity 

(3pcs)

To enhance service 

of the cooperative
585.93

Skilled staff

and storage

Water quality testing 

kits (4 sets)

To enhance service 

delivery of the 

cooperative

5,468.72
Skilled staff

and storage

Surface water pump 

(petrol)
850

Skilled staff

and storage

Mini feed mill

To make feeds 

available for farmers 

farmers

7,500.00 Skilled staff

Photocopier with a 

scanner (1)
Medium size 1,046.87 Skilled staff

Market survey, business 

and marketing plan 

development 

To improve business 

and management 

efficiency

2,500.00

Contacts, 

information 

and technical

guide

Light truck (1.5 to 2 

tons) 
9,000.00 Skilled staff

Total inputs 

budget
60,877.25

WAIFFICOS

This group 

consists of mainly 

war affected 

individuals who 

lost their 

livelihoods due to 

civil strife. They 

are now optimistic 

and are hoping to 

regain their 

livelihoods 

through 

Aquaculture 

amongst other 

activities 

A source of income 

generation 
1,600.00 Skilled staff

Sub-total 33,616.38

Computer with printer 

(1)

 

 It should organize field days and trade shows annually to provide a platform for 

interactions for its members; 

 The association should open up an outlet for aquaculture inputs in Gulu; 

 It should foster focus group discussions; 

 The association should link members with the government and donors; 

 It should establish a fish marketing centre. 

Table 9: Beneficiary and inputs delivery details for WAIFFICOS 
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7.  Work plan and timetable for implementation of the 

programme 

According to the TORs the Consultant will oversee the implementation of the training and 

provision of inputs working together with FAO representation and DoF (MAAIF). The 

training will be organised, monitored and supervised by the Consultant in collaboration 

with FAO representation in Uganda and will be provided by the experts listed below: 

Consultant: Simon Owani-Olok: 

 Over all supervision of training delivery; 

 Coordination of farmer exchange visits between the two associations; 

 General aquaculture management;  

 Fish pond management. 

Expert 1: Rashid Assimwe: 

 Intensive fish culture and management (cage and tank culture); 

 Fish grading in outgrow systems; 

 Stocking of ponds – choice of species, stocking densities, species combinations; 

 Making and production of harvesting and sampling nets. 

Expert 2:  Wilson Waiswa Mwanja:  

 Doing fish farming as a business; 

 Integrating aquaculture with existing agriculture production enterprises; 

 Predator control and management. 

Expert 3: Abdullah Musiho: 

 Financial management for aquaculture business; 

 Fish farm bookkeeping and record utilization; 

 Aquaculture farm bookkeeping. 

Expert 4: Erick Gaalya 

 Farmed fish marketing options including bulking and synchronized production; 

 Human resource management for aquaculture business; 

 Proposal writing and fundraising. 

Expert 5: Mujibu Nkambo 

 Fish feeding and feed management; 

 Fish feed formulation and on-farm feed production; 

 Water quality control and management; 

 Management of pond effluents; 

 Water supply and pond drainage control and management. 
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Expert 6: Claire Nabuule  

 Aquaculture quality control and fish safety management; 

 Aquaculture products certification. 

Expert 7: Samuel Orukan 

 Aquaculture cooperative management and group dynamics; 

  Fish harvesting, handling, processing and value addition; 

  Fish seed production and hatchery management (Tilapia & Catfish); 

  Fish sexing. 

Expert 8: William Imma 

  Constructing and operating fish smoking kilns; 

  Pond construction and maintenance. 

Expert 9: Pilli Epavu Jino 

  Pond construction and maintenance; 

  Fish disease control and fish health management; 

  Farming of exotic and valuable species. 

Once the report with the TORs for the proposed training personnel is approved, the 

experts will work with the Consultant to develop appropriate training materials in 

conjunction with FAO/SmartFish supervisors. More information on the experts identified, 

can be found in Annex 12. The Consultant working with the FAO Representation and DoF in 

Uganda will be responsible for organizing the training in consultation with the 

FAO/SmartFish team. FAO representation and DoF will be provided with a clear monitoring 

and evaluation plan to follow up on the uptake and utilization of technologies, skills and 

knowledge provided to associations during this intervention. The M&E plan will cover at 

least 12 months to allow one or two full production cycles with the new support. 
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Table 10: Activities and schedule 

Activity Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 

1 
2 3 4 

1 
2 3 4 

1 
2 3 4 

1 
2 3 4 

Training of selected 

beneficiaries in group 

dynamics 

                

Procurement of inputs 

and tools  

                

Delivery of inputs and 

tools to beneficiaries 

                

On-farm trainings on 

selected topics for both 

groups  

                

Farmer–to-farmer visits                 

Market analysis and 

business planning for 

the two groups 

                

Production of the final 

project report  

                

 

 

8.   Conclusions and recommendations 

The following conclusions and recommendations were made based on the findings and 

the need for a successful implementation of planned activities. Three key issues came 

out of the selected farmer groups and service providers’ meetings:  

1. analysis of the production and marketing system of farmed fish and synchronizing 

production to achieve bulk production and marketing;  

2. building capacity of the two associations so they are able to manage centralized, 

motorized machinery (small feed mill, ice making machinery, refrigerated trucks, 

excavators, etc.) when acquired, to improve delivery of key services such as the 

creation of production infrastructure, and the distribution of major inputs and 

marketing assistance to members;  

3. training women who are in fish farming groups in weaving net webbing that they 

can sell to generate income. This would be particularly feasible for those women in 

the northern region (WAIFFICOS) as they have more free time than women in the 

central region. 
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Farmers put forward different suggestions including the establishment of a seed fund, 

extension of affordable credit, public support, savings and credit organizations as 

lasting solutions to the challenges of financing aquaculture activities. 

 Although many farmers surveyed indicated that they had received some form of 

training this was basically lecture type training. Farmers have rightly argued for 

future training to be hands-on and tailored to solving farm-based problems. 

 Since resources are limited the main recommendation is that most, if not all, 

support be at the association level where implements and services will be centrally 

managed and accessed by members through a hiring system. However it is 

important, if resources allow, for support to be provided directly to the most 

promising and needy farmers, especially in terms of critical farm implements such 

as harvesting gear and bicycles for farm transportation.  

 To minimize costs and increase the effectiveness of the support, the extension of 

services, tools and equipment that are not used by farmers on daily basis, will be 

centrally managed by the associations and shared in a manner devised and 

agreed upon by the members. Equipment will be hired out to both members and 

non-members. Members will pay a reduced fee whilst non-members will pay more 

if the equipment is available.  

 Vulnerable groups (widows, orphans, women and youth), who have the highest 

rate of unemployment, will be given more attention especially in terms of skill 

development. To reduce pressure on the need for capital and to address the lack 

of harvesting gear, women will be trained in making harvesting nets while youth 

should be trained and organized in groups to carry out pond construction for 

members at a fee. 

 Although the market for farmed fish is known to exist, it is still largely new and 

evolving compared to the more traditional and established capture fishery 

products market, requiring much more effort to differentiate the two markets and 

safeguard the former from the competition of wild fish products. There is therefore 

a need to carry out a market analysis and survey, and to produce guidelines that 

can help in planning and synchronizing fish production based on a known, 

predictable and organized market. 

 To improve feed availability in the northern region, which is far away from 

commercial feed producers in Kampala, WAIFFICOS should be supported with a 

small on-farm feed making machine since there is an abundance of raw materials 

to make feed in the area. 

 To improve networking amongst members for information exchange and improved 

marketing using increasing available ICT, and to facilitate E-learning and 

mobilization of members via the Web, beneficiary associations need to be 

supported to design, host and operate their own websites. 
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Annex 1. Terms of reference 

Name:  

Job Title: National Aquaculture Consultant 

Division/Department: 
Fisheries and aquaculture policy and economic division, Fisheries 

and Aquaculture Department 

Programme/Project Number: GCP/RAF/466/EC    Baby project, Result 5 

Location: Home station plus two field missions in selected sites 

Expected Start Date of Assignment: 20June 2013 Duration: 

45 days from 

20 June to 20 

September 

2013 

Reports to: Name: Davide Signa  Title
: 

SmartFish 

Fisheries Officer  

 

Description of tasks 

Under the direct supervision of Davide Signa, SmartFish Fisheries Officer, within the 

framework of the SmartFish Result 5, the consultant will technically contribute to the 

implementation of the Activities under Output 5M3.1 Sustainable Aquaculture Development 

Promoted (Act.5M3.1.1). 

The consultant will carry out a needs assessment mission on specific sites, follow up and 

supervise the delivery phase of the actions. 

Specific tasks: 

Phase 1 Preparation of the needs assessment and planning (3 days - June home based): 

 

 Identify in consultation with the supervisors, FAO and the relevant institutions, the pre-

selected sites to target for the field assessment activities; 
 Develop the needs assessment tools and the draft template for the action plan and 

submit to FAO for technical clearance to be obtained before initiating the mission; 

Phase 2 Field mission and reporting (20 days - July) 

 

1. Carry out the field mission (15 days in the sites) to identify specific needs at group and 

individual level in terms of:   

- group empowerment and legal registration; 

- further trainings on business/group/cooperative management related issues; 

- inputs/equipment/materials needed at group level and/or individual level. 

2. Submit a mission report (5 days home based) with a detailed action plan, using the 

agreed template, for each group with: 

- specific training needs with detailed training delivery plan; 

- specific action with costing for the legal registration and networking of the groups; 

- list of groups and individual beneficiaries for the input distribution with tentative 

costing per each item/input. 

Phase 3 Follow up and delivery mission (5 days home based August -September) 
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3. Coordinate the procurement process assisting FAO with all technical specifications for 
the items to be procured and name and contact of at least three possible suppliers 

including the printing of the aquaculture manual. 

 

4. Follow up on the findings and needs of the selected groups: 
- Elaborate specific training packages/materials for the specific issues identified during 

the need assessment; 
- Collect and compile all documentations needed for the legal registration and 

networking of the groups; 
- Develop a detailed input distribution plan with names and details of the beneficiaries; 

 

5. Travel to the sites and deliver the specific trainings identified in the need assessment 
and supervise the input distribution collecting all receipts and relevant documentations 

ensuring that press coverage and donor visibility is ensured (20 days, 10 per each site in 
August-September); 

 

Phase 4 Reporting (home station based 4 days before 20 September) 

 

6. Consolidate all documents prepared in a detailed end of assignment report, using the 

FAO SmartFish template provided, which includes detailed list of activities carried out as 
well as recommendations for future SmartFish and FAO Aquaculture interventions 
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Date Location Group Field work activities

9 - 10 July Entebbe General Desk top literature review

11 July Kampala FAO and DFR
Consultations on site/farmer groups to be 

selected for support

12 July
Kampala, Mukon and 

Buikwe
WAFICOS

Meeting association leadership, District 

technical and political leaders.

13 July Mpigi and Wakiso WAFICOS
Meeting association leadership, District 

technical and political leaders.

15 July Kampala WAFICOS
Meeting and interviewing association members 

at their farms

16 July Wakiso WAFICOS
Meeting and interviewing association members 

at their farms

16 July Mpigi WAFICOS
Meeting and interviewing association members 

at their farms

17 July Mukono/Buikwe WAFICOS
Meeting and interviewing association members 

at their farms

18 July 

(validation 

day)

Entebbe WAFICOS Collating data in preparation for validation

19 July 
Kampala – Farmer's 

house
WAFICOS Validation meeting

22 July Entebbe to Gulu WAIFFICOS Travelling day.

23 July Gulu WAIFFICOS
Meeting association leadership, District 

technical and political leaders.

24 July Amuru WAIFFICOS
Meeting association leadership, District 

technical and political leaders.

25 July Nwoya WAIFFICOS
Meeting association leadership, District 

technical and political leaders.

26 July Gulu WAIFFICOS
Meeting and interviewing association members 

at their farms

27 July Amuru WAIFFICOS
Meeting and interviewing association members 

at their farms

28 July Nwoya WAIFFICOS
Meeting and interviewing association members 

at their farms

29 July Gulu WAIFFICOS Collating data in preparation for validation

30 July  WAIFFICOS Validation meeting

31 July Gulu to Entebbe WAIFFICOS Travelling back to Entebbe

 

Annex 2. Mission plan  
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Name Title/position Reason for meeting Contact

Alhaji M. Jallow FAO Representative
Consultations and 

debriefing
414340324

Jackson Lovelock 

Wadanya
Commissioner for fisheries

Consultations and 

debriefing
772482076

Prof.  Dorothy Hyuha Chair person -WAFICOS Briefing and interview 772449670

Thomas Musoke
Vice chair person - WAFICOS and 

Kabaganda Farm
Briefing and interview 772496745

Betty Ssempebwa
General secretary - WAFICOS and 

Kitezi Fish Farm
Briefing and interview 772467445

Hon. Mutesi Kitiyo
Executive committee member and 

farmer
Briefing and interview 772426266

Paul Ssebinyasi
Executive committee member and 

Mpigi F. farm
Briefing and interview 772405460

Ben Kiddu Executive Coordinator WAFICOS Briefing and interview 774955878

Andrew Bayise Field advisor WAFICOS Briefing and interview
700620173 / 

773374230

Juliet Kagoya Field advisor WAFICOS Briefing and interview 776984409

Lovin Kobusingye Administrator/Fish marketer Briefing and interview 772989157

Edward Ssembalilwa Fisheries Officer- KCCA Briefing and interview
704379711 / 

79661260

Abudul Siriji Fisheries Officer Mukono Briefing and interview 752711121

Lubaluwa Michael District Fisheries Officer-Wakiso Briefing and interview 772501264

Stella Nabuyonga Fisheris Officer- Wakiso Briefing and interview 772474624

Dr. Sskiwunga Herman District production secretary - Mpigi Briefing and interview

Nabbuka Stella Fisheries Officer - Mpigi Briefing and interview

Chris Rwakasisi Nyamina Fish Farm-WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview

779255570 / 

752520888

Agnes Atuhaire Rock spring - WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
774257115

Ben Musoloza Ssisa Integrated Farm - WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
772669240

Mary Rumanyika Interglobe farm- WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
772416237

Muhamad Musoke Kireka fish farm- WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
776249826

Charles Kateregga Wakiso integrated farm WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
752743349

 

Annex 3. Itinerary and people met  
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Name Title/position Reason for meeting Contact

Gerald Kwikiliza Fish farmer WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
772475424

Hajji Ali Kisitu Fish farmer WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
-

Marcella Mukasa (Mrs) Majorie Farm- WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
712479229

Swaibu Damulira Fish farmer -WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
752502562

Yusuf Kagumire Rwekuba diary farm- WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
772998434

Ali Amahd Kawuku F. Farm- WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
712861041

Edward Ssonko Fish farmer -WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
773178519

Millene Rutaisire Aquafarm- WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
772634077

Andrew Lukyamuzi Fish farmer WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
700362005

Robert Onya Ferdusult Farm- WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
772437424

Gudula Naiga Basaza Gudie Leizer Farm - WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
772460865

Nalongo Bbosa Kinyingi Forest Park - WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
782085892

Eng. Omar Wadda Namuyenje fish farm- WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
772372797

Baguma Angel Mbalala Fish Farm - WAFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
772630025

 Jomo Oyet District Fisheries Officer- Gulu Briefing and interview 777367393

Godfrey Obina District Production Officer-Amuru Briefing and interview 789815595

Jane Naku
Hon. District Secretary for production-

Amuru
Briefing and interview 779565612

Komakech Simon Peter
Sub-country NAADS coordinator-

Pabbo
Briefing and interview 782635203

Ochen Charles
Secretary general/ farmer -

WAIFFICOS
Briefing and interview 774295474

Columbus Onoo Treasurer/farmer WAIFFICOS Briefing and interview 772647102

Christopher Olonge Publicity secretary -Coordinator Briefing and interview 782660499

Denis Omony
Committee member/ farmer-

WAIFFICOS
Briefing and interview 772321875

Benjamin Mone
Committee member/ farmer-

WAIFFICOS
Briefing and interview 392894235

Denis Acire
Committee member/ farmer-

WAIFFICOS
Briefing and interview 718907960
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Name Title/position Reason for meeting Contact

Peter S. Kidega
Committee member/ farmer-

WAIFFICOS
Briefing and interview 782511871

Grace Olal
Committee member/ farmer-

WAIFFICOS
Briefing and interview 774292455

Tarasiso Otim Farmer - WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
751452237

Watmon David Farmer - WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
772901796

Odong Simon Lukome Farmer - WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
782925506

Okechcon Alex Fish farmer WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
712262059

Odong Lagot Fish farmer WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
-

Kinyera Charles Fish farmer WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
779070437

Ocan Donacino Fish farmer WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
789793558

Okello Tarad Iborich Fish farmer WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview

773200407 / 

753200407

Oyet Adudoni Fish farmer WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
705738223

Okwera Henry Kizito Fish farmer WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview

779027175 / 

713775690

Loum Janan Fish farmer WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
777368895

Lakony David Fish farmer WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
718927324

Okeny J.M Bosco Fish farmer WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
7184479256

Grace Olal Fish farmer WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
O774292455

Akwongo Dorothy Fish farmer WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
773024425

Akidi Susan Damali Fish farmer WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
783779688

Nyeko Patrick Fish farmer WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
779025730

Nyeko Richard Fish farmer WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview

772062146 / 

711062146

Onencan Marcelino Fish farmer WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview
782511871

Ocaya George Onen Fish farmer WAIFFICOS
Facility inspection and 

interview

783324360 / 

758768291

Ocaya Walter Farmer - WAIFFICOS 713145209

Obal Mario Farmer - WAIFFICOS 789855364
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Name Title/position Reason for meeting Contact

Odur Quinto Farmer - WAIFFICOS -

Otema Benjamin Farmer - WAIFFICOS 785927190

Okekko David Farmer - WAIFFICOS 781486931

Anywar Goerge Farmer - WAIFFICOS -

Rev. Michael Oryem Farmer - WAIFFICOS
772357497 / 

752357497

Okayo tobi Charles Farmer - WAIFFICOS 711074793

Odong Francis Farmer - WAIFFICOS 772649642

Auma Susan Farmer - WAIFFICOS 702918701

Okello Samuel Farmer - WAIFFICOS O785401864

Rashid Asiimwe of AA 

Fisheries
Director  AA Fisheries

To check item 

availability & prices
782728027

Opio Levi Papa Service provider - Amol Fish Farmers Price enquiry
772531711 / 

751531711

Abalo Gertrude
Service provider/ Training and input 

supply

Facility inspection and 

interviewing

772681269 / 

702681269

Bwakumanya D.R
Managing Director - Jodar Services 

(fish feeds)

Facility inspection and 

interviewing

772574475 / 

702800337

Nathan Daniel Eluku

Service provider - Nile Aquatic 

CultureSsolutions Ltd. (tools & 

equipment)

Facility inspection and 

interviewing

776666668 / 

705078345

Aga Sekalala
Managing Director – Ugachick (fish 

feeds)

Facility inspection and 

interviewing
772702905

Samuel Orukan Service provider/Hatchery operator
Facility inspection and 

interviewing

712197155 / 

754197155

Musomerwa Muttalib
Hatchery operator - Muso4F 

Enterprises

Facility inspection and 

interviewing

712197155 / 

754197155

Najjuma Maureen Hatchery operator of Sunfish Farm
Facility inspection and 

interviewing

772462776 / 

776237704
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Annex 4. Checklists and tools 

Needs assessment tools and approach 

The field assessment is divided into three main components:  

1. Development of a general overview of the aquaculture situation including baseline 

data;  

2. Needs assessment covering training and inputs; and 

3. Establishing baseline indicators to measure project impact.  

The overall approach proposed is based on a desk review of available information 

followed by a rapid/participatory appraisal that will rely on semi-structured interviews 

with groups and individuals representing different interest groups guided by checklists 

of key questions. These interviews and discussions will be augmented by the application 

of other field research tools such as stakeholder analyses, flow diagrams, seasonal 

calendars, timelines and matrix ranking where appropriate. If researchers wish to ask 

additional questions to understand or validate certain issues then there is scope to do 

this providing they focus on issues in the checklists. It is anticipated that the overall 

approach will provide a holistic understanding of needs.  

The following describes each of the three main aspects of the assessment approach 

whilst at the same time shows the checklists of key questions/issues to focus on. This is 

followed by a suggested fieldwork schedule, which highlights when each activity would 

be carried out and approximate duration. Importantly, the results from the assessment 

will be presented to key stakeholders for validation before leaving the location.  

A. General overview and baseline data  

The general overview will help develop an understanding of potential needs as well as 

provide an overview of the current situation with regard to aquaculture in the area. 

Whilst it is anticipated that some information can be obtained from the desk review and 

secondary sources of data (reports/studies, policy and plans), the main sources of 

information will be the fish farmers themselves, the Department of Fisheries, 

government extension services and various input & service providers e.g. feed and seed 

producers, traders, transport providers and veterinary services.  

The most effective approach would be to hold a meeting/discussion with a mixed group 

of key stakeholders. As well as semi-structured interviews, the other suggested field 

research tools are a stakeholder analyses to develop a profile of the different types of 

fish farmer, a flow diagram of production and value-chains showing key activities, 

inputs, markets, stakeholders a seasonal calendar showing general changes in 

activities, inputs, costs, production, income, prices over a 12 month period, and a 

timeline to help describe key changes that have taken place over time e.g. the last 5 

years. Checklist A provides a list of questions and topics to guide discussions. Potential 

prompts for particular topics are given in brackets.    
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Checklist A 

Characteristics of different types of fish farming businesses/groups and production 

structures/systems including species, markets, yields, seasonal changes (stakeholder 

analyses, seasonal calendar).  

 Period that the group has been together. 

 Initial reason for coming together/forming a group.  

 Number of members (gender disaggregation). 

 Gender issues and roles related to fish farming (stakeholder analyses). 

 Membership structure, fees, by-laws and member characteristics.  

 Is the group/individual registered/licensed or not and details? 

 Current benefits of group membership. 

 Current production/yield levels for different systems (kg per annum) (stakeholder 

analyses). 

 Current access to equipment, services and infrastructure and how could this be 

improved. What equipment is used? What services are available?  

 Source of water and water quality, including monitoring and disposal of wastewater. 

 Source of seed/fry, quantities and cost. 

 Source and use of feeds: quantities, cost, details of production of local and on-farm 

feed. 

 Characteristics of labour employed: family, seasonal, part-time, full-time, costs 

(stakeholder analyses). 

 Support from extension services, what is the current status, is it adequate/useful and 

how could it be done differently/better? 

 Access to credit, current status, is it adequate, does it need to be improved, if so 

how? 

 Access to markets and marketing, handling, transport. Including key markets prices, 

products, seasonality, how is fish sold and distributed?  

 Changes you have seen in the last 5 years? E.g. number of farmers, volume of fish 

production, yield, and species farmed, inputs, extension services, group 

membership, demand, markets, prices (timeline). 

 Additional livelihood activities of fish farmers. 

 Key challenges and opportunities. 

 What do you think can be done to overcome the challenges? 

 What do you think will help you make more of the opportunities?  

 Previous and/or current development support e.g. projects, government, private 

sector and how effective were these? 

 How do you transport your fish to the market? 
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Checklist B 

 What are the priorities in terms of aquaculture development/business? How would 

you like the situation to be in 12 months time?  

 What is needed, if anything, to help you reach this objective (empowerment, 

training, inputs, enabling environment, other)? 

 What are the activities in which fish farmers (operators) need to change or do things 

differently in terms of improving their operations/business? (what are the problems, 

what is causing the problem? What level of farmer performance is required? What is 

the actual performance level now?  

 Who should do what differently, why and how?  

 What behaviour, knowledge skills and attitudes do fish farmers need to carry out 

their work better/to the desired level? 

 What is already in place that will help fish farmers learn and apply new knowledge 

and skills?  

 What will make it difficult for fish farmers to learn and apply new knowledge and 

skills and why?  

 What are the solutions to the things which will make it difficult (this will include 

provision of equipment, materials, enabling environment, market support etc)? 

 Other than direct training, what other cost/effective ways are there to achieve the 

desired improvements in knowledge, skills, attitudes, behaviour?  

 What kind of training will best help farmers achieve their fish farming business 

objectives/improvements? 

 What previous training have farmers had, and by whom? 

 What was good/did you enjoy 

 What did you find useful about any previous training? 

 What would you want to be done differently in any future training? 

 Who specifically/which individuals need training and how much training is required?  

 What equipment or materials would help you (fish farmer/group) achieve your 

business objectives and why? 

 Are there any other inputs or anything else that will help you (fish farmer) improve 

your business and achieve your objectives? 

 In terms of registration and licensing, what opportunities for support are there and 

what benefits would these give? 
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C. Baseline indicators  

Baseline indicators are indicators that can be measured pre- and post- intervention and 

show whether or not a farmer’s livelihood has potentially improved.  

The indicators will be measured with the beneficiaries e.g. fish farmers, using a semi-

structured interview or a formal type questionnaire survey interview. Other tools that will 

be useful for this activity include a seasonal calendar, matrix ranking as well as a simple 

audit questionnaire to establish current knowledge and understanding and any subsequent 

change post intervention (see needs assessment). Checklist C will be used to guide the 

interview process and provides a list of potential indicators. It would be prudent to validate 

these indicators as part of the assessment. A final pre-intervention baseline indicator 

survey could also be conducted at the same time, or immediately prior to, delivery of 

inputs and training.  

Checklist C 

 Yield from fish farming operation 

 Production volume (seasonal calendar) 

 Costs of production (per kg of fish)  

 Price per kg obtained in main markets (seasonal calendar) 

 Total income (seasonal calendar) 

 Challenges and constraints and frequency over past 12 months (matrix ranking) 

 Knowledge of production and marketing (audit questionnaire) 

 Income sources (matrix ranking) 

 Income levels from different sources (seasonal calendar) 

 General household expenditure (seasonal calendar) 

 Household expenditure on food (seasonal calendar) 

 Type of food consumed  

 Frequency of meals  

 Quantity of food consumed  

 Fish consumption (species, products, quantities, frequency)  

 Ways of coping with shocks and difficulties 
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No. Training requirements
Category of 

farmers

Members 

WAIFFICOS

Duration of 

training 

(days)

Person conducting 

training and mode of 

delivery

Training 

location/venue

1
General Fish Farm 

Management
Grow out farmers 16 1

Consultant: hands-on 

practical training
Selected model farms

2 Fish pond management Grow out farmers 1 0.5
Consultant: hands-on 

practical training
Selected model farms

3 Fish grading
Grow out and 

hatchery operators
1 0.5

Consultant: hands-on 

practical training
Selected model farms

4
Doing Fish Farming as a 

Business
All categories 15 2

FAO Experts  - discussion 

and video assisted
Kampala and Gulu

5
Aquaculture Farm Book 

keeping
All categories 1 0.5

Local experts: 

lectures/theory

Training hall (Gulu, 

Kampala)

6
Fish Farm Record Keeping 

and Utilization

Commercial 

producers
17 0.5

Local experts: 

lectures/theory

Training hall (Gulu, 

Kampala)

7 Financial management
All categories of 

farmers
11 0.5

Local experts: 

lectures/theory

Training hall (Gulu, 

Kampala)

8
Human resource 

management

Commercial 

producers and 

hatchery operators

2 0.5
Local experts: 

lectures/theory

Training hall (Gulu, 

Kampala)

9

Stocking of ponds – choice 

of species, stocking 

densities, species 

combinations

Commercial 

producers and 

hatchery operators

2 1
Consultant: hands-on 

practical training
Selected model farms

10
Fish feeding and feed 

management
All categories 21 0.5

Consultant: hands-on 

practical training
Selected model farms

11
Fish feed formulation and on-

farm feed production
All categories 19 0.5

Local experts: hands-on 

practical training
Selected model farms

12
Water quality control and 

Management
All categories 42 0.5

Consultant: hands-on 

practical training
Selected model farms

13
Management of pond 

effluents
All categories 41 0.5

Consultant: hands-on 

practical training
Selected model farms

14

Intensive fish culture and 

management (cage and tank 

culture)

Grow out commercial 

producers
1 0.5 Selected model farms

15

Water supply and pond 

drainage control and 

management

All categories 2 0.5
Consultant: hands-on 

practical training
Selected model farms

16

Fish marketing options 

including bulking and 

synchronized production

Grow out producers 3 0.5
Local experts: 

lectures/theory

Training hall (Gulu, 

Kampala)

17
Aquaculture quality control 

and fish safety management
Grow out producers 3 0.5

Local experts: 

lectures/theory

Training hall (Gulu, 

Kampala)

18

Fish harvesting, handling, 

processing and value 

addition

Grow out producers 2 0.5
Local experts: hands-on 

practical training
Selected model farms

18
Constructing and operating 

Fish smoking kiln

Grow out commercial 

producers
1 3

Local experts: hands-on 

practical training
Selected model farms

20

Fish seed production and 

hatchery management 

(tilapia & catfish)

Existing & 

prospecting hatchery 

operators

20 2
Local experts: hands-on 

practical training
Selected model farms

21 Fish sexing
Grow out commercial 

producers
1 0.5

Local experts: hands-on 

practical training
Selected model farms

 

Annex 5. Training modules 
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No. Training requirements
Category of 

farmers

Members 

WAIFFICOS

Duration of 

training 

(days)

Person conducting 

training and mode of 

delivery

Training 

location/venue

22
Pond construction and 

maintenance

All categories of 

farmers
14 0.5

Local experts: hands-on 

practical training
Selected model farms

24
Predator control and 

management

All categories of 

farmers
9 0.5

Local experts: hands-on 

practical training
Selected model farms

25
Fish disease control and  

Fish health management
All categories 2 0.5

Local experts: 

lectures/theory

Training hall (Gulu, 

Kampala)

26 Fish grading All categories 1 0.5
Local experts: 

lectures/theory
Selected model farms

27
Farming of exotic and 

valuable species
All categories 1 0.5

Local experts: 

lectures/theory
Selected model farms

28
Proposal writing and 

fundraising

Selected model 

farmers
1 1

Local experts: 

lectures/theory

Training hall (Gulu, 

Kampala)

29

Making and production of 

harvesting and sampling 

nets

All interested farmers 

with special focus on 

women

4 1
Consultant: hands-on 

practical training
Selected model farms

30

Local farmer exchange visits 

– between the two 

associations

All categories 22 3 Guided by consultant Selected model farms

31
Farmer exchange visits – 

international/regional

Selected model 

farmers
14 Selected model farms

32

Integrating aquaculture with 

existing agriculture 

production enterprises

Grow out small holder 

producers
28 0.5

Consultant: 

lectures/theory
Selected model farms

33
Group dynamics and 

management

All association 

members
4 2

Local experts – 

lectures/theory

34
Environment and natural 

resource management
All categories 1 2

Local experts – 

lectures/theory
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No.

Item 

(inputs/tools/equipment 

and services required)

Specifications Quantity Unit cost
Amount 

(USD)

2 Sampling nets (20 mts)  1’’ meshes 4 468.75 1,875.00

3 Harvesting nets (30 mts) 2’’ meshes 8 717 5736

4
Fish handling containers  

(buckets)
Plastic made 16 25 400

5  Fish transportation tanks 1,000 lt 6 195.31 1,171.86

6
Oxygen cylinder & 

regulators
Complete sets 6 703.12 4,218.72

9 Water quality kits 8 1,367.18 10,937.44

10 Lift nets 1 90 90

13 Water pumps (surface) 4 to 5 Hp 3 850 2,550.00

14
Fish graders (different 

sizes)
Assorted sizes 1 1,000.00 1,000.00

15 Computers (PC) with printer Complete set 2 1,600.00 3,200.00

16 Website design and hosting
To improve fish marketing 

and networking
2 3,000.00 6,000.00

17
Market survey, analysis and 

business planning 

Identify actual markets, 

and negotiate marketing 

arrangements

2 3,000.00 6,000.00

18
A light truck (second-hand 

Japanese)
1.5 to 2 tons 2 9,000.00 18,000.00

19 Photocopier with scanner 1 1,046.87 1,046.87

Total cost of inputs 60,877.25

 

Annex 6. Input list and specifications 
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Annex 7. Beneficiary details 

Name: Walimi Fish Farmers Cooperative Society 

Acronym: WAFICOS 

Number of Members: 580 farmers, 12 service providers and 20 traders 

Region/location: Central 

Districts of origin of farmers: Kampala, Mukono, Mpigi, Wakiso, Buikwe, Bushenyi, 

Tororo  

Office: Wandegeya, Kampala 

Address: P.O Box 6213 Kampala Uganda  

Tel. +256 312 265 896 

Email: waficos08@yahoo.com 

 

Name: West Acholi Integrated Fish Farmers Cooperative Society 

Acronym: WAIFFICOS 

Number of Members: 102 farmers, 6 service providers and 4 traders 

Region/location: Northern 

Districts of origin of farmers: Gulu, Amuru, Nwoya, Pader, Kitgum, Lamwo  

Office: Lamogi, Amuro District 

Address: C/o Chairperson Komakech Simon Peter,  

Tel. 0782635203 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:waficos08@yahoo.com
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Name

 Total income 

(Uganda Shs 

per annum)

 HH 

expenditure 

per annum

 HH 

expenditure 

on food per 

annum 

 Type of food 

consumed 

Frequency 

of meals 

(no. per 

day) 

Qty of food 

consumed 

per meal (kg 

per day) 

 Fish 

consumption 

(times per 

month) 

 Coping 

mechanisms 

to shocks & 

difficulties 

Other sources 

of income

Onya Robert 

(Male)
500,000 30,000 9,000

Rice, potatoes, 

maize meal, 

matoke, 

vegetables, beef, 

chicken, fish, 

fruits

4 times a 

day
6 kg

12 times a 

month

Diversified 

production 

activities and 

personal 

savings

Construction 

and forestry

Atuhaire 

Agnes 

(Female)

120,000 105,000 18,000

Rice, potatoes, 

maize meal, 

matoke, 

vegetables, beef, 

chicken, fish, 

fruits

4 times a 

day
8  kg

20 times a 

month

Diversified 

production 

activities and 

personal 

savings

None

Kisitu Ali 

(Male)
28,000 27,000 3,500

Matooke, maize 

meal, 

vegetables, 

beans, beef, fish

3 times a 

day
12 kg

5 times a 

month

Diversified 

production 

activities and 

personal 

savings

Farming

Bbosa 

Joseph 

(Male)

65,000 48,000 12,000

Rice, potatoes, 

maize meal, 

matoke, 

vegetables, beef, 

chicken, fish, 

fruits

4 times a 

day
8  kg

20 times a 

month

Diversified 

production 

activities and 

personal 

savings

Recreation and 

entertainment 

industry

Marcella 

Mukasa 

(Female)

200,000 120,000 30,000
Matoke and 

potatoes
3 times 6 kg

15 times a 

month

Diversified 

income sources

Real estate 

business

Omar Wadda 

(Male)
Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Civil servant

Haki Abdul 

Mubiru 

(Male)

Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Business man

Ali Ahmed 

(Male)
Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Businessman

Ben 

Musolooza 

(Male)

300,000 28,000 7,000
Matoke, posho, 

beef, beans, fish

3 meals 

each day
6

20 times a 

month

Insurance of 

the farm and 

farm valuables

None

Rumanyika 

(Female)
Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given None

Damulira 

Swaib (Male)
28,000 24,000 6,000 Matooke 3 times 6 kg

8 times  a 

month

Mixed farming 

& formal 

employment

Farming

Tom Musoke 

(Male)
28,000 24,000 6,000 Matooke 3 times 6 kg

8 times  a 

month

Personal 

savings
None

Kagumire 

Yusuf (Male)
Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Dairy farmer

Ssebinyansi 

Paul (Male)
Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given Not given

Domestic water 

supply

 

Annex 8. Baseline data for beneficiaries from WAFICOS 

(Table A) and WAIFFICOS (Table B).  

 

Table A. Baseline data for WAFICOS members – Central Region 
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Name

 Total income 

(Uganda Shs 

per annum)

 HH 

expenditure 

per annum

 HH 

expenditure 

on food per 

annum 

 Type of food 

consumed 

Frequency 

of meals 

(no. per 

day) 

Qty of food 

consumed 

per meal (kg 

per day) 

 Fish 

consumption 

(times per 

month) 

 Coping 

mechanisms 

to shocks & 

difficulties 

Other sources 

of income

Chris 

Rwakasis 

(Male)

350,000 180,000 48,000 Matoke 4 times 24 kg
12 times a 

month

Diversified 

income sources

Farming and 

business

Rutaisire 

Justus (Male)
230,000,000 150,000 36,000 Matoke 

4 times a 

day
8 kg

15 times a 

month

Diversified 

income sources
Consultancy

Gudula Naiga 

Basaza 

(Female)

133,000 60,000 5,200

Fruits, matoke, 

rice, potatoes, 

vegetables, 

peas, ground 

nuts, pork, fish, 

chicken

3 times 

each day
3 kg per day

4 times a 

months

Saving on 

expenditure 

like using one 

car or public 

transport

Business 

woman

Meddy M 

(Male)
60,000 54,000 30,000

Matoke 

(bananas)

3 times a 

day
5 kg a day

5 kg of fish 

per day

Diversified 

production 

activities and 

business

Businessman

Engineer 

Katerega 

(Male)

24,000 16,000 8,000

Cassava, maize 

meal, matooke, 

fruits, 

vegetables, 

chicken, beef, 

fish

2 times a 

day
12 kg

8 times a 

month

Farming and 

kiosk
Mixed farming

Sonko 

Edward & 

Nakaizi 

Madrine 

(Male & 

Female)

7,200 6,000 4,000

Cassava, 

matooke, maize 

meal, potatoes, 

cassava, fruits, 

vegetables, beef, 

fish

4 times a 

day
8 kg

4 times a 

month
Mixed farming

Religious 

minister

Baguma 

Angel (Male)
72,000 56,000 26,000

Matoke, maize 

meal, potatoes, 

cassava, fruits, 

vegetables, beef, 

fish

4 times a 

day
12 kg

8 times a 

month

Diversified 

income sources
Businessman

Ssempebwa 

Elizabeth 

(Female)

35,000 28,000 12,000

Matoke, maize 

meal, potatoes, 

cassava, fruits, 

vegetables, beef, 

fish

4 times a 

day
12 kg

20 times a 

month

Diversified 

income sources
Mixed farming
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Name

 Total income 

(Uganda Shs 

per annum)

 HH 

expenditure 

per annum

 HH 

expenditure 

on food per 

annum 

 Type of food 

consumed 

Frequency 

of meals 

(no. per 

day) 

Qty of food 

consumed 

per meal (kg 

per day) 

 Fish 

consumption 

(times per 

month) 

 Coping 

mechanisms 

to shocks & 

difficulties 

Other sources 

of income

Okwera Henry 

Kizito 
6,482 4,284 1,092  Not given  Not given  Not given Not given 

Mixed farmer 

and cottage 

businesses 

Crop 

production & 

electrical 

gadget 

repairman 

Ocora Geofry  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given Not given  Not given  Not given 

Onoo Columbus 14,400 8,000 3,500  Not given  Not given  Not given Not given  Not given  Not given 

Oyet Abdoni 6,000 4,000 2,000  Not given  Not given  Not given Not given  Not given  Not given 

Odong Lagot 5,000 4,000 2,600  Not given  Not given  Not given Not given  Not given  Not given 

Ocen Charles 10,000 7,000 3,600
Cassava, millet, 

corn & beans 
 3 meals/day  2 kg Monthly, mukene 

Diversification 

of enterprises 

Crop, poultry & 

livestock 

production 

Loum Janan 4,500 3,900 2,880  Not given  Not given  Not given Not given 

Diversified 

production 

systems and 

formal 

employment 

Formal 

employment as 

a teacher & 

crop farminmg

Nyeko Patrick 6,000 5,000 4,000  Not given  Not given Not given 

Diversifed 

production 

systems 

Crop farming & 

apiary

Oketchcon  2,160 1,440 500  Not given  Not given  Not given Not given  Not given 

Crop & 

livestock 

production, 

agroforestry 

Kinyera Charles 4,500 4,000 3,000

Beans, cassava, 

sweet potatoes, 

millet 

 3 meals/day  4 kgs Once in 3 months  

Diversified 

agriculture 

production 

Crop farming & 

Livestock 

farming

Nyeko Richard 3,500 3,500 2,750  Not given  Not given  Not given Not given  Not given 

Rearing goats, 

tree planting & 

crop farming

Odong John  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given Not given  Not given Crop farming 

Lakony David 6,000 5,000 4,000  Not given  Not given  Not given Not given  Not given Crop farming 

Onencan 

Marcelino 
11,000 8,000 3,000  Not given  Not given  Not given Not given  Not given 

Crop and 

livestock 

farming 

Loum Kennedy 2,000 1,200 800  Not given  Not given  Not given Not given  Not given 

Crop and 

livestock 

farming 

Acire Denis 500 300 200  Not given  Not given  Not given Not given  Not given 

Crop & 

livestock 

production 

involving 

agroforestry 

Dorothy 

Akwongo 

(female) 

5,000 3,500 1,500  Not given  Not given  Not given Not given  Not given  Not given 

Obal Mario 7,800 4,680 3,600  Not given  Not given  Not given Not given  Not given  Not given 

Odong Simon 

Lukome 
2,000 1,750 650  Not given  Not given  Not given Not given  Not given  Not given 

 

Table B. Baseline for WAIFFICOS Members – Northern Region 
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Name

 Total income 

(Uganda Shs 

per annum)

 HH 

expenditure 

per annum

 HH 

expenditure 

on food per 

annum 

 Type of food 

consumed 

Frequency 

of meals 

(no. per 

day) 

Qty of food 

consumed 

per meal (kg 

per day) 

 Fish 

consumption 

(times per 

month) 

 Coping 

mechanisms 

to shocks & 

difficulties 

Other sources 

of income

Ocaya Geroge 

Walter 
6,000 5,750 3,500  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given 

Rev. Michael 

Oryem 
 Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given 

Benjamin 

Otema Fish 

Farm 

30,000 28,000 8,000

 Legumes, 

cereals, 

vegetables 

 3 meals/day  Not given  4 times/week 

Diversified 

agriculture 

production 

systems 

Crop farming 

Anywar George   Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given 

Diversified 

agriculture 

production 

systems 

Crop & animal 

production 

Amule Johnson 8,000 4,000 4,000

Beaf, beans, fish, 

cassava, millet, 

vegetables 

 3 meals/day  4 kg  2/month 

Savings and 

accessing 

credit 

Crop 

production & 

school teacher  

Komakech 

Simon Peter 
8,000 5,000 3,000

Fish, millet, 

maize, potatoes, 

cassava 

 2 meals/day  4 kg  2/week 

Diversifid 

production 

systems 

Crop farming & 

former 

employment as 

extension 

worker

Watum David  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given  Not given 

Diversifid 

production 

systems 

Crop farming 

Owor Francis 4,800 2,000 2,800

Beans, simsim, 

peas, nuts, 

vegetables, 

meat, millet, 

maize, sorghum 

 2 meals/day  4 kg  bimonthly 

Access to 

credit and 

personal 

savings 

Crop farming 

Okello James 3,000 1,000 2,000

Cassava, 

potatoes, 

sorghum, millet, 

maize, peas 

 2 meals/day  4 kg  2 times/month Savings Crop farming 

Odong Justin 5,000 3,000 2,000

maize, millet, 

peas, chicken, 

cassava, rice 

 2 meals/day  4 kg per day  2 times/month 

Diversified 

agricultural 

systems 

Crop farming 

Mone Benjamin 6,000 3,500 2,500

Beans, 

vegetables, 

cassava, maize, 

sorghum, millet, 

potatoes, 

simsim, nuts 

 2 meals/day  4 kg per day  3 times/month 
Personal 

savings 
Crop farming 

Labeja Bendict  8.000, 3,200 4,800

Cassava, beans, 

peas, 

vegetables, beef, 

millet, potatoes 

 3 meals/day  4.5 kg  2 times/month 

Personal 

savings and 

access to loans 

Crop farming 

Komakech 

Steven 
8,000 5,000 3,000

Beans, potatoes, 

simsim, cassava 
 2 meals/day  3 kg per day  2 times/month 

Savings and 

diversified 

agriculture 

production 

Crop farming 

C/o Komakech 

Simon Peter 
10,000 5,900 3,000

Millet, cassava, 

beans, nuts, 

vegetables, 

potatoes 

 3 meals/day  3 kg  once a month 

Diversified 

agricultural 

production 

enterprises 

Crop farming 

Okot Agustino  4,000 2,000 2,000

Cassava, beans, 

millet, 

vegetables 

 2 meals/day  5 kg  4 times/month 
Personal 

savings 
Crop farming 

Otim Tarasiso 7,500 4,000 4,000

Millet, maize, 

beans, peas, 

nuts, simsim 

 3 meals/day  6 kg  8 times/month 

Diversified 

agricultural 

production 

systems 

Crop & animal 

production 

Ogwang George 

Felix 
8,000 5,000 3,000

Cassava, 

potatoes, beans, 

simsim, nuts, 

maize, millet 

 2 meals/day  5 kg  4 times/month 
Savings and 

access to credit 

Crop & animal 

production 

Onekaliti Patrick 4,000 2,800 1,200

Cassava, 

potatoes, beans, 

simsim, nuts, 

maize, millet 

 Not given  5 kg  2 times/month  Not given Crop farming 
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Name

 Total income 

(Uganda Shs 

per annum)

 HH 

expenditure 

per annum

 HH 

expenditure 

on food per 

annum 

 Type of food 

consumed 

Frequency 

of meals 

(no. per 

day) 

Qty of food 

consumed 

per meal (kg 

per day) 

 Fish 

consumption 

(times per 

month) 

 Coping 

mechanisms 

to shocks & 

difficulties 

Other sources 

of income

Odur Quinto 6,000 4,000 2,000

Cassava, beans, 

millet, nuts, 

simsim 

 2 meals/day  4 kg 
once every two 

months 

Personal 

savings and 

diversified 

agriculture 

production 

Crop farming 

Auma Suzan  6,000 3,000 3,000

Beans, rice, 

maize, millet, 

vegetables, fish 

 2 meals/day  4 kg  2 times/month  Not given 
Crop farming 

and business

Okello Samuel  3,500 2,000 1,500

Beans, cassava, 

millet, maize, 

nuts 

 2 meals/day  4kg  2 times/month 

Diversified 

agricultural 

systems 

Crop farming 

From Pader 

District 
9,000 5,000 4,000

Beans, beef, 

millet, cassava, 

potatoes 

 3 meals/day  5 kg  3 times/month 
Savings and 

loans 
Crop farming 

Okeny J.M 

Bosco 
4,000 2,500 1,500

Cassava, maize, 

beans, millet,  
 2 meals/day  4 kg  2 times/month Savings

Crop farming 

and business 

Akidi Suzan 

Damalie 

(Female) 

10,500 3,500 1,200

Beans, beef, fish, 

chicken, nuts, 

vegetables, 

posho, millet, 

milk 

 3 meals/day  4 kg  8 times a month 
Personal 

savings

Formal 

employment 

elsewhere, fruit 

and tree 

planting & 

piggery
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No. Name Designation/organization Contact detail
Area(s) of 

specialization 

1 Najjuma Moureen Farm Manager of Sunfish Farm
772462776 / 

776237704

Tilapia seed/Catfish 

seed

2
Musomerwa 

Muttalib 
Director – Muso4Fo Enterprises 

712197155 / 

754197155

Tilapia seed/Catfish 

seed

3 Samuel Orukan Aquaculture input and  suppliers 
776985322 / 

701232492

Tilapia and Catfish 

seeds, farm tools and 

equipment

4 Aga Sekalala Managing Director - Ugachick 772702905 Fish feeds 

5 Bwakumanya D.R
Managing Director - Jodar 

Services

772574475 / 

702800337
Fish feeds 

6
Nathan Daniel 

Eluku

Director - Nile Aquatic Culture 

Solutions Ltd.

776666668 / 

705078345

Tools/equipments and 

inputs

7 Rashid Asiimwe Director of AA Fisheries 782728027
Tools/equipments and 

inputs

8 Opio Levi Papa Amol Fish Farmers
Inputs and equipment 

supply

9 Abalo Gertrude Principle FTI
772681269 / 

702681269

Training facilitation, 

supply of inputs

10 Musho Abdala 
Research specialist-Finance and 

human resource consult

772372251 / 

704929835

Business planning and 

management, market 

research,

11 Gaaly Erick
Marketing and research expert - 

ECRAM
705225592

Business planning and 

management, market 

research,

 

Annex 9. List of possible input/equipment suppliers and 

service providers  
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Annex 10. Photos 

Photo 1. A simple on-farm feed pelletizer that produces 50kg of feed per hour  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 2. Commercial urban aquaculture to create employment for youth and 

women in Kireka 
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Photo 3. A farmer demonstrating the use of his newly acquired foot-pump at 

an aquafarm  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 4. Water filtration system for hatchery use at Aquafarm in Buloba. 
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Photo 5. A green house for growing table size Catfish in concrete tanks at an 

aquafarm  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 6. Integrated aquaculture, poultry and vegetable farming at Ssisa 

Integrated Fish Farm 
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Photo 7. Workers clean and prepare to roast fish in a solar oven at Ssisa 

Integrated Fish Farm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 8. Participants at the WAFICOS validation exercise in Kampala 
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Photo 9. The mission team discuss with a famer beside her recreational 

aquaculture dam in Gulu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 10. Farmers and stakeholders during WAIFFICOS validation exercise in 

Amuru district. 
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Photo 11. Participants during the WAIFFICOS validation exercise in Amuru 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 12. Members of a women’s group (mainly widows and orphans) who lost 

their husbands and fathers during the LRA war in Amuru district  
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Photo 13. Visitor and management relaxation centre at Sunfish Farm in 

Kajjansi 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 14. Catfish nursing ponds fitted with dam liners at Sunfish Farm in 

Kajjansi 
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Figure 2: A sample fish transportation box 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specifications: 

External dimensions: 20 cm x 72 cm x 44 cm 

Made of HDPE. Range of thermal resistance: -20°C to +60°C  

4 rubber non-slip feet. Drainage holes in the bottom.  

Product compliant with:  

 EU Directive 2002/72/EC with regard to contact with food; 

 EU Directive 94/62/EC with regard to the content of heavy metals. 
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No. Name Group name Contact District County
Sub 

County 
Parish Village Pond size

1 Ocen Charles 
Ageno Rwot 

Fish Farm 
O774295474 Gulu Omoro Koro Lapainat West Atede

10m x 29m / 24m x

40m

2

Onoo 

Columbus / 

Tarad Iboric

Paco Aye Teko 

772647102 / 

773200407 / 

7132000407

Amuru Kilak Pabbo Kal Mission West

15m x 20m (2) / 15m x

15m / 10m x 15m / 20m

x 40 / 20m x 25m

3
Ochora 

Geofrey 

Paduny Fish 

Farmers 

791674267 / 

713741687
Gulu Aswa Awach Paduny Payuta 20m x 20m (2)

4
Onekalit 

Patrick 

Can Okelo 

Mone 
788629938 Amuru Kilak Amuru Toro Toro Kal 20m x 40m

5
Okecochon 

Alex 

Rubanga deg 

goba 
712262059 Amuru Kilak Pabbo Palwong

Rubanga deg 

goba 

20m x 40m / 30m x

40m / 50m x 50m

6 Okeny Jm B Can Pe Yero 718479256 Gulu Aswa Paicho Kal ali Te-olam 25m x 50m

8 Okello James Lamin Obong 39285386 Gulu Omoro Odek Binya Rom Kituku
11m x 27m / 10m x

32m

9 Owor Francis Ome Youth 779994505 Gulu Omoro Odek Binya Rom Kituku 20m x 30m

10
Acire Denis 

Sobic 

Ryemo Can Pe 

Yot 

O773023639 / 

718907960
Amuru Kilak Lamogi Palema Lubuje 

15m x 20m / 30m x 

30m / 30m x 50m / 26m 

x 46m

11
Okwera Henry 

Kizito 
Water Ki Lwak O779027175 Gulu Aswa Patiko Kal Omoti 25m x 30m

12 Odong Justine Rom Kituku 782883998 Gulu Omoro Odek Binya Omuny Jubi 
20m x 20m / 10m x

32m / 7m x 17m

13 Nyeko Parick Jing Cwinyi 
785552912 / 

779997103
Gulu Omoro Koro Lapainat West Oilango

30m x 32m (2) / 20m x

28m

14
Mone 

Benjamin 
Ome B 392891235 Gulu Omoro Odek Binya Rom Kituku

30m x 55m / 12m x

27m

15

Odong Patrick 

/ Anywar 

George 

Acet Christian 

FFS 

787069715 / 

775455966
Gulu Omoro Odek Lukwor Oratido 

18m x 40m / 18m x

38m

16 Loum Kenedy 
Can Miyo 

Kwiri 

777002167 / 

717680629
Amuru Kilak Pabbo Labala Ocuu

20m x 50m / 20m x

60m / 35m x 38m /20m

x 30m

17 Grace Olal
Lacor Nen 

Anyim 
774292455 Amuru Kilak Lamogi Lacor Olot Oboke B 

30m x 50m / 20m x

50m

18
Onencan 

Marcelllino 

Pukure Fish 

Farmers Ltd. 
782511871 Amuru Kilak Lamogi Lacor Olot Oboke B 

30m x 60m / 40m x

60m / 50m x 60m / 40m

x 60m x 10m x 10m /

10m x10m x 10m x 10m

x 10m x 10m x 10m x

10m x 10m x 10m x

10m x 10m 15m x 20m

/ 15m x 20m

19 Okwera David Olwal FFS 783095114 Amuru Kilak Amuru Pamuca Lacaro 15m x 20m

20 Olyel Zaceos Amuru 773014486 Amuru Kilak Amuru Pailyec Got Lowira 0

22 Odida John
Can Miyo 

Kwiri 

717680629 / 

711080396
Amuru Kilak Pabbo Labala Ocuu Not given 

22 Oryem Micheal 
Rubanga 

Lakica 

07720752/35

7497
Gulu

Municipal

ity
Layibi Kirombe Techo

20m x 20m / 30m x

50m

23
Ocan 

Donasiano 
- 789793558 Gulu Lamogi Lacor Lwalakwar 0

24 Odul Quinto Loyo Kwo 784775588 Gulu Omoro Odek
24m x 58m / 15m x

20m 

25 Obote Isaac Wanen Anyim 785374177 Gulu Omoro Odek

 

Annex 11. List of WAIFFICOS farmers 
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No. Name Group name Contact District County
Sub 

County 
Parish Village Pond size

26
Komakech 

Simon Peter 

Abole Mixed 

Farm 
782635203 Gulu Omoro Koro Abole 15m x 30m (2)

27
Odong Simon 

Lukone 

Atega Fish 

Farmer 
782925506 Gulu Omoro Bobi Ochaga Atega

20m x 40m / 15m x

20m (2) / 20m x 30m

28 Odong Lagot Poo Pi Rwot Gulu Omoro Lalogi Jaka
Wanglobo 

Kona 

16m x 38m / 17m x

39m (2) / 17m x 37m /

15m x 37m / 23m x

68m

29
Otema 

Benjamin 

Odek 

Christian 

0715/0785/92

7190
Gulu Omoro Odek Lukwor/Binya Oratido/Acet 

24m x 24m / 15m x

24m / 25m x 10m / 20m

x 30m / 20m x 40m /

30m x 30m / 10m x

10m

30
Okwonga F 

Alero 
Peny Meni 782926707 Nwoya Nwoya Alero

Bwobomanam 

B 
Lwala

17m x 30m / 20m x

30m / 15m x 15m / 30m

x 30m / 15m x 30m /

15m x 27m

31

Olenge 

Christopher 

Dougge 

Good 

Shepherd 

Farm 

782660499 Amuru Kilak Lamogi LACOR
Lacor Oboke 

Olot B 
0

32 Watmon David 
Rich Land Mix 

Farm 
772901796 Gulu

Municipal

ity

Bardege 

Division
Bardege Mican 15mx 25m / 10m x 14m

33 Onen Richard 
Lwak Obito 

Group 
783933175 Amuru Kilak Amuru Pailyec Ogali Apa 0

34
Akwongo 

Dorothy 
Rwot Omiya 773024425 Amuru Kilak Lamogi Lacor Lwalakwar 

10m x 10m / 20m x

40m

35
Ataro Lilly / 

Oryema Willy 

Pamin Mel 

Kony Kora 
779714539 Amuru Kilak Lamogi Lacor Pamin Mel B

10m x 10m / 20m x

30m / 25m x 40m

36 Obal Mario Can Dag Kun 789855364 Amuru Kilak Lamogi Lacor Camo 29 x 36m / 30m x 40m

37 Ojara Micheal 
Atem Fish 

Farm 
779937477 Gulu Omoro Lamogi Lukwir Lakwaya 

15m x 20m / 20m x

40m

38
Kinyera 

Charles 
779070437 Gulu Omoro Lamogi Gem Gwoke 20m x 35m

39 Oyet Abudoni Pamin Ocoo 750738223 Amuru Kilak Lamogi Coke Lamola
10m x 30m / 10m x

10m

40
George Ocaya 

Onen 

Gulu 

Recreation 

Centre 

783324360 / 

758768291
Gulu Omoro Ongako Patuda Kweyo 60m x 100m 

41
Akidi Susan 

Damali 
Manjola Farm 

702356866 / 

783779688
Kitgum  

Kitgum 

Town 

Council

Gulu Quarters
20m x 30m / 10m x

30m (3) / 15mx 30m /

42 Lakony David 
Aneno Ki 

Ikuma 
718927324 Amuru Kilak

Town 

Council
Pogi Abongodyang 5m x 10m / 50m x 60m

43 Nyeko Richard Pi Megi Liti 772062142 Amuru Kilak
Town 

Council
Pogi Abongodyang

20m x 38m / 12m x

24m

44 Loum Janan 
Lacac Dok 

Nono 
777368895 Amuru Kilak

Town 

Council
Pogi Abongodyang

10m x 10m / 16m x

34m

45 Otim Tarasiso 

Idobo 

Integrated 

Youth 

Development 

Gulu Omoro Lalogi Parwec Te-store 
30m x 50m / 50m x

60m 

46
Odong 

Nicholas 
Amuru Kilak

Town 

Council
Pogi Abongodyang

17m x 36m / 10m x

20m / 11m x 15m

47 Okello David 
Pabala Fish 

Farm 
781486931 Gulu Omoro Koro Lapainat West Atede 16m x 17m

48 Okello Samuel 785401864 Gulu
Municipal

ity
Layibi Patuda

Bwobo 

Aywaya 

20m x 30m (2) / 15m x

30m

49
Ogwang 

George 
Jerico Beach 787071547 Oyam

Oyam 

South
Minakulu Atek Jerico

25m x 70m / 25m x

25m / 15m x 30m / 15m

x 15m

50 Auma Susan 
Zion Fish 

Farm 
702918701 Gulu Aswa Unyama 15m x 20m

51
Amule 

Johnson 

Kica Pa Rwot 

Fish Farmers 
779026830 Gulu Omoro Odek Binya Lukoto 20m x 30m (2)

52
Labeja 

Benedict 
777363517 Gulu Aswa Paicho Lapuda Lapuda 20m x 30m (2)
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No. Name Group name Contact District County
Sub 

County 
Parish Village Pond size

53 Omony Ogaba 
Puraga Agro 

Fish Farm and 

Apiary 

772411761 Pader Aruu Puranga Parwec
Puranga 

Town Council 
20m x 50m (3)

54 Omara Amuko 
Laboye Fish 

Farm 
752694272 Pader Aruu Awere Lagile Laboye 20m x 30m (3)

55 Onen Nimalodi 777365041 Pader Aruu Awere Lagile Angole Dam 10m x 20m

56
Ijjo John 

Bosco 
Yele Keni Amuru Kilak Lamogi Coke Oduu 35m x 50m

57 Ocora Francis 
Rubanga Tek 

Ada 
794820272 Amuru Kilak Lamogi Pagoro Ayugi

10m x 18m / 7m x 18m

/ 6m x 18m / 8m x 18m

/ 14m x 24m (2) / 8m x

26m

58 Okwera Santo 
Awer Fish 

Farmers 
77902488 Amuru Kilak Lamogi Palema Amilogo 6m x 18m / 15m x 30m

59 Sister Lucy

Sister Serena 

Memorial Fish 

Farm and 

Leanrning 

Centre 

782630393 Gulu
Municipal

ity
Bardege Forgod Convent 25m x 50m

60 Oluny Charles
Madam Cam 

Pur 
777223620 Gulu Omoro Lalogi Lukwir Lakwaya 22m x 30m

61 Kamela Alal 
Lakwaya Fish 

Farm 
Gulu Omoro Lalogi Lukwir Lakwaya 288m

2

480m
2 /

680m
2

63
Opar Wat 

Richard 

Otigo Manok 

Otyeko Kwon 
779477749 Gulu Aswa Awach Pukony Oguru 1000m

2

748m
2

215m
2

65
Amone 

Richard 
Gulu Omoro Odek Binya Acet Central 650m

2

66 Ocan Alfred 
Lacan Kome 

Tek 
775014515 Gulu Aswa Awach Gwengdiya Paromo (4) 600m

2 

(3) 600m
2 

800m
2

68 Owiny Jimmy 
Paibona Fish 

Farm 
775436504 Gulu Aswa Awach Paibona Acut Omer 1,000m

2

(2) 600m
2 

800m
2

70 Ocira Richard 
Rubanga 

Mamiyo 
717502903 Amuru Kilak Pabbo Parubanga Kal Ocika 200m

2

71 Acaye Francis Atek Ki Lwak 774640045 Gulu Omoro Ongako Kal Tetugu (2) 600m
2 

72
Opiyo 

Mudikayo 

Goma Fish 

Farm 
Nwoya Nwoya Goma Kal Kal (3) 600m

2 

73 Abang David 
Lulyango Fish 

Farm 
772647074 Nwoya Nwoya Alero Paibwo Lulyango 700m

2

74
Oryema Lacan 

BIL
784775588 Gulu Omoro Odek Lukwor Oratido 800m

2

75
Latigo Joel 

Otyeng 
Kalongo 778673116 Agago Agago

KALONGO 

T/C
Nimaro Akado Ward 1,000m

2

76 Okokt Francis 
Atanga Fish 

Farm A 
711786600 Pader Aruu Atanga Kal Ribe Teko 2,500m

2

77 Odongo David 702815418 Oyam
Oyam 

North
Minakulu Opuk Palwo 750m2

78 Enoka Sam 7744115611 Oyam
Oyam 

North
Minakulu Amwa Teduka

Amwa 

Teduka
1,200m

2

1,000m
2

800m
2

80 Opiro E Jonyo Lacan Kwite 775591299 Amuru Kilak Lamogi Palema Amilobo 600m
2 

81 Lucy Omoo 
Tii Ki Komi 

Fish Farm 
772985107 Kgumit Chua

Kitgum 

Town 

Council

Gulu East Ward A 1,500m
2

62 Ojok Benard Kulu Otit 774140789 Gulu Omoro Bobi Palwo Obalowat 

64 Balsa Sam
Yot Kom Aye 

Kwo 
785551359 Gulu Omoro Bobi Patek Patek Bor

79
Ocaya C 

Ibrahim 
Wet Atem 772823597 Amuru Kilak Lamogi Lacor Lwala Kwar 

69
Wilul Fish 

Farmers 
Gulu Aswa Awach Pukony

67 Ocora Tonny 
Aketo Wanga 

Fish Farm 
778673116 Gulu Aswa Awach Paduny Payuta
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No. Name Group name Contact District County
Sub 

County 
Parish Village Pond size

82 Wokorac Atii Ki Koma 777481508 Gulu Omoro Lakwana Tegot Omolo 25m x 30m

83 Obong Vicent 
Ribbe Aye 

Teko 
774729887 Gulu Omoro Lakwana Tegot Lwala 20m x 50m

84 Kidega Charles Aroko Lonyo 775298141 Gulu Omoro Lakwana Tegot 20m x 50m

85 Odida Micheal 
Ibidong Ki 

NGO
774350817 Gulu Omoro Lakwana Tegot Omolo 115m x 205m

86
Onyango 

Charles 

Pekona Aye 

Lonyo Ni 

779752112 / 

717587169
Amuru Kilak Pabbo Kal Kal Centre 18m x 22m

87
Abwola 

Christopher 

Paco Ber Fish 

Farmer 
751451875 Amuru Kilak Attiak Pawel Pukumu 20m x 20m

88 Okello Thomas 
Rubanga 

Twero 
713199352 Amuru Kilak Pabbo Palwong

Lawange 

Kwar 
14m x 25m

89
Bongomin 

Charles 
Tute Keni 

0717586677 

0788375327
Amuru Kilak Pabbo Labala

Oloyo 

Kampala 
20m x 20m

90 Ocaya David 
Rubanga 

Mamiyo 
785590292 Amuru Kilak Pabbo Pogo Olamnyungu 20m x 20m

91 Loum Vitrino Paa Po Anyim 788375311 Amuru Kilak Pabbo Palwong Pukuma 15m x 25m

92
C/O Abwola 

Christopher 
Cam Kwoki 751451875 Amuru Kilak Attiak Pawel Pukuma 18m x 30m

93 Oola Walter Can Deg Lok 757480261 Amuru Kilak Pabbo Parubanga A Abera 20m x 22m

94 Oyet Patrick Bed Ki Mung 714182004 Amuru Kilak Pabbo Kal Kal Turu 15m x 30m 

95 Sunday Waribu Cing 718453835 Amuru Kilak Pabbo Kal Kal Turu 15m x 30m 

96
Labalpiny 

Walter 
Gum Pe Rom 756793680 Amuru Kilak Pabbo Labala

Oloyo 

Kampala 
18m x 25m

97 Oola Sam 
Pukole Tem 

Gumi 
785410578 Amuru Kilak Pabbo Labala Olet Valley 14m x 25m

98
Okot Denis 

Mukibi 

Pugwang 

United 
718861960 Amuru Kilak Pabbo Kal Kal lumule 20m x 20m

99 Okiya Joseph Wajalkare 711019072 Amuru Kilak Pabbo Palwong Katikati B 20m x 20m

100
Ocen 

Alexandria 
Individual 716999838 Nwoya Nwoya Alero Bwobo Nam 

Labworo 

Omor 
15m x 20m 

101 Atim Simon 
Lalogi Young 

Xtian 
Gulu Omoro Lalaogi Gem Opwac 1,000m

102 Okot Francis Beri Weng 788947557 Gulu Omoro Lakwana Tegot Labworomor 25m x 50m
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ANNEX 12. List of experts identified to assist with the training 

of farmers 

Expert 1:   Rashid Assimwe 

Assignment:  Intensive fish culture and management systems 

Contact details: E-mail: rashiee@yahoo.co.uk  

Tel: +256 782 728 027 

Key qualifications: BSc. Fisheries and Aquaculture 

   Diploma in Fisheries Management and Technology 

Occupation:  Aquaculture Technical Service Provider 

Experience:  13 years 

Expert 2:  Mwanja Waiswa Wilson 

Assignment:  Doing fish farming as a business 

Contact details: Email: wwmwanja@yahoo.com  

   Tel: +256 701 594923  

Key qualifications: PhD, Fisheries Genetics 

Occupation:  Aquaculture Management and Research Expert, ECRAM  

Experience:  23 years 

Expert 3:  Musiho Abdala 

Assignment:  Aquaculture Financial Management and Record Keeping 

Contact details:  Email: ribudalla@gmail.com 

   Tel: +256772 372251 or +256704 929835 

Key qualifications: Postgraduate certificate: Project Planning and Management 

   Postgraduate certificate: Project Monitoring and Evaluation 

BA Economics 

   Diploma in Accounts (Education) 

Occupation:  Financial and Economics Research Analyst 

Experience:   18 years 

Expert 4:  Gaalya Erick 

Assignment:  Marketing, HR, Proposal Writing and Soliciting Financing for 

Aqucaulture 

Contact details: Email: gaalyaerick@gmail.com  

   Tel: +256 705 225542 

Key qualification: MBA Marketing and Management 

Occupation:  Marketing 

Experience:  2 years  

mailto:rashiee@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:wwmwanja@yahoo.com
mailto:ribudalla@gmail.com
mailto:gaalyaerick@gmail.com
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Expert 5:   Mujibu Nkambo 

Assignment:  Water quality management, and feed formulation and fish feeding 

techniques 

Contact details: Email: mnkambo@yahoo.co.uk 

   Tel: +256 776 190279 

Key qualifications: MSc. Aquaculture 

Occupation:  Aquaculture Research Scientist, Kajjansi ARDC 

Experience: 4 years 

Expert 6:  Nabuule Claire 

Assignment:  Aquaculture product quality and safety control measures 

Contact details: Tel: +256 753 126966 or +256 703 126963 

Key qualifications: BSc. Food Science and Technology 

Occupation:  Fisheries and Aquaculture Quality Assurance Inspector/Manager, DoF 

Experience:  4 years. 

Expert 7:  Samuel Orukan  

Assignment:  Aquaculture Cooperative Management and Group Dynamics 

Contact details: Email: samuelorukan@yahoo.com 

Tel: +256 776 985 322 or 701232492 

Key qualifications: 1. Bachelor of adult and community Education 

2. Diploma in Fisheries Management and Technology-Aquaculture 

3. Certificates in Administrative Law 

4. Certificate in Information Communication Technology 

Occupation: Technical Aquaculture Service Provider, Aquaculture Inputs and 

Equipment Suppliers Limited 

Experience:  12 years  

Expert 8:  William Imma 

Assignment:  Appropriate technologies for fish processing & value addition 

Contact details: Tel: +256 778 807221  

Key qualification: Certificate Aquaculture 

Occupation:  Teaching Assistant, Fisheries Training Institute FTI 

Experience:  35 years 

 

mailto:mnkambo@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:samuelorukan@yahoo.com
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Expert 9:  Pilli Epavu Jino 

Assignment:  Pond construction, Maintenance and Farming of Exotic Species 

Contact details: Tel: +25678-2528773 or +25671-2832549 

 Email: jinopilli@yahoo.com 

Key qualifications: BSc. Environmental Management 

Diploma in Aquaculture 

Occupation:  Lecturer Fisheries Training Institute, Uganda 

Experience:  41 years 

Expert 10:  Kihembo Oliverce 

Assignment:  Gender mainstreaming and gender support for aquaculture 

development 

Contact details: Tel: +256 777 509825 or +256 702 728176 

Email: kihembolive22@gmail.com 

Key qualifications: BA Development Studies 

Occupation:  Business Gender Expert 

Experience:  3 years 

 

 

 

 

mailto:jinopilli@yahoo.com
mailto:kihembolive22@gmail.com
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Annex 13. Background and profile of, WAFICOS and 

WAIFFICOS 

Profile of WAFICOS as of 2012 

                    

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo: Fish farmers at the 5th Annual Fish Farmers’ Symposium and Trade Fair, 

2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Head Office-Ministry of Agriculture Building  
Buganda Road,   
Wandegeya, Kampala  
P.O. 6213 
Uganda 
Tel:  +256 312 265896 
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WALIMI FISH COOPERATIVE SOCIETY (WAFICOS) 

WAFICOS is a legally registered fish farmers’ cooperative society under the Uganda Cooperative 

Alliance (UCA). 

The primary objective of WAFICOS is to provide a forum through which fish farmers can collectively 

acquire essential services and inputs necessary to ascertain the viability of their operations. This 

includes collective marketing and value addition of farmed fish products. As such, membership of 

WAFICOS covers a wide spectrum of the sector; grow-out fish farmers, fish seed producers and 

breeders, trainers, fish feed manufacturers, and processors, input suppliers, trainers and researchers. 

Vision 

To be a leading fish farmers’ organization providing a forum for successful production and 

marketing of quality farmed fish.  

Mission 

To build a sustainable forum of fish farmers through effective organizing, lobbying, 

financing, marketing, action research, advisory service delivery and physical infrastructure 

development. 

Organization’s details 

Cooperative Name:  WALIMI FISH COOPERATIVE SOCIETY 

(WAFICOS) 

Line of Business: Aquaculture  

Country of Registration:  Uganda 

Reg. No. P742 under Cooperative Societies’ Statute of 

1991 

Physical Address: Buganda Road Next to FAO Offices, Wandegeya 

Postal Address: P. O. Box 6213 

Kampala, Uganda. 

Telephone: +256 312 265896 

Email: waficos08@yahoo.com 

 

Services currently offered  

WAFICOS offers a broad range of services to the aquaculture industry including: 

 Technical training for farmers and farm managers on best management practices and 

project management; 

 Aquaculture advice to farmers; 

 Hire of equipment for pond construction, harvesting, water quality tests, fish holding 

& transportation; 

 Fish marketing and value addition; 

mailto:a.m.consult.ltd@gmail.com
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 Sourcing and supply of aquaculture inputs and equipment like; fish seed, broodstock 

and nets; 

 Servicing of equipment such as mending nets and cages; 

 Annual fish farmers’ symposium and trade fair; 

 Organising of aquaculture events; 

 Act as guarantors for financial support to members. 

Note: Only WAFICOS members enjoy subsidized services offered. Non-members must pay for any 

services required.  

The cooperative society is governed by an executive body consisting of nine personnel and 

further employs technical staff who run the organization on a day-to-day basis. In addition 

to this, WAFICOS also works closely with other key stakeholders in the fisheries and 

aquaculture sector including: Makerere University, the Fisheries Training Institute and 

Aquaculture Management Consultants. Furthermore, WAFICOS is strongly affiliated to the 

Department of Fisheries Resources (DFR), National Fisheries Resource Research Institute 

(NaFIRRI) and ARDC, Kajjansi amongst others. This makes WAFICOS a very impeccable 

and competent organization in all its dealings regarding aquaculture. 

WAFICOS Management Team  

Executive Team                                                 Technical/Management Team 

Chairperson (1)  Coordinator 

Vice Chairperson (1) 

 

 Field Adviser 

General Secretary (1) 

  Administrative Secretary 

Treasurer (1) 

 

 

 Account clerk 

Executive Committee Members (5) 

 

Policy and Management Challenges to Aquaculture Associations 

The challenges faced by the aquaculture sector in Uganda are similar to those faced by 

many SSA countries. The National Aquaculture Strategy (NAS) and draft NADP outline a 

number of priority areas of intervention, with development of suitable aquaculture 

production systems and increased access to inputs such as feed, seed and business 

capital, ranked the highest. Development of producer organizations and improvement of 

marketing, processing and transportation infrastructure are also identified priority areas. 

Fish farmers in Uganda have already developed a range of AFOs at different levels to 

address some of these constraints and WAFICOS is the most active and well known of 

these (Laila Kassam, FAO 2012). 
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WAFICOS activities and service provision  

As reported by Laila Kassam, (FAO consultant, 2012), WAFICOS is a business whose main 

objective is profit maximisation. It aims to do this primarily through assisting members to 

increase their production and income generation from aquaculture activities through 

provision of a number of services, many at a subsidised rate, which are also available to 

non-members at full cost. Services provided by WAFICOS include: technical advice; input 

supply; equipment rental for pond construction, fish harvesting and transport; market 

development, coordination and collective marketing; information dissemination; and value 

addition of farmed fish products (Walakira, et al., 2011). WAFICOS also organises an 

annual symposium for members and non-members and has a number of future plans 

including the establishment of a Savings and Credit Cooperative Society (SACCO). These 

services and activities are discussed below. This report gives additional details on 

WAFICOS’ technical support, input supply and equipment rental as outlined below. 

Technical support 

WAFICOS’s technical coordinator offers technical support to members either over the 

phone, through farm visits or when farmers visit the office. Aside from giving production 

advice, the technical coordinator develops business plans (charging 300,000 Shs for 

members, 600,000 Shs for non-members), undertakes sampling for farmers (charging 

30,000 Shs for members, 60,000 Shs for non-members) and supervises pond construction 

for a fee. The technical services provided by WAFICOS meet an important need for fish 

farmers especially since government extension services were privatised through the 

establishment of the National Agriculture Advisory Service (NAADS). The extension 

services and enterprise selection model of NAADS is focused mainly on those sectors which 

involve large numbers of agricultural farmers not only fish farming.  

Input supply 

An important constraint for aquaculture development in Uganda is the high price of 

commercial feed, which is produced by only one local feed mill - UGACHICK. To alleviate 

this problem, WAFICOS buys feed in bulk from UGACHICK and sells it on to members at 

cost price (but sells to non-members at a higher price). Currently WAFICOS sells over 5 

tonnes of feed per week. WAFICOS also facilitates the sale of fingerlings to members by 

linking them with fingerling suppliers.  

Equipment rental  

The equipment WAFICOS acquired through the USAID FISH project includes nets for 

harvesting and sampling, transport tanks with oxygen cylinders to transport live fish and 

fingerlings, a pickup truck for members to harvest and market their fish, and water quality 

testing kits. This equipment is in high demand and is hired out to members at a subsidised 

rate and at a higher rate to non-members, generating a sustainable source of income for 

the cooperative and also providing important services for the fish farmers. 
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Market development and collective marketing 

Limited market development and coordination in the aquaculture value chain is a major 

constraint in Uganda. Fish farmers are dispersed throughout rural areas and many of them 

produce small quantities over long intervals. 

 

Profile of West Acholi Integrated Fish Farmers Cooperative Society (WAIFFCO) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

West Acholi Integrated Fish Farmer cooperative Society (WAIFFICOS) is a fish farmer’s 

organization, which was registered in May 2012 as a cooperative society (Reg. No. 

P.3151/RCS). Currently, WAIFFICOS has a membership of 102 fish farmers from the 

districts of Gulu, Amuru, Nwoya, Kitgum, Pader and Lamwo in Northern Uganda. The Head 

Office is located at Pukure Orphan Care Integrated Fish Farm, Lacor Parish, Lamogi Sub 

County, Amuru District. The main objective of the cooperative is to mobilize farmers and 

required resources to be able to participate in meaningful commercial farming through the 

use of appropriate technology to improve production, ensure value addition, and improve 

marketing to increase household income of returnees for sustainable development. The 

mission of the West Acholi Integrated Fish Farmer Cooperative Society is to promote 

mutual economic interest of its members in accordance with cooperative principles for a 

better livelihood. 
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No. Entity
Registration	

requirement
Responsible	person Location Cost

1
Pamini	Coo	Fish	

Farm

Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

2 	PLFPA
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

3 OJJFFA
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

4 LDFFA
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 	50,000/=

5 LNACGA
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

6 BOFFA
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

7 AGFFG
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

8 KPRFF
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

9 AMBG
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

10 RMFA
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

11 OYFFN
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

12 LOFFA
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

13 	RKTFFA
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

14 OBFFG
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

15 LBFFG
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

16 CMKFFA
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

17 PFFA
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

18 OAFFG
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

19 IIYFFN
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

20 COMFFA
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

21 LKFFO
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

22 ASFFG
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

23 OSFFA
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

24 BMMFP
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

25 CPYFFG
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

26 MFFK
Aquaculture	

establishment
Farm	owner DFR	-	Kampala 50,000/=

 

Annex 14. Registration needs for farmers and WAFICOS and 

WAIFFICOS 
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Annex 15. Draft terms of reference for a market survey for 

farmed fish in northern and central uganda 

SmartFish and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) under 

the implementation of a Regional Strategy for East and Central Africa (ESA-IO), Region 

Programme for Africa (IRFS), (GCP/RAF/466EAC) and within the framework of 

FAO/SmartFish seeks to support and promote sustainable aquaculture development in 

Uganda. We are seeking the services of a research consultant to undertake a market 

survey for farmed fish in Northern and Central Uganda. 

This consultancy is part of the needed support identified during a needs assessment 

mission from two associations involved: WAFICOS of the central region and WAIFFICOS 

from the northern region.  

Under the direct supervision of the FAO/SmartFish Technical Officer and in collaboration 

with the project’s National Aquaculture Consultant, the incumbent will be required to carry 

out the following tasks: 

I. Develop a market Survey Plan for Farmed Fish in Northern and Central Uganda, 

identifying the variables that affect the demand for farmed fish. To be sent for 

approval by FAO/SmartFish. 

II. Undertake a desk review and contact persons or institutions that can provide basic 

statistics on the potential of lake fish farming such as: annual production trends, 

volumes of trade of farmed fish, end market quality requirements (exports, regional 

and national markets), possible market trends and by products, major trends 

affecting the farmed fish and its by products, production costs and the economic 

analysis of the fish sub sector, pricing and packaging.  

III. Identify the key primary chain actors along the farmed fish value chain: (from 

producers and inputs supply to end consumers) identify who they are, possible 

numbers, key functions, key operational challenges and possible interventions. In 

the analysis of the primary actors indicate the changes in prices along the value 

chain together with margins and other economic aspects such as market share of 

the fish and its product transactions along the value chain. The consultant is also 

expected to evaluate social aspects, such as participation and governance along the 

chain, as well as the key chain blocker(s) and enabler(s).  

IV. Examine the regulatory and policy framework that affect the farmed fish value 

chain and secondary markets, outlining key provisions, level of implementation and 

the challenges involved in their implementation. The consultant will recommend 

strategies that will strengthen advocacy activities and maximize engagement with 

policy-making processes, both locally and at the national level. 
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V. Analyze the overall business environmental under which the farmed fish sub-sector 

is operating under in northern and central Uganda and link this to the national 

level.  

VI. Delineate and examine the different market channels of farmed fish, outlining 

opportunities for exploitation, additional investments, challenges and possible 

interventions. A market segmentation is expected with a possible examination and 

decisions based on facts on the best sub-sector to focus on especially by women 

and the youth.  

VII. Carry out an analysis of the basic business support services needed to strengthen 

the market system in support of the poor producers. Identify existing service gaps 

that need to be filled. 

VIII. Analyze the gender and power dynamics along the value chain and advise on areas 

for improvement in maximizing benefits for women and youth where possible.  

IX. Advise on the possibility/modalities of branding farmed fish and its products for 

better marketing and to reduce competition from wild fisheries. 

 

Consultant qualifications  

The consultant must possess the following:  

 A Masters Degree in Development Studies or other related field and a Postgraduate 

Certificate/Diploma in M&E or Project Planning & Management from a recognized 

institution (s) of higher learning. 

 Must have a minimum of five (5) years demonstrated experience in research 

activities and/or practice. 

 Experience of effective interaction with local and national institutions, government 

departments, and business service providers. 

 Be conversant with current business models and practice around the fish sub-sector 

in the region.  

 Practical application of cross cutting themes like gender mainstreaming, and gender 

competence, M&E, advocacy. 

 Excellent analytical and report writing skills and use of SPSS and Excel computer 

programmes. 

 Good spoken and written communication skills in English and Luganda. 

 Proven experience of using participatory tools and methodology. 
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Expected deliverables  

The required outputs of this consultancy are as follows:  

I. An inception report (maximum five pages) outlining the approach/methodology 

and execution programme/timetable. This report shall be submitted for review 

and approval by FAO/SmartFish two days after the signature of the contract, but 

before commencement of the work.  

II. Data collection tools, which shall be submitted within two days after acceptance of 

the methodology for review and approval by FAO/SmartFish.  

III. A draft market survey report, which shall be submitted within twenty-one days 

after completion of the field mission.  

IV. Presentation of key findings to the stakeholders in a one-day workshop.  

V. A final report, which shall be submitted within five days after the stakeholders’ 

dissemination workshop and shall incorporate both FAO/SmartFish and 

stakeholders inputs. 

 

Timeframe:  

Timeframe for the consultancy is 31 days.  

The whole research process will take approximately 30 days to complete, this will also 

include: interaction with the FAO/SmartFish Management Team, field teams, beneficiaries, 

key stakeholders and report writing.  

NOTE: FAO/SmartFish will cover the cost of transportation for the consultant for the specific 

number of days she/he will be in the field. 
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Annex 16. Summary - action plan for input and training 

delivery 

 The total cost of inputs required has been adjusted to USD 49,049.93. 

 Procurement of inputs will be done by an NGO with support from the consultant. 

 The procurement of training materials will also be done by the NGO with support 

from the consultant. 

 The NGO will procure and transport the inputs to the destination points according to 

the cost included in procurement. 

 The training cost has been adjusted to USD 29,149.06. This includes the cost of local 

training experts and training materials. This fund will also be managed by the NGO 

selected.  

 Training materials will be prepared by the consultant and a list of training experts will 

be submitted to FAO/SmartFish for clearance before training commences. 

 Training will be delivered by the consultant assisted by the training experts 

identified, under the supervision of the NGO selected and FAO/SmartFish. 

 Each training expert will be paid a facilitation allowance at a flat rate of 120,000 Shs 

per day in both regions. 

 Transport will be provided for the consultant and the training experts to take them to 

the various training venues.  

 Training will be carried out over a total of 8 days, 4 days in the central region and 4 

days in the northern region. 

 A study tour will be carried out to selected model farms over 4 days, 2 days for the 

central region and 2 days for the northern region. This will be managed by the NGO 

and coordinated by the consultant. 

 The NGO will recruit a consultant to monitor project activities for at least 6 months 

after delivery of inputs and training and will document the impact of the support at 

the end of the six-month period.  
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No. Action to be taken Responsibility Timeframe Cost (USD)

1
Procurement of inputs for the two 

associations
NGO & Consultant

27 Nov. - 9 

Dec. 
49,049.93

2 Input delivery (Central region) NGO & Consultant 10 - 12 Dec. 
Cost covered in 

procurement

3 Input delivery (Northern region) NGO & Consultant 13 - 14 Dec.
Cost covered in 

procurement

4
Preparation and sharing/clearance 

of training material

Consultant & 

training experts
26 - 29 Nov. 

Cost covered in 

contract

5
Training delivery (Northern 

region)

Consultant & 

experts
15 - 18 Dec.  

6 Training delivery (Central region)
Consultant & 

experts
6 - 9 Jan. 

7 Study tour for northern region Consultant 12 - 13 Jan. 

8 Study tour for central region Consultant 16 - 17 Jan. 

9
Developing a market survey plan 

for approval by FAO/SmartFish

NGO & (RFHRC or 

ECRAM)  
5 - 8 Jan. 

Cost covered in 

survey works

10 Approval of market survey plan FAO/SmartFish 12 Jan. No cost involved

11
Market survey and marketing plan 

development (Central region)

NGO & (RFHRC or 

ECRAM)  
14 - 20 Jan 

Covered in 

procurement cost

12
Market survey and marketing plan 

development (northern region)

NGO & (RFHRC or 

ECRAM)
22 - 28 Jan.

Covered in 

procurement cost

13
Producing report on market 

survey and marketing plan
Service provider 29 Jan. 4 Feb. Cost covered above

14
Monitoring of activities (central 

region)
Consultant  5 - 7 Feb. 1,500.00

15
Monitoring of activities (northern 

region)
Consultant  9 - 12 Feb. 1,500,00

16 Debriefing with FAOR/NGO/DFR Consultant 13 Feb. 
Cost covered in 

contract

17 Final report preparation Consultant 14 - 18 Feb. 
Cost covered in 

contract

18 Submission of final report Consultant 20 Feb. 
Cost covered in 

contract

Total cost (inputs and training 

cost combined)
81,198.99

29,149.06

 

Table of action plan for the remaining three months 
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No. Input Quantity 
Unit cost 

(USD) 

Amount 

(USD)
Service providers

1 Oxygen cylinder and regulators 2 703.12 1406.24

Aquaculture input and 

supplier: 

0776985322/0701232492

2 Transportation tanks 3 195.31 585.93
AA Fisheries: 

0782728027

3 Pond sampling nets 2 468.75 937.5

4 Harvesting nets 2 527.34 1054.68

Nile Aquatic Culture 

Solutions Ltd: 

0776666668/0705078345

5
Fish handling containers/buckets 

(10 pcs)
10 25 250

6 Fish graders (1 set) 1 1,000.00 1,000.00

7 Water quality testing kits, (4 sets) 4 1,367.18 5,468.72

8 Surface water pumps 5Hp (2 pcs) 2 850 1,700.00

9 Light truck 1.5 to 2 tons  1 9,000.00 9,000.00

Fees – 10 days
10 days x 

$150/day
1,500.00 ECRAM – 0705225592

Transport – 12 

days

12 days x 

$40/day
480

Stationery – lump 

sum
Lump sum 120 RFHRC – 0772372251/

Data analysis x 4 

days

4 days x 

$50/day
200 704929835

Report production
10 reports 

x $20
200

(10 copies)

Total input costs 

WAFICOS
18,434.35

10

Market survey and analysis to, 

synchronization production plan 

and strategy

 

Adjusted budget for a quick action plan for WAFICOS (central region)  
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No. Input needed Quantity 
Unit cost 

(USD) 

Amount 

(USD)
Service providers

1 Oxygen cylinder and regulators 2 703.12 1,406.24

Aquaculture input and 

supplier: 

0776985322/0701232492

2 Transportation tanks 3 195.31 585.93 AA Fisheries: 0782728027

3 Pond sampling nets 2 468.75 937.5

4 Harvesting nets 2 527.34 1,054.68

Nile Aquatic Culture 

Solutions Ltd: 

0776666668/0705078345

Mini feed mill (3 tons/day) 1 8,500.00 8,500.00

5
Fish handling

containers/buckets (6 pcs)
6 25 150

6 Fish graders, (1 set) 1 1,000.00 1,000.00

7
Water quality testing kits, (4

sets)
2 1,367.18 2,734.36

8
surface water pumps 5Hp (2

pcs)
2 850 1,700.00

9 Light truck 1.5 to 2 tons  1 9,000.00 9,000.00

Photocopier with a scanner (1) 1 1,046.87 1,046.87

Fees – 10 

days

10 days x 

$150/day
1,500.00 ECRAM – 0705225592

Transport – 

12 days

12 days x 

$40/day
480

Stationery 

– lump sum
Lump sum 120 RFHRC – 0772372251/

Data 

analysis x 4 

days

4 days x 

$50/day
200 704929835

Report 

production

10 reports 

x $20
200

(10 copies)

Total input cost 

WAIFFICOS
30,615.58

49,049.93

10

Market analysis, 

synchronization  planning and 

strategy

Total input cost for both

associations 

 

Adjusted budget for a quick action plan for WAIFFICOS (northern region)  
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Item 
Number of days/ 

quantity 
Description  USD

8 experts for the priority

needs for 4 days each

working as a team for each

association (40 man days for 

2 associations) @

$48/expert day

4 DSA for consultant and 4

SDA

Meals/day 4 days 5.86/person/day 1,875.00

Transport refund 4 days 7.81/person/day 2,562.50

Hall hire 8 days 97.66/day 781.5

Note books and pens 1.95/set 126.75

Projector 8 days 78.13/day 625.04

Flip charts 4 pcs 15.63/each 62.5

Marker pens 4 boxes 7.81/box 31.25

Feed ingredients 600kgs 0.98/ks 588

Small buckets 8 11.72 93.76

Weighing scales 2 25.39/each 50.78

Study tour 2 days 58,59/person/day 9,375.00

Formulated feeds 2 bags 31.25/bag 62.5

Fish specimens for 

processing
20kgs 3.91/kg 78.2

Filleting tools 20 sets 7.81/set 156.25

Net braiding needles 50 pcs 7.81 each 390.5

Braiding gauge 50 pcs 3.13 each 156.5

Bobbins of 36 ply twines 8 boxes 136.72/box 1,093.75

Mounting ropes 10 rolls 23.44 234.4

Floaters 200 pcs 1.17/each 234

Sinkers 200 pcs 0.98/each 196

Ice 100 kgs 0.78/kg 78.13

Fish boxes 20 pcs 58.59 each 1,171.80

Tape measures 65 pcs 19.53 1,269.45

Spirit levels 65 pcs 9.77 each 635.05

Feeding record book 65 pcs 5.86 380.9

Activity record book 65 pcs 5.86 380.9

Ledger/financial book 65 pcs 7.81 507.65

Demonstration farm fees 4 days 50.00/day 200

SmartFish T-Shirts and 

caps
70 pcs 11.72/each 820.4

 Total 29,149.06

Facilitators 
32 expert days per 

association
4,930.60

 

Detail training budget for proposed training plan  
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Name Training	area Number	of	days Rate	(USD) Amount

Overall	supervision	of	training	delivery 4	days	DSA	in	the	north 74

Coordination	of	farmer	exchange	visits	

between	the	two	associations
4	SDA	in	central 6.65

General	Aquaculture	Management	

Fish	Pond	Management

Intensive	fish	culture	and	management	

(cage	and	tank	culture)

Fish	grading	in	outgrow	systems

Stocking	of	ponds	–	choice	of	species,	

stocking	densities,	species	combinations

Making	and	production	of	harvesting	

and	sampling	nets

Doing	fish	farming	as	a	business

Integrated	rural	agriculture	aquaculture	

systems

Pond	management	–	predator	control

Financial	management	for	aquaculture	

business

Aquaculture	farm	book	keeping

Fish	farm	book	keeping	and	record	

utilization

Farmed	Fish	marketing	options	including	

bulking	and	cooperative	marketing

Maximizing	returns	from	the	farm	

workforce

Proposal	writing	and	fundraising

Fish	feeding	and	feed	management

Fish	feed	formulation	and	on-farm	feed	

production

Water	quality	control	and	Management

Management	of	pond	effluents

Water	supply	and	pond	drainage	control	

and	management

Nabuule	Claire
Aquaculture	quality	control	and	fish	

safety	management

																							 Aquaculture	products	certification

Pond	construction	and	maintenance

Fish	disease	control	and	Fish	health	

management

Farming	of	exotic	and	valuable	species

Aquaculture	cooperative	management	

and	group	dynamics

Fish	harvesting,	handling,	processing	

and	value	addition

Fish	seed	production	and	hatchery	

management	(Tilapia	&	Catfish),	fish	

sexing

4,930.60

Samuel	Orukan

2	days	for	preparation	of	

materials	+	4	days	for	

delivery	for	association	x	2	

associations

48 576

Total	

2	days	for	preparation	of	

materials	+	4	days	for	

delivery	for	association	x	2	

associations

48 576

Pilli	Epavu	Jino

2	days	for	preparation	of	

materials	+	4	days	for	

delivery	for	association	x	2	

associations

48 576

Erick	Gaalya

2	days	for	preparation	of	

materials	+	4	days	for	

delivery	for	association	x	2	

associations

48 576

Mujibu	Nkambo

2	days	for	preparation	of	

materials	+	4	days	for	

delivery	for	association	x	2	

associations

48 576

Mwanja	W.	Wilson

2	days	for	preparation	of	

materials	+	4	days	for	

delivery	for	association	x	2	

associations

48 576

Mushio	Addallah

2	days	for	preparation	of	

materials	+	4	days	for	

delivery	for	association	x	2	

associations

48 576

Owani	Simon	Olok 322.6

Asiimwe	Rashid	

2	days	for	preparation	of	

materials	+	4	days	for	

delivery	for	association	x	2	

associations

48 576

 

Details for experts to assist with training delivery in central region based on 

government rates (120,000 Shs per day = US$ 48/night)  

 

 

 





SmartFish is a regional fisheries project managed by the Indian Ocean 
Commission, funded by the European Union and co-implemented by the 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. SmartFish, which 
operates in 20 countries throughout the East and Southern Africa - Indian 
Ocean region, focuses on fisheries governance, management, monitoring, 
control and surveillance, trade, and food security.

This needs assessment followed on from a SmartFish training workshop, 
‘Conducting Aquaculture as a Business’ in 2012. The assessment process 
consisted of the selection of beneficiary associations; semi-structured 
interviews with leaders and individual members, input and service 
providers; and a final validation of findings with farmers and association 
leadership. 

The needs for farmers were found to be extensive and highly diverse in 
terms of both inputs and training but were largely similar for both groups. 
Priority inputs include: fish transportation, harvesting gear, improved 
handling equipment and water quality monitoring and testing kits. Farmers 
emphasized the need for hands-on and practical, farm-based training in 
general aquaculture and business management. At the association level, 
training in group dynamics, leadership, management of shared resources, 
and better handling and marketing are priorities.
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